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Su m m a r y

Transformers subjected to PWM voltage excitation are becoming more and more common in 

industrial applications and renewable energy supply systems. Therefore, the assessment and 

improvement in the performance of transformer cores under PWM voltage excitation have 

become prominent. This project intends to characterise the no-load performance, total power 

loss and acoustic noise level, of a model three-phase, three-limb laminated transformer core, 

operating under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation.

Measurements of total power losses and localised flux density in the joint regions of the core 

under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned modulation index ma with

switching frequency f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, has been carried out. The analysis

highlights the form factor Kf  of the secondary induced voltage as a key parameter in

controlling the performance of eddy-current component loss in the core. The estimate 

localised rotational losses due to rotating flux and planar eddy-current losses due to normal 

flux density in the joints have been analysed, also the analysis of measurement results 

contributes towards a better understanding of the influence of ma and f s .

Moreover, the acoustic noise level of the core and the corresponding vibration at investigated 

points on the core surface has been measured under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation. 

Measurement results show that the values of acoustic noise and core vibration under PWM 

voltage excitation were much higher than under corresponding sinusoidal voltage condition. 

Also, the magneto-mechanical resonant phenomenon of the core under PWM voltage

excitation has been observed, which was due to switching frequency f s close to the

resonance vibration frequency of the core laminations that is a possible cause of increasing 

acoustic noise. The measurement results inferred that the resonant phenomenon could 

possibly occur in cores with different length laminations leading to variability of noise output 

according to how close the magnetising frequency or predominant harmonics are to the 

resonant frequency.
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Aims of the Investigation

Aims of the Investigation

It is well known that transformers play a very important role in power generation, 

transmission and distribution systems. Two most significant characteristics of transformer 

cores are the no-load power losses and acoustic noise resulting from vibration partly caused 

by the magnetostriction of the core material. The large increase in energy costs and the rise in 

demand for electric power call for more efficient transformers. Moreover, increased 

environmental consciousness has called for low acoustic noise from transformers, which is 

one of the major environmental concerns of the highly industrialised world.

It is known that energy supply systems have undergone some major changes due to the 

growing role of power electronic techniques in the grid through power flow conditioners and 

converters of electricity. Therefore, transformers subjected to PWM voltage excitation are 

becoming more common; assessment and improvement in the performance of transformers 

under PWM voltage excitation are increasingly prominent. Limited research has been 

reported on non-sinusoidal voltage excitation of transformer cores, most previous research has 

been carried out on the no-load performance under sinusoidal voltage excitation.

This research project aims to investigate the no-load performance of a model three-phase, 

three-limb laminated transformer core, assembled from grain-oriented, 3% silicon electrical 

steel laminations, operating under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation. Also, the main 

aims of the investigation can be summarised as follows:

a). To measure the magnetostriction of grain-oriented, 3% silicon electrical steel in the form 

of Epstein strips, using a single-point laser vibrometer method, to compare and analyse the 

measurement results under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, and also to explain 

mechanical resonance phenomena in material subjected to PWM voltage excitation.

b). To measure the total iron losses and localised flux density within the laminations in 

transformer core joints using a computerised measurement system, to estimate localised 

rotational and planar eddy-current losses under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, and 

to obtain a better understanding of the influence of modulation index and switching 

frequency.

c). To measure the acoustic noise level and vibration of the same model transformer core, 

using another computerised measurement system, to compare and analyse the measurement

Xiao Guang Yao Pages: i
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results under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, and also to explain the magneto- 

mechanical resonance phenomenon of the core under PWM voltage excitation.
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C hapter 1 General Introduction and Theoretical Basis

Chapter 1 General Introduction and Theoretical Basis

1.1 Introduction

Transformers are widely used to change ac electric power at one voltage level to ac electric 

power at another voltage level. Generally, a transformer consists of two or more conducting 

coils wrapped around a ferromagnetic core. The only link between the coils is the common 

magnetic flux present within the core. One winding is connected to a source of ac electric 

power, and the second windings supplies power to a load. The transformer winding connected 

to the power source is the primary or input winding, and the winding connected to the load is 

the secondary or output winding.

The first power distribution system in the United States was a 120-V dc system invented by 

Thomas A. Edison to supply power for incandescent light bulbs. Edison’s first central power 

station went into operation in New York City in September 1882.Unfortunately, this power 

system generated and transmitted power at such low voltages that very large currents were 

necessary to supply significant amounts of power. These high currents caused large voltage 

drops and power losses in the transmission lines, severely restricting the service area of a 

generating station. The fact that power could not be transmitted far with low-voltage dc power 

systems meant that generating stations had to be small and localised and so were relatively 

inefficient [1.1].

The invention of the transformer and the concurrent development of ac power sources 

eliminated these restrictions on the range and power level of power systems. Therefore, ac 

electric power can be generated at one central location, its voltage stepped up for transmission 

over long distances at very low losses, and its voltage stepped down again for final use. Since 

the transmission losses in the lines of a power system are proportional to the square of the 

current in the lines, raising the transmission voltage and reducing the resulting transmission 

currents by a factor of 10 with transformers reduces power transmission losses by a factor of 

100.

In general, in a modem power system, electric power is generated at voltages of 12 kV to 25 

kV. Transformers step up the voltage to between 110 kV and nearly 1000 kV for transmission 

over long distances at very low losses. The voltage is then stepped down to the range of 12

Xiao Guang Yao Pages: -1  -



C hapter 1 Genera! Introduction and Theoretical Basis

kV to 34.5 kV for local distribution and allowing the power to be used safely at low voltage

[L H

1.2 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) basics

Three-phase static converters are usually used in industrial applications such as induction 

motors, permanent-magnet synchronous motors drives [1.2]-[1.6]\ and also in active power 

line conditioners and renewable power supply systems, which lead the transformers subjected 

to PWM voltage excitation to become more common [1.7]-[1.10].

A PWM voltage waveform is obtained by comparing a reference voltage waveform 

(modulating signal, usually sinusoidal waveform) with a carrier voltage waveform (carrier 

signal, usually triangular waveform). The reference voltage frequency is usually 50 Hz or 60 

Hz; moreover, in motors speed control applications, at low frequencies the motor speed tends 

to be jerky, at high frequencies the motor’s inductance becomes significant and power is lost; 

therefore, frequencies of 30 -  200 Hz are commonly used. The carrier voltage frequency 

(switching frequency) is normally varied from 0.5 kHz to 20 kHz [1.11] [1.12]. A PWM 

output voltage waveform with synthesis of two voltage waveforms is illustrated in fig. 1-1 

[1.13].

modulating
signal

AM
earner
signal

comparator

pulse width
modulated
signal

Fig. 1-1 PWM waveform produced by comparison between sinusoidal control signal and carrier (triangular) signal \1.13]

Several significant parameters determine the performance of PWM inverters. One is the 

adjustment of the ac output voltage of the inverter that is achieved by adjusting the amplitude

modulation ratio or index ma, defined in (1.1), where Vcontro[ is the peak amplitude of the

control signal (modulating signal) and Vtri is the amplitude of the triangular waveform 

(carrier signal), respectively. In PWM inverters, the switches are controlled based on the 

comparison of vcontrol and vtri, and the output voltage will depend on the circuit configuration
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Chapter 1 General Introduction and Theoretical Basis

of the inverter. Boglietti et al, had shown that the modulation index ma had an effect on iron 

losses in electrical steels [1.14\.

The sinusoidal modulating voltage signal vcontrol is used to modulate the switch duty ratio

output ( /j is also called the modulating frequency), recognising that the inverter output

frequency f s and fundamental frequency /  is defined as frequency modulation ratio mf  

(1.2) defining the frequencies at which the harmonics occur.

Moreover, f s is another key parameter of PWM inverter supplies that affects iron losses in

magnetic materials [1.16]. Because of the relative ease in filtering harmonic voltages at high 

frequencies, it is desirable to use as high a switching frequency as possible, except for one 

significant drawback: higher power switching losses in the inverter power transistor switches 

increase proportionally with the f s . The development of power electronics has allowed

increasing switching frequency in PWM inverters. If the optimum switching frequency (based 

on the overall system performance) is in the 6 to 20 kHz range, then the disadvantages of 

increasing it to 20 kHz are often outweighed by the advantage of no audible noise with the 

switching frequency of 20 kHz or greater [1.17].

1.2.1 Three-phase PWM inverter

In applications such as uninterruptible ac power supplies and ac-motor drives, three-phase 

inverters are commonly used to supply three-phase loads. The most frequently used three- 

phase inverter circuit consists of three legs, one for each phase, as shown in fig. 1-2 [7.75]. 

The output of each leg, for example (with respect to the negative dc bus) depends on Vd ,

V,controlm .a 0 . 1)

The inverter switching frequency f s is generally kept constant along with its amplitude Vtri.

and has a frequency f x, which is the desired fundamental frequency /  of the inverter voltage

voltage will not be a perfect sinusoidal waveform [7.75]. The ration between switching

( 1.2)
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C hapter 1 General Introduction and Theoretical Basis

which is the dc bus value in the input of the inverter, and the switch status; the output voltage 

is independent of the output load current since one of the two switches in a leg is on at any 

instant [7.75].

hi

C+;

Fig. 1-2 Three-phase Inverter [1.15]

The objective in a pulse-width modulated three-phase system is to shape and control three- 

phase ac output voltages in magnitude and frequency with an essentially constant magnitude 

input dc-link voltage Vd . To obtain balanced three-phase output voltages in a three-phase 

PWM inverter, the same triangular voltage waveform is compared with three sinusoidal 

control voltages that are 120° out of phase, as shown in fig. 1-3 ( plotted for mf  = 15) [7.75].
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Fig. 1-3 Three-phase PWM waveforms and harmonic spectrum [/.!5]
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Chapter 1 General Introduction and Theoretical Basis

1.2.2 Linear modulation ( ma <1.0) and over-modulation (ma >1.0) [1.15]

In the linear region ( ma <1.0), the fundamental frequency component of the output voltage 

varies linearly with ma . In the over-modulation region ( ma >1.0), the peak value Vcontrol
A

exceeds the peak value of the triangular Vtri , unlike the linear region, in this mode of 

operation the fundamental frequency voltage magnitude does not increase proportionally with 

ma . Fig. 1-4 shows the rms value of the fundamental frequency line-to-line voltage VLLj

plotted as a function of ma . For a sufficiently large value of ma , the PWM degenerates into a 

square-wave inverter waveform.

Vgj*t (rms)__

Square-wave

-  0.78

-  0.612

Linear

Square-wave
Over mod u tat ion

m,
3.24  

(for rrif s» 15)

Fig. 1-4 Three-phase inverter VLL̂ ( rm s) jV d ratio as a function of m a , where V  is fundamental frequency line-to-line 

voltage and Vd is the dc bus voltage [1.75]

1.3 Transformer theory and performance

The most important aspects of transformer action could be brought out by idealising the 

transformer. Fig. 1-5 shows an elementary model of ideal single-phase transformer, having 

two windings with N x and N 2 turns, respectively, on a common magnetic circuit.
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Chapter 1 General Introduction and Thc6retical Basis

ferromagnetic core

loa<!
primary 

(iVj turns)

r _

m utual flux 0  

Fig. 1-5 Ideal single-phase transformer core [1.18\

Therefore, the voltage induced in a single turn of each winding is equal and the induced 

voltages in the primary and secondary windings are directly proportional to the number of 

turns, which is defined by

Y l = ^ L = L l =ci 
v2 n 2 /, u . m (1.3)

where V, and V2 are the primary and secondary voltages, 7, and I2 arc the primary and 

secondary currents, a is the turns ratio.

1.3.1 Measurement of the core flux density

The scalar form of Faraday’s law is given by

e — — d $  
dt

[7.75] (1.4)

where

</> = \ \ B * d S [7.75] (1.5)

where (j> is the magnetic flux in webers (Wb) passing across an arbitrary surface.

Consider an ideal single-phase transformer shown in fig. 1-5 with a supply voltage for 

magnetising the coil to generate a value of (j> at a steady frequency /  . Since there is no 

leakage flux for the ideal transformer, the instantaneous e .m .f  induced in TV, is given by

Xiao Guang Yao Pages; - 7 -



C hapter 1 General Introduction and Theoretical Basis

d<b
e 2 = K 2 - f -  (1.6)

at

therefore, the e.m.f  induced in the secondary windings by the flux variation will be,

d</>(t)
e 2\ t ) =  (1.7)

dt

It might be expected that the distribution of magnetic flux at every point in the cross-sectional

area A of the core is uniform, if so, the magnetic flux density B(t) could be found as

uniform by (1.8)

d> ( t )
B ( t )  = ^ Y ~  (1.8)

A

from equations (1.7) and (1.8), it can be seen that,

, , »t d # ( t )  AT . dB (t)
«2( 0  = N 2A — j ^ ~  (1.9)

dt dt

by using the above definition, the instantaneous flux density B{t) can be expressed as

B ( f ) =  (1.10)
N 2A j

1). Measurement o f the core flux density under sinusoidal voltase excitation [1.18\

In the case where the waveforms of the applied voltage and the flux are sinusoidal, the flux as 

a function of time is given by

0 ( 0  =  tp e a k  Sitl V - 1 8 \  (1.11)

where (j>peak is the peak value of the flux in the core, 0) is 27tf . Then, the secondary induced 

voltage is given by

d d ( t )
e 2 ( t )  = N 2 - ^ — =e»N 2<f>pcat cos m  [1.18] (1.12)
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Chapter 1 General Introduction and Theoretical Basis

therefore, the rms value of the secondary induced e.m .f  is given by

2 k
e  rms -7=&!<!>?'* = 4 .44 ./W  2<j>peak [i.m  (1.13)

for an alternating and sinusoidal variation of flux density,

B ( 0  = B peak sin m  (1.14)

where B peak is the peak value of the flux density in the core. By introducing equations (1.8) 

and (1.12), it can be shown that

e 2(t) = a N 2AB p!ak cos m  (1.15)

so that, the rms value of the secondary induced e.m.f  is also given by

= 4 .4 4  f N  2AB peak (1.16)

to determine the average value of the secondary induced voltage over a period of time,

2 f  2 e 2 ( t )  dt  ( 1. 17)
JO

hence, the average secondary induced voltage can be easily calculated from

e „ v = 4  f N 2A B pmk (1.18)

Therefore, equations (1.16) or (1.18) can be used to set a desired peak flux density in a 

magnetic core under sinusoidal voltage excitation.

2). Measurement o f  the core flux density under PWM voltage excitation

Equations (1.16) and (1.18) are not valid when the waveforms of the applied voltage and the 

flux are non-sinusoidal unless Fourier expansion of the secondary induced voltage is 

implemented. Under non-sinusoidal flux density condition, the instantaneous secondary 

induced voltage can be expressed as:

Xiao Guang Yao Pages: - 9 -



C hapter 1 Gencr&l Introduction and Theoretical Basis

e 2( t ) = ' E e nMn (2 n * f  + <P„) (n=odd\<pl = 0 )  [7.77] (1.19)

where en and <pn are the amplitude and phase of the nth harmonic component.

A PWM voltage waveform is a discrete function so it can be defined over half a cycle by:

e(t) =
< > 5 > ,= o

[1.17] (1.20)

n

where ^  Xi and V are the sum of pulse widths in a half cycle and inverter constant output 
i

voltage, respectively. Hence, from equation (1.10), #(/) of the core under PWM voltage 

excitation can be obtained from Faraday’s lav/ in discrete form as:

B(t) = - J —  U 2(t)dt “ t t t Z 7. U-17] (1.21)
N 2A j N 2A

Under PWM voltage excitation, the peak value of flux density can be expressed as:

Bpmk =  2 N ^ A ^ Ti [L17]  (L 2 2 )

This can be used to find the Bpeak value in a core provided that, the number of turns of the

secondary winding, core cross sectional area and the PWM inverter parameters are known.

1.3.2 Three-phase transformer connections

The windings of three-phase transformers can be connected in either wye (star or Y) or delta 

(mesh or A). Four possible combinations of connections for the three-phase, two-winding 

transformers are: Y- A,  A- Y,  A - A  and Y - Y.

The Y - A  connection is commonly used in high-voltage transmission systems to step down 

the voltage. A common arrangement in distribution circuits is the 208 (line-to-line)/120 (line- 

to-neutral)-voltage system supplied by the Y-connection on the low-voltage side, with the

Xiao Guang Yao Pages: -10 -



C hapter 1 General Introduction and Theoretical Basis

high-voltage side of the transformer connected in A. The neutral point of the Y is usually 

grounded.

The A - Y connection is popularly used for stepping up to a high voltage. The Y-connection 

on the high-voltage side provides a neutral for grounding and reduces insulation requirements.

The A - A connection is generally used in medium voltage systems since the windings operate 

at full line-to-line voltage. In the case of a bank consisting of three single-phase transformer 

units, one of the advantages of the A - A connection is that if one transformer fails it can be 

removed from the circuit and reduced three-phase output supplied by the other two units 

connected in open - delta. The open - delta connection is also known as V-connection. The 

rating of the V - V connection will only be about 58% of that of A- A connection without 

overheating.

The Y - Y connection may be used in high-voltage applications because the voltage across the 

transformer winding is only l/V3 of the line-to-line voltage. However, it is seldom used 

because of the difficulties with the exiting current phenomena. In cases where Y - Y 

transformation is utilized, it is quite common to incorporate a third winding, known as a 

tertiary winding, connected in delta.

1.3.3 No-load core loss measurement using wattmeter method

No-load core or iron losses are usually less than 1% of the power rating of a transformer. 

These losses do not vary with load and can be obtained from a no-load test, using wattmeter 

method.

1.3.3.1 Principle of power loss measurement using wattmeter method

The principle of the wattmeter measurement was developed by Steinmctz [1.19]. The 

wattmeter measures the scalar product of the magnetising current, which is proportional to the 

magnetising field and the time derivative of the flux density. This is equivalent to the induced 

voltage and forms an exact expression of the power loss, which was described previously 

[1.20]. The wattmeter reading gives a direct indication of the total iron loss of the specimen. 

This technique has been widely adopted for the measurement of the total iron loss in
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Chapter 1 General Introdrcticii and Tlieoretical Basis

commercial material, and it could be used in conjunction with any magnetic circuit 

configuration, such as the Epstein square or a transformer core [1.20].

1.3.3.2 Measurement circuit of three-phase transformer core

The number of wattmeter’s required and the connections of the voltage and current elements 

are dictated by Blondel’s Theorem -  “The total power delivered to a load system by means of 

n conductors is given by the algebraic sum of the indications of n wattmeters so inserted 

that each of the n wires contains one wattmeter current-coil, its potential coil being 

connected between that wire and some point of the system in common with all the other 

potential coils; if that common junction of all the potential leads is on one of the n wires, the 

total power is obtainable from the indications of n — l wattmeter elements” [1.21 j. Le. for a 

three-phase, four-wire system three elements are required; and for a three-phase, three-wire 

system two elements are required.

The current element of each wattmeter is connected to one of the lines, and the corresponding 

voltage element is connected between that line and a common point. Total power is 

determined by summing the readings of the wattmeters. The three-wattmeter method states 

that to measure the no-load total power loss of three-phase transformer core, three wattmeters 

are required as shown in fig. 1-6 [1.22].

W l  T1

U b n
I b

W  2

I c

Fig. 1-6 Three wattmeter’s circuit [7.22]

Fig. 1-6 shows the voltages and currents that define the total instantaneous power and that 

also determine the individual wattmeter readings. The effects of various circuit conditions can 

be evaluated by examining the equations that govern the voltages and currents. The total 

instantaneous power Ptotal measured by the three wattmeters is calculated from

Ptotal ~~ U  AN I A  U  BN I B  V  CN ^  C (1-23)
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(1.24)

P =U I2 u  BN 1 B (1.25)

(1.26)

therefore

(1.27)

where Ptotal is the sum of the active power indicated by three wattmeters P], P2 and P3, and 

U an , U BN , U CN are the phase-to-neutral voltages across the wattmeter voltage elements, I A, 

I B, I c are the line currents (and the currents in the wattmeter current elements).

According to Blondel’s Theorem, three-phase power can be measured by means of only two 

wattmeters having a common potential junction on any one of the three lines in which there is 

no current coil. This is the two-wattmeter method as shown in fig. 1-7.

three

p h a se

load

Fig. 1-7 Two-wattmeter method

according to the principle of wattmeter

(1.28)

(1.29)

(1.30)

because

(1.31)
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U BC= U B - U C (1.32)

IA IB ~ IC (1.33)

by introducing (1.31), (1.32) and (1.33) into (1.30)

(1.34)

hence

P = p  +  pr  total M T r 2 (1.35)

In this investigation, the total iron losses of a model three-phase three-limb laminated

two-wattmeter method, as described in chapter 4.

1.3.4 Theory of estimating iron losses

Predicting iron losses in magnetic materials when a non-sinusoidal voltage supply is applied 

(in particular for PWM inverter supply), is still an open research field. Several approaches 

have been proposed.

1.3.4.1 Predicting the iron losses using loss separation criteria

A widely adopted approach uses the Bertotti-Fiorillo model [1.23], where the total iron losses 

can be analysed into three components, namely, static hysteresis loss, classical eddy-current 

loss and excess loss as [1.24]

where x  is the Steinmetz coefficient; Ka , K b and K c are coefficients of static hysteresis 

loss, classical eddy-current loss and excess loss, respectively [1.24].

When a magnetic core is energised by PWM voltage excitation additional power losses occur 

in the core due to the distorted PWM flux waveforms. Some investigators have used the loss

transformer core has been measured under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, following

Pwuu = K aBxpeak f + K bB 2ptakf 2 + K cB'pieatf - 5 [W/kg] (1.36)
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separation method in order to predict iron losses under PWM voltage excitation [J.24]-\ 1.26]. 

The total iron loss for a PWM flux waveform can be expressed by [1.27]

„ . 2 a d 2 B2peak 4 p o G V 0A B'p ak 
total =  h  w r + — ----------------------------- IW/kg] (1.37)

3 m 2 J ,  rn

where Ph is the static hysteresis loss, G is conductivity of the magnetic material, d  is the 

thickness of the lamination, A is the cross-sectional area, m is density of the material, G 

and V0 are parameters dependent on the material structure, which were determined from the

previous experiments carried out by Bertotti and were found to be 0.1356 and 0.15 A/m of 

grain-oriented 3% silicon lamination, and 0.1356 and 0.12 A/m for no-oriented 3% silicon 

lamination [1.23].

In order to show the difference between frequency dependent total losses under sinusoidal and 

PWM voltage excitation, the total iron losses under sinusoidal voltage excitation can be 

expressed as [1.28]

_ <m2d 2 d2 , 2 p o G V 0A ,
Pu,a,i=PH+—2 B kf  + —-------------f i t , * /  [W/kg] (1.38)6 m m

The form factor coefficient of PWM voltage excitation is the ratio between the form factor of

the PWM voltage excitation and that of the sinusoidal voltage excitation, Fc = ).

If dynamic loss components in (1.38) are multiplied by this term under the condition of the 

PWM voltage excitation with respect to the sinusoidal voltage excitation, where Fc is 1, the 

total iron losses under PWM voltage excitation can be rewritten as [1.28]

^ p r ( f )
p ( f  L a ,  = PH+ ^ [W/ kg]  (1.39)

f  * 1 1 . * ,  I f

where Pesin( / )  and P™( f )  are eddy-current loss and excess loss respectively under

sinusoidal magnetisation. From equations (1.37) and (1.38), if the magnetising frequency, 

core parameters, such as resistivity, density and thickness of the core laminations as well as
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the parameters of the PWM voltage are known, the classical eddy-current loss can be 

approximately calculated at a given peak flux density under sinusoidal and PWM voltage 

excitation. The form factor K f  of a periodic waveform v(t) of complete period T  is defined

by

h l T ) [ v \ t ) d t
K ,  = "" = v , -4 ---------  (1.40)

vrectmean

where and vrectmean are root-mean-square and rectified mean values of the secondary 

induced voltage. Also, it can be seen from (1.37), that the total number of pulses per

half cycle is an important parameter of the PWM voltage excitation that influence the 

classical eddy-current loss, that is, as they increase the loss decreases. This parameter is 

determined by the control voltage frequency and the carrier frequency. If the ratio of these 

frequencies is large the number of pulses will be high, therefore, the eddy-current loss is 

expected to decrease.

Moreover, the loss separation method has been used successfully by several investigators 

such as Boglietti, Fiorillo, Novikov, Amar, Kaczmarek and Barbisio [1.24]-[1.26] [1.28]-

[1.30] and they have found results confirming prediction of iron loss compared to measured 

iron loss results under PWM voltage excitation. The classical eddy-current loss is calculated 

from [1.30]

Pe = j ( T d 2B 2peakg M ( m a, m f ) 2 f  [mJ/kg] (1.41)

where g M (jna,m f ) is approximately obtained from [1.30]

ffl
S M{ma, mf ) z - —  ------- „ (m,-i>/2— L------- ;-------------;-----  (1-42)

1 + 2m „ x £ j=1'  '  sin [2^(3 /4  + i - l ) / m / ]

1.3.4.2 Viscosity approach of iron losses

Unlike the approach of Bertotti model, Zirka [1.31]-[1.34] has separated all three components 

of the total iron losses by a proposed dynamic Preisach model (DPM), which uses a finite-
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element (FE) and finite-difference (FD) solvers of the diffusion equation for a thin 

ferromagnetic lamination.

The magnetisation process in a thin ferromagnetic sheet is based on the solution of the 

diffusion equation that links the magnetic field strength H  and the magnetic induction B in 

a homogeneous material with electrical conductivity G . If the x  - axis is directed into the 

sheet of thickness d  , the z - axis is taken along the rolling direction, the plane yz is 

coincident with the sheet surface, this equation has a form expressed by [1.34]

d B _ _  d 2H
d t d x

V-34] (1.43)

where H  = H z( x j )  and B — Bz(x ,t ) .

The excess loss is simulated by using the notion of “fast” magnetic viscosity, i.e. the lag of B 

behind H , to enable accurate reproduction of the frequency dependence of the excess losses. 

Equation (1.43) is applied to each point inside the sheet (to node / of the grid) and can be 

solved with a finite-difference scheme expressed by [1.34]

dB  . 8 / /  2 -  1 H  \ -  H  , 3 (N  - 1) L =  ------ 2---------- J------------------  - e ( t ) ,
dt  2 g I N {A

dB; _ H i_l - 2 H i + H i+l 
dt G l 2

dt g I
[1.34] (1.44)

where Bt and H. are nodal induction and field linked by a dynamic Preisach model, A  is 

cross-sectional area of the core, / = d/[2(N  -1)] is the step of a finite-difference grid with 

N  nodes on the half sheet thickness d/ 2 ,  and e(t) is the voltage across the magnetising 

windings with N x turns [1.34]. I.e., the whole sheet is subdivided into N  “layers” (normally, 

N  -  15-25) and the process is analysed in every layer simultaneously. In order to know the 

total iron loss in the sheet, the loss in every sheet layer (finite-difference node) is calculated 

and then summed.
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This approach can be used to accurately predict total losses in materials magnetised under 

sinusoidal or non-sinusoidal flux waveforms, in non-oriented and grain-oriented materials to 

within 2% of measured values [1.27]. Conceptually, the techniques are used by many other 

scientific researchers such as Dupre, Keer, Bottauscio, Chiampi and Melkebeek [1.35]-[1.37].

1.3.5 Analysis of localised flux density measurement using search coil techniques

High localised losses in three-phase transformer cores not only increase the overall power loss, 

but also can generate hot spots within the core. The power loss is generally higher where 

harmonics occur or where the flux deviates from the rolling direction. Since the localised 

power loss distribution is dependent on the localised flux density, a better appreciation and 

understanding of the localised flux density distribution in specific regions such as T-joints and 

comers within individual laminations is needed.

An investigation carried out by Moses and Thomas [1.38] [1.39] clarified the flux behaviour 

in individual laminations in T-joints and comers regions where the flux flows three 

dimensionally within the laminations.

In order to measure the local flux density at T-joints and comers regions, it is necessary to 

wind arrays of search coils on individual laminations. This technique was originally 

developed by Brailsford and Mazza [1.40], and then used by other researchers [1.41] - [1.43] 

to study the local flux distribution in transformer cores. By measuring the magnitude and 

relative phase in time of the voltage induced in the search coils, it is possible to calculate the 

magnitude and direction of the flux density at individual points. Moreover, localised loss 

produced by distorted flux waveforms is difficult to calculate but reasonable estimates can be 

made. The simple method is just to add the components of loss that would be produced if the 

harmonics were individually present in the steel, which is found to give reasonable accuracy.

Considering that the flux density is generally a vector, which has two components, one is in

plane and parallel to the surface of the lamination, which can be analysed into orthogonal 

components, the other is normal (interlaminar) and perpendicular to the lamination plane. The 

magnitude and direction of the instantaneous localised flux density can be calculated and 

analysed by measuring the induced voltages from corresponding search coils. Consider a 

point m on a lamination located in the middle of two orthogonal search coils X (rolling 

direction) and Y (transverse direction) as shown in fig. 1-8 (a).
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Fig. 1-8 Dimension of the search coils and search holes for: (a) orthogonal search coil; (b) normal search coil [7.20]

The instantaneous components of flux density in the rolling ( Bro (t)), transverse ( Btr (t)) and 

normal ( Bno (t) )  directions can be obtained using (1.10) giving

where ero{t) , etr(t) and eno(t) are instantaneous voltages induced in search coils in the 

rolling, transverse and normal directions respectively; Aro, Atr and An0 are cross-sectional 

areas in rolling, transverse and normal direction respectively; N ro , N tr and N no are the 

corresponding number of turns of the search coils.

Moreover, in order to determine the phase difference between the e .m .f induced in the 

search coils, a reference search coil is used. The secondary winding of any phase of a three- 

phase transformer could be chosen as the reference. Each localised search coil e.m. f  is 

compared with the voltage induced in the reference search coil. Therefore, each detected 

signal (fig. 1-8) can be represented by a vector having a magnitude and an angle with respect 

to the reference direction, which can be used to evaluate the resultant flux density at the 

specific point m (fig. 1-8).

( 1.45)

(1.46)

(1.47)
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The magnitude of the resultant in-plane instantaneous flux density Bin_plane(t)|, and the vector 

sum of |Bro (r)| and jBtr (V)| that can be found from equations (1.45) and (1.46) by

( 1.48)

and

^ i n -  plane (1.49)

where ccin_plane is the angle of the in-plane resultant flux density. These equations are valid for

non-sinusoidal voltage waveforms provided that the flux waveform can be expressed 

analytically or replaced by its Fourier expansion.

The angle of the instantaneous normal flux density Bno(t) is either + 90° or - 90°. Ideally,

flux does not flow normal to the sheet plane. However, normal or interlamina flux occurs in 

laminated and wound cores and causes planar eddy-current loss. This occurs not only in the 

comer joints of stacked transformer cores, but also between the turns of wound cores and 

even within limbs of simple stacked cores due to small differences between the in-plane 

permeability of individual laminations. Although Bno (t) might be less than 0.1 % of the in

plane flux density, localised losses can be much higher than those caused by the in-plane flux

1.3.6 Vibration and acoustic noise of transformer cores

Transformer noise is especially annoying because of its character: a continuous “humming” 

consisting of pure a tone. In noise control legislation, this is often considered by setting the 

limits for pure tone noise 5 dB or even 10 dB lower than for normal broadband noise as, e.g., 

resulting from traffic [1.44]. British Standard BS EN 60551: 1993 [1.45] states that the 

maximum allowable acoustic noise level emitted by a transformer should be around 60 -  70 

decibels and at this point, the acoustic noise level is equivalent to a car travelling at 60 km/h 

at 7 m distance. In a considerable fraction of transformers built today, the noise is equally, or 

even more, important than the power loss [1.44].

[1-27].
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Under no-load condition, the “hum” developed by energised transformers originates in the 

core, where magnetic forces tend to make the laminations vibrate. The essential factors in 

noise production of a transformer core are consequently magnetostriction and mechanical 

vibration developed by the laminations.

1.3.6.1 Magnetostiction

The first observation of magnetostriction was made by Joule [1.46]. The essential nature of 

the effect is illustrated in fig. 1-9 (a), in which a rod of a magnetic material of length L is 

shown surrounded by a coil. When an electric current is passed through the wire (fig. 1-9 (b)) 

to produce a magnetic field, H  along the rod, the length of the rod increases by a small 

amount, SL . The strain ( S L / L )  in the rod is the magnetostriction, A . The variation of A  with 

field H  is illustrated in fig. 1-10, which shows two important features of magnetostriction: 

firstly, with increasing H , A  eventually reaches a saturation value Asat , and secondly the 

sign of A does not reverse when the direction of H  is reversed [1.47].

Magnetostriction can be either positive or negative depending on material properties and 

magnetisation level. In fig. 1-9 and fig. 1-10, the length of the rod increases with increasing 

magnetic field, which is termed positive magnetostriction. It is therefore evident that the 

fundamental frequency of magnetostriction is twice that of the magnetisation frequency. 

The magnitude of A  is extremely small and often expressed as ppm (parts per million), 

10"6£ or simply jl£ , microstrain. In this investigation, A  is expressed in terms of fL£ .

(a) ^______________ L_________________  ifzzzr,
(b) L  _L  r ^ |+3L

▼ C u r r e n t  '

Fig. 1-9 Illustration of the effect of magnetostriction in a rod (a) in zero fields; (b) in field / /  [1.48\
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Fig. 1-10 Variation of magnetostriction -with magnetic Add [1.47]

1.3.6.2 Vibration phenomenon in transformer cores

1). Core vibration

Core vibration, the most important cause of transformer noise, is referred to as no-load noise 

or voltage noise because it is caused by the magnetisation of the core and is independent of 

the winding currents. If a core consisted of homogeneous steel, magnetostriction would cause 

vibration only in a plane parallel to that of the core. But as the laminations are not 

homogeneous, differential movements take place within the core, exciting vibrations in a 

direction perpendicular to the plane of the core. A core structure, having distributed mass and 

stiffness, possesses an infinite number of natural frequencies each associated with a particular 

mode. A few of these may lie in the range of magnetostrictive or magnetic force harmonics, 

but the questionable rigidity of mitred comer joints makes the mechanical problem difficult to 

analyse. Henshell and others [1.48] computed and measured some of the results and showed 

three modes of in-plane vibration and a typical out-of-plane mode, which could contribute 

considerably to the total transformer noise output.

2). Winding vibration

Transformer noise originating from winding vibrations is described as winding noise, load 

noise or current noise because it is caused by electromagnetic forces created by the magnetic 

field of the load current. For most transformers under normal continuous load, this type of 

noise is less important. The single most effective way to reduce windings noise is by having a 

good quality controlled coil winding process [1.44].

1.3.6.3 Acoustic noise of transformer cores

A transformer core is assembled by many laminations of electrical steel. The extensions and 

contractions take place erratically all over a lamination, and each lamination behaves
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erratically with respect to its neighbour. Although these extensions and contractions are 

dimensionally small, they are sufficient to cause a vibration, and as a result, noise. Fig. 1-11 

gives a schematic view of the noise generation and transmission in a transformer [1.49].

Fig. 1-11 A schematic view of noise generation and transmission in a power transformer \1.49]

The structural components of a transformer such as the core, windings, transformer mounting, 

tank, etc., are continuous systems with an infinite number of natural frequencies of vibration. 

But the core has been identified as a major source of noise [1.49].

1.3.6.4 Sound pressure level (SPL)

Sound is defined as any pressure variation that the human ear can detect, which is created 

when objects vibrate, resulting in a minute variation in surrounding atmospheric pressure. The 

range of magnitude from the faintest to the loudest sound the ear can hear is so large that 

sound pressure is expressed on a logarithmic scale in units called decibels ( (ID). The decibel 

as used in acoustics is a measurement comparing the pressure generated by a noise against 

some standard level [1.50].

Compared to the static air pressure (105 Pa), the audible sound pressure variations are very 

small ranging from about 20 pPa (20xl06 Pa) to 100 Pa. 20 pPa corresponds to the average 

person’s threshold of hearing. It is therefore called the threshold of hearing. A sound pressure 

of approximately 100 Pa is so loud that it causes pain and is therefore called the threshold of
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pain. So, the linear scale with its large numbers is converted into a manageable scale from 0 

dB at the threshold of hearing (20 pPa) to 130 dB at the threshold of pain (-100 Pa) [1.50].

Modem measuring instruments process sound signals through electronic networks the 

sensitivity of which varies with frequency in a manner similar to the human ear. This has 

resulted in a number of internationally standardised weightings, of which the A-weighted 

network is the most common [1.45].

In making measurements of acoustic noise at a particular point in space using a microphone, 

the quantity measured is the sound pressure level. When the decibel is used to give the sound 

level for a single sound rather than a ratio, then a reference level must be chosen. Therefore, 

the sound pressure level ( SPL) (acoustic noise) is given by [7.50]

SPL = 201og,0( - ^ £2-) [dBA] [1.50} (1.50)
P r e f

where is the measured A-weighted sound pressure level, and the reference sound

pressure level p ref is 20 pPa. Standard measurements use the A-wcighted sound pressure

level as a measured variable and measurements on transformers are made under no-load 

condition [1.45]. The sound pressure level is measured by a pick-up microphone, which is 

placed at specified heights and locations around the transformer core and the results averaged

[7.57]. It is necessary to provide a low level of background sound and avoid reflective 

surfaces to achieve accurate results [7.52].

Nowadays, the acoustic noise generated by a 15 MVA grain-oriented steel core is around 72 

dBA having a 4 fJ£ magnetostriction measured on a core limb [7.57]. Moreover, for a 40 

MVA rated 132/33 kV transformer with tank-mounted radiators, two pumps and eight fans, 

by careful attention to core design and use of modem HiB steel, the acoustic noise has been 

achieved around 66 dBA at the rating. However, the acoustic noise is increased to around 82 

dBA with all pumps and fans running [7.53]. Normally, typical average surface acoustic 

noise of a range of transformers is given by: 200 kVA -  1000 kVA (11 kV), the acoustic 

noise varied around in the range of 45 dBA - 55 dBA ; 2 MVA -  100 MVA (33 -  132 kV), 

the noise varied around 58 dBA - 80 dBA ; 200 MVA -  1000 MVA (275-400 kV), the noise 

varied around 80 dBA - 90 dBA [1.53].
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Chapter 2 Research on Electrical Steel and Transformer Cores

2.1 Introduction

Power transformers are the most efficient and reliable apparatus in power systems. Their 

efficiency is extremely high, typical values being close to 98% [2.7]. Modem highly grain- 

oriented 3% silicon electrical steel, which is commonly used in power transformers, has been 

the main beneficial factor in increasing transformer efficiency, has low core losses and its 

only major disadvantage being that it has high stress sensitivity [2.2]. Although cores losses 

are low in modem transformers, there is room for considerable improvement, much of which 

can be brought about by obtaining a better understanding of localised flux and loss 

distributions in cores. Transformer designers have a range of grain-oriented electrical steels 

and geometry options available which have a large influence on the power loss and acoustic 

noise.

2.2 Development of transformer cores

The development of transformers as very efficient machines is closely linked with the 

development of soft magnetic materials. In 1885, when the first practical modem transformer 

core was built by Stanley [2.3] and until 1907, cores were assembled from non-silicon steel 

which was susceptible to aging and their iron loss could increase by 10-30% after about a year 

of operation [2.4]. As a guide, the iron loss of a single-phase, 25 kVA rating transformer cores, 

operating at 50 Hz was about 270 W up to 1907 [2.4]. With the introduction of silicon into the 

iron, the losses of the same size cores dropped to 185 W. Nowadays, the iron loss of a similar 

size core built out of conventional grain-oriented electrical steel is approximately 60-70 W

[2.4]. The difference in iron loss becomes even larger, considering that modem transformer 

cores operate at significantly higher magnetic inductions than the early ones. Even at these 

higher inductions, 1.8 T-1.9 T, compared to about 1.1 T-1.2 T of the early transformers, 

recent cores exhibit significantly lower power loss per unit mass and because they are 

operated at such high flux densities, their size is significantly reduced. The large reduction of 

transformer power loss through the years has resulted from a combination of improved, 

transformer core design and build, the development of superior magnetic materials and an 

improvement in the design of copper windings [2.4]. Today, almost all laminated cores have 

mitered comers, the overlap regions exhibiting either the so-called “conventional” SSL
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(single-step lap joint assembling) technique or MSL (multi-step lap joint assembling) 

technique [1.44].

Advances made in transformer core materials and their resultant products have had 

considerable impact on worldwide energy-savings efforts and on environmental improvement. 

Considering the fact that newly developing countries with huge populations are consuming 

electrical power at ever-increasing rates, the role of transformers in energy efficiency and 

reduction of worldwide CO2 emission is becoming significant. Table 2.1 summarizes the 

potential energy savings and reduction of CO2 emissions in the major regions of the world

[2.5]. Since the original table was prepared in 2005, the numbers for some of the developing 

countries should be considerably higher now than those given. In the table a conversion factor 

of 0.6 - 0.7 kg CO2 / kWh was used for developed countries; in developing countries where 

fossil fuel is the dominant energy-generating source, this factor approaches 1 kg CO2 / kWh. 

Thus, CO2 emission associated with worldwide electricity consumption is becoming 

increasingly problematic, which can be mitigated by installing energy-efficient transformers

[2.5].

C ountry A nnual 
trans fd rmer 
loss (TW h)

A nnual 
potential 
savings (TW h)

A nnual C O j 
reduction  <1MI tonne)

USA 141 84 60
EU-25 55 22 15
Japan 44 31 1 7
China 33 18 1 3
India 6 3 3
Australia 6 3 3

T otal 285 1 61 1 1 1

Table 2.1 Potential energy savings and reduction of CO2 emissions in different regions of the world [2.5]

The estimates in table 2.1 for annual transformer loss are based on the assumption that 

electricity is distributed with sinusoidal current / voltage, which is no longer the case as a 

number of non-linear loads such as variable speed motors in manufacturing plants, personal 

computers, telecommunication devices, etc., are being added to electricity distribution 

systems. These non-linear loads introduce higher harmonics into the systems, which result in 

increased transformer losses. Therefore, under harmonic conditions, the numbers in table 2.1 

become larger than those given if conventional silicon steel-based transformers are used [2.5].

2.3 Grain-oriented electrical steel

Grain-oriented, 3% silicon iron is used in large quantities in transformer cores. It is produced 

in different grades with their qualities assessed by iron losses. By a process of rolling and
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annealing, alloys of suitable composition can be produced with a metallic crystal structure in 

which the grains are aligned so that magnetic properties are vastly superior in the direction of 

rolling. The discovery by Goss, of the grain-oriented electrical steel offered a huge reduction 

in the transformer core losses [2.6]. Goss discovered that certain chemical combinations can, 

after undergoing rolling and heat treatment, produce a magnetic material with highly 

directional magnetic properties. The first commercial grain-oriented silicon iron strip was 

produced in 1939 by Armco Electrical Steel Pennsylvania, USA. It was 0.32 mm thick, with a 

specific loss around 1.5 W/kg, at 1.5 T, 50 Hz. This material utilises the fact that the iron 

crystal has easy directions of magnetisation along its cube edges which means that it is 

possible, as long as the material is magnetised along its rolling, easy direction, to achieve high 

levels of magnetisation at relatively low power loss and low magnetic field intensity. A 

disadvantage is that the superior performance when magnetised along the rolling direction is 

compromised when magnetised along any other direction. Since in transformers the material 

is magnetised mostly along its rolling direction, grain-oriented electrical steel offered an 

important contribution to the reduction of the iron losses.

Hadfield produced the first electrical steel in 1903 [2.7]. He discovered that by alloying iron 

with other elements such as silicon and aluminium as well as phosphorus, permeability and 

electrical resistance increased thereby reducing eddy-current losses and giving low hysteresis 

qualities. He also found that satisfactory results could be achieved by combining two or three 

of above elements. Adding silicon content also reduces the anisotropy and magnetostriction

[2.5], iron containing 3% silicon has four times the resistivity of pure iron [2.9]. On the other 

hand, when the silicon content exceeds 4%, the material has the disadvantages of reduced 

saturation magnetisation, increased hardness and increased brittleness.

Low eddy-current loss is obtained by reducing the thickness of electrical sheets. However, in 

grain-oriented electrical steel a metallurgical limit is approached in terms of the stabilisation 

of secondary recrystallisation [2.10]. This condition as well as other manufacturing 

difficulties, such as handling tends to cause steel production costs to rise. The hysteresis loss 

gradually increases with reduced thickness. This effect was explained by the higher coercivity 

of the thin sheet and the fact that the surface layer is disturbed; with falling thickness this 

occupies a greater proportion of the whole steel volume [2.11]. Normally, grain-oriented 

laminations are supplied fully processed, in widths typically from 20 mm to over 900 mm, in 

thicknesses of about 0.23 mm, 0.27 mm, 0.30 mm and 0.35 mm [2.12]. Fig. 2-1 shows the
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typical specific total losses of grain-oriented electrical steel, M080-23N, M089-27N, M097- 
30N and Ml 11-35N, at /  = 50 Hz [2.13].

0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9
Peak Flux Density B p e a k  (T)

Fig. 2-1 Typical specific total losses of grain-oriented electrical steels [2.13]

Also, grain-oriented steels are used to build various types of strip wound toroidal cores which 
are 1 argely used for applications such as audi o, sat urable r eactors and hi gh ff equency 
transformers etc. W ound toroidal cores f rom gr ain-oriented st eels have also been used a s 
transformer cores in transmission lines using static converters for AC/DC links [2.14].

2.4 Methods of measuring magnetostriction

Several techniques have been su ccessfully used for the measurement of magnetostriction in 
silicon-iron laminations. Probably the simplest method is a technique used by Neurath [2.75] 
to measure it in localise d areas using displacement transducers. In 1966, the sensitivit y and 
accuracy of the technique were improved by Brownsey [2.16] who measured the fundamental 
component of magnetostriction using a ceramic displacement transducer capable of measuring 
ac displacements in the range 10-4 to 10 8 cm. In 1968, Si mmons [2.17] made a s ystematic 
study of the us e of c eramic transduce rs and sh owed wa ys o f avoidin g e rrors produ ced b y 
transverse o r vert ical vibrations. Moses [ 2.18] used di splacement t ransducers t echnique t o 
measure the d ynamic fu ndamental and ha rmonic component of ma gnetostriction in silicon- 
iron lamination. Also, resistance foil and semiconductor strain gauges [2.79] are widely used

and magnetostriction as low as 10"7 strain to be accurately detected [2.20], but this method 
has the disadvantages of requiring contact with the sample and high operator skill.

Piezoelectric tra nsducers ha ve a simila r se nsitivity approaching 10"* strain and operat e 
accurately ov er a wi de frequ ency range. One e assem bled and calibrated, pi ezoelectric
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transducers can be used for localised or bulk measurements very quickly and conveniently. 

Calibration of this method is more tedious than strain gauge methods but no attachment to the 

surface is required [2.20].

A newly developed piezoelectric accelerometer measurement system has been established at 

Wolfson Centre for Magnetics, Cardiff University. The photograph of the measurement 

system is shown in fig. 2-2. Also, a typical tension/compression curve for peak 

magnetostriction versus applied stress is given in fig. 2-3 [2.27].

Fig. 2-2 Photograph of magnetostriction test fram e stressing rig [2.21]

10.0

ro
tot/>

10
Appl ied S t r e s s  (MPa)

Fig. 2-3 Typical peak magnetostriction versus applied stress [2.21]

It is noted in fig. 2-3 that the magnetostriction is very low in non-stressed grain-oriented 

electrical steel. By using this measurement method, Anderson [2.22] found that the peak-to- 

peak magnetostriction App of the grain-oriented electrical steel in the form of Epstein strips 

cut at 0° to the rolling direction, was 0.40 (18 under sinusoidal voltage excitation in unstressed 

condition, at Bpeak = 1.5 T.

Optical method such as the laser displacement meter, laser Doppler vibrometer and laser 

velocimeter are used to measure magnetostriction. A non-contacting type, measurement of
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wide range with high resolution and high accuracy becomes possible and little operator skill is 

required [2.23]-[2.27]. Fig. 2-4 shows the principle of the laser Doppler velocimeter 

measurement system [2.23].

decoder

mirror

photoelectric 
detector

HM (half mirror) direction of
to' f ©  • m ir r o r s ^  v i b r a t i o n  

a«

L U s e r  d o p p l w  y e l q d m e t e r specimen

Fig. 2-4 Principle of laser Doppler velocimeter measurement system [2.23]

Nakata and Takahashi [2.23] used a laser Doppler velocimeter to measure the 

magnetostriction of grain-oriented silicon steel sheet with sensitivity of better than 4x10 8m). 

Hirano et al. [2.25] compared a laser displacement meter and a laser vibrometer for measuring 

magnetostriction of grain-oriented silicon steel sheets. It was found that the overall tendencies 

of the magnetostriction characteristics measured by both methods have almost agreed. These 

optical techniques open the possibility of measuring magnetostriction in instances where it is 

not practical to attach strain gauges.

2.5 Magnetostriction of electrical steels

So far, extensive research about magnetostriction of grain-oriented electrical steel has been 

carried out over the years [1.44] [2.28]-[2.30]. In general, the value of magnetostriction is 

taken to be the peak value under ac conditions. Whilst this is reasonable, in many cases both 

the way in which the magnetostriction varies with the flux density (the well-known ‘butterfly 

loop’) and the magnitude of the 100 Hz (when magnetised at 50 Hz) fundamental component 

of magnetostriction is important. However, more importance in producing noise is the 

harmonics of magnetostriction which are far smaller in magnitude than the 100 Hz 

fundamental component, but very significant in the production of noise. The higher harmonics 

are also radiated far more efficiently than the fundamental component [2.31].

It has been known for many years that the magnetostriction of electrical steels is very 

dependent on mechanical stress and much research work has been carried out in assessing the
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stress sensitivity of various materials [2.18] [2.32] [2.33]. Moses [2.18] found that the 

harmonics like the fundamental component of magnetostriction are stress-sensitive.

Mogi and Yabumoto [2.24] measured the magnetostriction of 0.35 mm thick grain-oriented 

silicon steel excited at 50 Hz under sinusoidal voltage excitation. Analysis of the measured 

magnetostriction result using FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), showed that the amplitude of the 

100 Hz component gradually increased with increasing flux density up to 1.8 T and then 

decreased while the amplitude of the 200 Hz and 300 Hz harmonic components increased 

abruptly above 1.8 T. At 1.9 T, the amplitude of 200 Hz harmonic component was 

comparable with the fundamental 100 Hz component.

It is well known, T-joints regions of three-phase transformer cores tend to show rotational 

magnetisation (RM) patterns which yield distinct increases of magnetostriction. Krell and 

Baumgartinger [2.30] found for the yoke’s horizontal direction, RM causing about 80% 

increase of total strain in the T-joints regions and 40% for the total yoke.

2.6 Magnetostrictive induced resonance of electrical steel

Phway and Moses [2.34], measured the magnetostriction of grain-oriented 3% silicon steel 

strips cut at 0° and 90° to rolling direction with dimensions 303 mm x 30 mm x 0.27 mm over 

a frequency range of 0.5 kHz to 8 kHz under sinusoidal voltage excitation. They inferred that 

a transformer core assembled from laminations of grain-oriented electrical steel about 0.30 m 

long of 0° would resonate at a magnetising frequency around 1.5 kHz .

When a sample strip is clamped at one end and magnetised, resonance occurs as a function of 

magnetising frequency /  and velocity of magnetostrictively-induced velocity v of sound 

wave in the material as given in (2.1). The resonant condition occurs when the length of the 

sample is one quarter of the wavelength Aws of the sound [2.34]. Higher harmonics arise when 

the frequency is high enough to cause the waves to traverse the length an integer number of 

times. Therefore, the nth harmonic of resonant frequency f n can be obtained as a function of 

sample length as in (2.2) [2.34].

(2 .1)
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4 L \ m
(2 .2)

The magnetostriction is independent of the direction of the flux density, so the fundamental 

component of magnetostriction caused by any flux density waveform will be double the value 

of the fundamental component of the frequency of the magnetizing waveform itself. Therefore, 

the magnetising frequency at resonance f m is given by

fm = 2 l I £
m 8 L \ m

(2.3)

where E  is Young’s modulus measured along the longitudinal direction of the sample, m is

its density, L is the sample length and n is the n th harmonic order [2.34]. Table 2.2 shows a

comparison between calculated and measured f m of both 0° and 90° grain-oriented material.

In each case, the first resonant point and its harmonics correspond with the calculated 

theoretical value [2.34]. Fig. 2-5 and fig. 2-6 show the variation in magnitude of peak-to-peak 

magnetostriction with magnetising frequency for 0° and 90° samples, respectively [2.34].

Sample £  (GPa) m (kgm 1) I ( m ) S  (harmonic number) A  (kHz) 

Calculated Measured

1 1.56 1.70
0‘ (F ig .  2 -5 ) 110 3 4.69 5.00

7650 0303 5 n i 7.50
1 207 200

90 ( F i g .2 - 6 ) 193 3 6.20 6.50

Table 2.2 Test sample parameters and comparison of calculated and measured resonance frequencies [2.34]

.2 0.9 -i
■1 0.8  -  

^  0.7 -

Btnux I .OT 
Bmax 0.9T 

■^-Bmax 0.7T 
Bmax 0.5T

ts©
0.5 -

3

0.3 - 
0.2  -  

0.1  -

O 1 3 74 5 86 9
Magnetising Frequency (kHz)

Fig. 2-5 Magnetostriction as a function of magnetising frequency of 3% Si-Fe grain-oriented 0° sample at B im = 0.5, 
0.7,0.9 and 1.0 T [2.34]
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ag Bnrnx I .OT 
B n m  0.9T 
Bnmx 0.7T 
Bmax 0-5T

ao‘S■ctso
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35 - 
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25 - 
20

43 7 8 9O 1 6
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Fig. 2-6 Magnetostriction as a function of magnetising frequency of 3% Si-Fe grain-oriented 90® sample at B  = 0.5,0.7,

0.9 and 1.0 T [2.34}

It was shown in fig. 2-5 that, at around 1.56 kHz, the vibration increased by a factor of around 

320% due to resonance followed by an increase of 200% and 160% at 4.5 kHz and 7.5 kHz, 

respectively. These correspond to the mechanical resonance modes of the 0° grain-oriented 

steel under test [2.34]. Also, similar resonance characteristics were found in the 90° material 

where at around 2.0 kHz resonant point occurred, vibration caused by magnetostriction 

increased 400% and 150% at 6.5 kHz (fig. 2-6).

Fig. 2-7 shows the variation of calculated f m in the fundamental mode of vibration with

corresponding core length for 3% Si-Fe grain-oriented steel cut at 0° to the rolling direction. 

The existence of such resonance in single strips implies that similar resonance could exist in 

laminations of practical transformer cores. Extrapolation of the results predicts possible 

resonance effects in larger cores. This implies that the phenomenon can cause excessive noise 

in transformers operating under distorted flux conditions. Hence, it is important to understand 

the vibration modes of laminations in order to avoid this situation particularly in high 

frequency cores.

4.5

0.5  -

0  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4  0.5  0.6  0.7  0.8  0.9  1
Length of Core ( m)

Fig. 2-7 f m as a function of core length, /  for a single-phase core assembled from 3% Si-Fe grain-oriented cut at 0® to its 

rolling direction [2.34]
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2.7 Power losses of the transformer cores

It is known that the core loss is an important factor in the design of large power transformers, 

which depends on many factors, including quality of the material and joint designs. The basic 

design of transformer cores has not been changed significantly during for several decades. 

However, attempts to decrease losses have led to specific designs of comers and T-joint 

regions [1.44]. In these regions, the flux may deviate from the rolling direction of the steel or 

become distorted so that local areas of high losses are produced [1.39]. Almost all cores have 

mitred comers, the overlap regions exhibiting either the so called “conventional” SSL (fig. 2- 

8 (a)) or MSL (fig. 2-8 (b)) technique, where a, is the overlap length; GB, is the gap bridge 

and g, is the air gap length.

N = 4
c

’• • S s C o ’

O O

Fig. 2-8 Overlap designs in jo in t regions: (a) Conventional single-step lap assembling (SSL; N =l); (b) Multi-step lap 
assembling (MSL; N=4) [2.1]

Jones and Moses [1.39] found that the maximum localised loss was 26% higher than the mean 

limb loss in the butt-lap joint and 7% higher than the mean limb loss in the 45° mitred overlap 

joints. The author concluded that the reason for the higher loss in the butt-lap joints was due 

to a greater volume of saturated material and rotational flux [1.39].

Jones and Moses [2.35] measured total power loss of two experimental transformer cores 

which had been constructed with 45° mitred overlap joints under sinusoidal excitation. These 

two cores had been built such that the joint overlap lengths could be varied from 0 to 2.0 cm. 

The larger core was a single-phase configuration, which accommodated ten laminations per 

limb each of 92 cm x 15 cm x 0.033 cm; the smaller core was built from a total of 400 

laminations, each of 57 cm x 11.5 cm x 0.033 cm. They found that the power loss of the 

larger core was minimal when the overlap was 0.5 cm, and also a minimum loss was found in 

the smaller core when its overlap length was 1.0 cm. In both cases, the optimum overlap 

length was independent of core size or flux density over the range from 1.0 T to 1.8 T. It was
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found that the increase in loss for overlaps greater than the optimum was due mainly to an 

increase in the longitudinal flux density, whereas, for smaller overlaps, the eddy-current loss 

associated with the normal flux predominated, causing the overall loss to increase.

Moses reported on problems in the design of power transformers [1.43]. In this investigation, 

arrays of search coils were placed at the T-joints of a 45° mitred three-phase transformer core 

to capture and analyse the flux density distribution. The research was concentrated on the 

circulating flux in the core and the rotational flux present in such joints and their effects on 

the total core loss. It was found that the T-joints of a transformer core contain both alternating 

flux and rotational flux that made large contributions to the total power loss. The rotational 

loss was dependent on the T-joints design and was only present in that region causing 

localised areas of high power loss. Circulating flux on the other hand was present in the limbs 

and yokes of the core and causes an increase in loss of up to 20% of total loss in the cores 

investigated. This investigation concluded that a better design of the T-joints can significantly 

improve the core losses of a three-phase transformer core by eliminating part of both the 

circulating and rotational flux.

Basak and Moses investigated harmonic losses in a three-phase transformer core under 

sinusoidal voltage excitation [2.36]. Harmonics occur mostly in the T-joints where local 

regions are saturated and the flux deviates from the rolling direction [1.38]. The losses in the 

yokes and limbs of the core were calculated by adding all the components of loss, which 

would be produced if each harmonic was individually present in the steel. They found that in 

the joints themselves the flux distortion was much higher. The maximum 3rd harmonic flux 

density component was about 0.3 T or 50% greater than the maximum in the centre limb 

when the core was magnetised at 1.5 T, 50 Hz. The peak values of the 5th and 7th harmonic 

components in the joints were about 0.06 T and 0.03 T respectively which were greater than 

those in the limbs. The experimental results showed that the loss associated with the 

harmonics in the yokes and limbs was 15% of the total loss, and comer loss accounted for 

17% of the total [2.36].

Loffler and Booth investigated the relevance of step-lap joints for magnetic characteristics of 

transformer cores [2.37]. They looked at the differences between SSL and MSL core designs 

as well as the difference between model and full size cores. A reduction of core losses up to 

5% or even 10% was reported in the case of full size MSL cores compared to the same size 

SSL transformer cores. The same authors having investigated SSL model cores [2.38] showed
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that due to non-random distributions of air-gap lengths (g) shown in fig. 2-8 at the comer 

overlap regions, the flux tended to be inhomogeneous, concentrating in regions of low (g) 

thus causing localised saturation in parts of the core and at the same time high normal 

components of flux were generated causing in turn high localised eddy-current losses. If a 

high number of adjacent layers showed a distinctly decreased (g) in an ordered way, flux 

globally streamed to this region. Interlaminar flux passed through many layers and caused 

high planar eddy-current losses. In MSL cores this effect was less pronounced since local 

variations of (g) would not disturb the flux homogeneity of the core as much. Therefore, it 

was concluded in [2.37] that cores with MSL joints tend to have a more homogeneous flux 

distribution, a distinctly weaker dependence of power losses and excitation on air-gap length, 

as well as distinctly lower interlaminar flux, lower harmonics of induction.

Transformer iron losses can be reduced either by improving the quality of the steel or by 

using better building and design techniques. Today, almost all cores have mitred comers, the 

overlap regions exhibiting either SSL or MSL techniques. However, only limited research has 

been reported on non-sinusoidal excitation [1.30] [2.39] [2.40]

2.8 Flux density distribution in the joints of the transformer cores

Particular transformer core joint configurations might produce rotational flux, normal flux 

between layers of laminations, or alternating flux directed away from the rolling direction of 

the laminations, all of which tend to increase the core loss [7.55]. The flux distribution in the 

T-joints and comers regions of three-phase transformer cores was complicated [7.55]. Early 

evaluations of flux distribution were based on the work of Brailsford and Mazza [1.40] who 

experimentally investigated the flux distribution in a single lamination comer joint with the 

aid of search coils wound through small holes drilled through the material. This method was 

extended to stacks of laminations [1.41] in which harmonic components of flux were 

measured in three orthogonal directions in T-joints of transformer cores. This traditional 

technique is still successfully and extensively used even though it is time consuming and 

laborious and much valuable information, particularly on the distribution of harmonic flux in 

cores has been gathered [7.55] [7.59] [1.41] [1.43].

Search coils are placed at points of interest on various laminations in a model core, so that 

induced voltages proportional to orthogonal components of flux density at each point can be 

measured and analysed. In order to construct the search coils, care is necessary to minimise
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the disturbance of the core by insertion of the search coil winding and presence of the holes, 

but extensive tests [1.38] [1.39] [1.41] [1.42] [2.35] have verified that the method gives a 

good indication of the flux distribution which would occur in a full size core.

Moses investigated the flux distribution in the T-joints of a transformer core with simple 

double overlap joints [1.41]. The flux density distribution was measured by an array of single 

turn search coils wound on individual laminations. The highest loss areas were the inner 

edges of the yoke and limb laminations at T-joints due to a high third harmonic flux density 

component. The fundamental component of flux density tended to follow the rolling direction 

of both yoke and limb laminations. However, some deviation of other harmonics from the 

rolling direction occurred [1.41].

Moses and Thomas [1.38] compared the flux distribution in the simple 45°-90° T-joints (Fig. 

2-9 (a)) and the slightly more complex 45° offset T-joint (Fig. 2-9 (b)). An array of search 

coils was used to measure the longitudinal, transverse and normal flux density variations in 

the laminations forming the T-joints. It was concluded that for the 15-cm-wide laminations 

used, the 45° offset T-joints was 10% more efficient than the 45°-90° T-joints at 1.6 T. It was 

also found that a high third harmonic flux component circulates in the centre limb of the 

transformer core when either T-joints is used; this circulating third harmonic flux component 

is a probable reason for the centre limbs of some transformers having a higher loss than the 

outside limbs.

15 cm

Fig. 2-9 Plan view of one layer of (a) the 45°-900 T-joints and (b) the 45° offset T-joints [7.35]

Jones and Moses [1.39] measured localised flux distribution in two types of joints built from 

the same size and type of grain-oriented silicon-iron laminations, which one type was the 

simpler butt and lap joints (fig. 2-10 (a)) and the other one was 45° mitred overlap joints (fig. 

2-10 (b)). It was found that there was a high normal flux in the mitred overlap joints, close to 

the butt gap but it dropped to 0.025 T in the overlap regions and to the interlaminar value of 

0.001 T in the limbs when the overall core flux density was 1.5 T, 50 Hz. A small amount of
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flux deviation from the rolling direction occurred at the overlaps, but no rotational flux was 

present in the joints. Some flux harmonics were found in the joints, however, nowhere were 

they greater than 5% of the fundamental component. It was concluded that the reason for the 

higher loss in the butt and lap joints was due to the presence of a greater volume of saturated 

material and rotational flux [1.39].

Fig. 2-10 Schematic layout of corner configuration (a) the butt and lap joints and (b) the mitred overlap joints [1.39]

Moses and Thomas [1.42] measured the rotating flux at a point in the T-joints of a three-phase, 

three-limb transformer core where the flux density varied both in angular velocity and 

magnitude. Fig. 2-11 shows the magnitude and direction of flux density at the measurement 

point in the T-joints of the core, where RD is the rolling direction. The main conclusion was 

that the high localised loss generated in transformer T-joints could be due to rotating 

fundamental and harmonics flux. An estimate of the localised loss could be made from the 

flux density at the measurement points [1.42].

:>
O .2

Fig. 2-11 Magnitude and direction of flux density at the measurement point in the T-joints of a three-phase transformer core, (a) 50 Hz 
component at 30° intervals relative to the flux in the right hand limb being zero, (b) 150 Hz component at 10° intervals relative to the 
flux in the right hand limb being zero, (c) Total flux magnitude at 30° intervals in time [1.42]

Megherbi and Basak [2.41] measured the in-plane and normal flux density of a stacked core 

built from amorphous magnetic material using the butt and lap joints and compared with those
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obtained from a grain-oriented Si-Fe stacked core of the same dimensions. The anisotropy of 

amorphous material is lower than that of grain-oriented Si-Fe material so the local flux 

distribution was more uniform in the amorphous core. The normal flux was approximately 

three times larger in the amorphous core than in the grain-oriented Si-Fe core near the butt 

and lap joints at the comers and T-joints. This might be mainly due to the interlaminar short 

circuits caused by the uncoated laminations which allow flux to flow easily in the normal 

direction as it approaches the air gaps [2.41].

2.9 Acoustic noise and vibration of transformer cores

Many transformer users build special rooms to house their transformers in order to damp the 

noise. A high number of transformers operate below ground for the same reason. Transformer 

cores vibrate in a complex manner and it is difficult to relate core vibration to the longitudinal 

magnetostriction in any quantitative fashion. Due to inhomogenuities in the steel, the core 

vibrated not only in the plane of the laminations, but also perpendicular to them [2.42]. Core 

vibration can be simply measured using accelerometers placed against the core surface and 

the outputs analysed into their harmonic components and compared in phase with the 

magnetising waveform [1.44].

Moses and Pegler [2.43] found that the cores which were built in identical ways with the same 

grade of grain-oriented silicon steel either bolted together or bonded with the flexible 

adhesive, the mean vibration of the limb faces and edges is drastically reduced in the bonded 

core; in all cases, the higher harmonics of vibration fall more than the lower ones. They found 

that bonded core vibration was reduced by a factor between five and ten for a 20 kVA 

transformer core. The total noise output of bonded core at the same magnetising frequency 

was reduced by 3 dBA below that of a bolted core.

Weiser and Hasenzagl investigated the mechanisms of noise generation in two model 

transformer cores [2.44]. They found that in the overlap regions, which was shown an 

attractive interlaminar force Pz and normal displacements Sz that were due to the normal 

components Bz of induction arising at overlap regions, and also, this attractive interlaminar 

force might yield a slight 100 Hz oscillation of the interlaminar gap length, and due to 

interlaminar friction, a possible source of vibration and noise [2.44].
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Weiser and Pfiitzner reported on the relevance of magnetostriction and other magnetic forces 

on the generation of audible noise of transformer core [1.44]. They found that excess noise is 

due to both magnetostriction out of the rolling direction and magnetostatic forces acting 

between the sheets of the core. The magnetostatic forces include interlaminar repulsive forces 

between sheets due to in-plane flux, in-plane attractive forces between sheet ends and thus 

between limbs and yokes and interlaminar attractive forces between sheet ends in joints 

regions. All the above mechanism, the authors concluded, were enhanced by in-plane air-gaps 

which increase the transformer core noise.

Snell and Jenkins measured the acoustic noise associated with model step overlap (2, 4, 6 mm) 

transformer cores and found that 5 or 7 step lap cores with 4 mm or 6 mm step overlap tend to 

give a better noise performance than 3 step lap cores. Fig. 2-12 shows the measurement points 

of the noise for the model core and table 2.3 presents the noise results at investigated points, 

where the background noise during measurements was 30.4 ± 3 dBA [2.27].

-M  ictojihcHW' p u c s i t v i - r t i c n f y  TtnVrHn frown H iirlitcej 
• (^ b n ip c d  w e n

Fig. 2-12 Dimension and measurement points of model transformer core [2.21]

LAaq (dBA) at Various Core Locations : 
(5 Steps, 6mm Overlap) i

Reference A S C O ! E J_E___jr  4 9 . i ]B1 49.5 49.6 47.6 46.7 I 48.3
1.5T B2 50,9 48.8 49.4 47.3 ...45.4 46.0 {

B3
r ^

48.2 47.1 49.5 48.4 47.2 |
81 55.0 59-6 55.8 55.1 56.0 55.0 \

1.TT B2 57.5 58.1 59.1 55.1 55.2 52.4 8
B3 59.0 59.1 58.8 37.3 55.8 53.8 j
81 57.0 63.2 59.8 I 58.2 59.1 ' 5 7771

1.75T B2 60.0 62.0 62.6 ’ 58.1 58.4 56.3
B3 62.6 64.1 63.4 59.9 58.5 56.1 |

Table 2.3 Noise at investigated points of the model transformer core [2.27]
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Chapter 3 Measurement and Analysis of Magnetostriction and 

Mechanical Resonance in Grain-Oriented Electrical Steel Induced by 

Magnetostriction under Sinusoidal and PWM Voltage Excitation

3.1 Introduction

Apart from magnetic forces [3.7], transformer core noise is due to magnetostrictive core 

vibration [2.18\ [2.25]. The magnetostriction of grain-oriented electrical steel measured under 

non-sinusoidal voltage excitation is limited [2.24] [2.28], Moreover, magnetostriction-induced 

mechanical resonance of grain-oriented and non-oriented electrical steel in the form of 

Epstein strips under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation at different magnetising 

frequency, different modulation index and different switching frequency has been recently 

studied [2.34] [3.2]. At resonance, displacement due to magnetostriction is maximal and this 

contributes towards the acoustic noise emission of transformer cores. In the case of PWM 

inverter-fed transformer cores, the distorted flux density waveform contains high-frequency 

harmonic components that might cause magnetostrictive resonance.

In this chapter, the measurement of magnetostriction of grain-oriented electrical steel in the 

form of Epstein strips under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of 

modulation index ma with different switching frequency f s , using single-point laser

vibrometer (SPLV) has been carried out. The comparison of magnetostriction between 

sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, and analysis of the correlations between switching 

frequency f s and the frequency spectrum of the sample vibration due to magnetostriction are 

included.

3.2 Experimental setup

The measurement system comprises a SPLV and a single strip tester [3.3], where the laser 

head and measured object were placed in the 3.3 m x 2.1 m x 2.1 m anechoic chamber (fig. 3- 

1), and the magnetising system was placed outside the chamber to ensure that interference 

from the equipment did not affect the measurement results (fig. 3-2). Also, safety is one of the 

reasons to do experiment in that room because of using laser beam.
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Sample

Solenoid

Clamp

Yoke

Laser head

Fig. 3-1 Laser head, single strip tester with sample located in the anechoic chamber [3.3]

Multimeter

Arbitary waveform generator

Pre-amplifier

Stereo pow er amplifier

Laser controller

Personal computer

Fig. 3-2 Magnetising system and laser controller located outside the anechoic chamber [3.3]

The schematic connection of the magnetostriction measurement system is shown in fig. 3-3. It 

comprises discrete instruments that ma kes it very flexible, g iving a wide mag netising 

frequency range and access to arbitrary excitation waveforms [3.4].
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P re  - A m p l i f ie r

P o w e r  A m p l i f i e r

Laser  Controller

P r im ary  C o i l

S a m p l e

V oltm  eter

Fig. 3-3 Schematic diagram for magnetostriction measurement system [2.34\

3.3 Measurement procedure

The sample used in this investigation was grain-oriented 3% silicon electrical steel in the form 

of Epstein strip (303 mm x 30 mm x 0.27 mm), which was cut at 0 0 to its rolling direction.

After cutting, the sample was annealed at 800 [£  for 2 hours under Nitrogen atmosphere [3.5] 

in order to relieve the cutting stress. The specification o f this material is displayed in table 3.1 

[2.13].

Steel type
Thickness 
d  (mm)

Resistivity
( oi)

Conductivity
( -W )

Conventional density
(kg/m3)

Grain-oriented 
3% silicon 

electrical steel

0.27 0.46 2.17xl0‘ 7650

Table 3.1 Specification of the material [2.13]
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It is shown in fig. 3-3, a 30 MHz arbitrary waveform generator (TGA1230) was used for ac 

signal generation, and the output of waveform generator was amplified by two cascaded 

amplifiers, pre-amplifier and power amplifier. The primary windings of the magnetising 

solenoid was connected to the output of the power amplifier, and the secondary windings ( N 2 

= 10), which wound closely around the test sample, was connected to a digital voltmeter, to 

use its e .m .f to set the peak flux density Bpeak and a digital oscilloscope for waveform data 

collection and analysis.

Also, the instantaneous magnetic flux density B (t) was deduced from the induced voltage of 

secondary windings wound closely at the centre of the sample using equation (1.10), where 

the cross sectional area A that could be calculated from the mass, length and density of the 

test sample from

m ass
A = --  (3.1)

length x density

One end of the test strip was clamped and the instantaneous longitudinal displacement of the 

other end was measured using the SPLV. Then the instantaneous magnetostriction X was 

calculated as the ratio of the instantaneous displacement to the magnetic path length Lp by:

- 8L displacem ent x  displacem ent.range
T = --------------------------------------------------1 -----------------------  ( 3 - 2 )p

where Lp is 0.21 m [3.3], and the displacement.range is the output ratio from the laser

controller (fig. 3-2), which is 0.5 um/V [3.6]. Fig. 3-4 shows the output signal of

magnetostriction.
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Fig. 3-4 Output signal of magnetostriction measurement

The SPLV (Polytec OFV-3001/303) is a wide range, high resolution, non-contact vibration 

measurement vibrometer, which directly measure velocity or displacement to a resolution of ± 

0.002 /urn within the ff equency range of 0 -  20 k Hz [ 3.6], and also, the resolution of 

magnetostriction measur ement could be ac cess to as low as around ± 0.01 /u . Also, the

reliability of this s ystem (fig. 3-3) and the accuracy of the measurement results were already 

confirmed, which the pe ak-to-peak magnetostriction values have uncertainty o f 3.5% for five 

repeated measurements [2.34].

The test strip was m agnetised under sinusoida 1 and PW M voltag e excitation for assi gned 

values of ma in the range 0.5 to 1.2 with f s varied in the ran ge of 0.75 kHz to 2.75 kHz, at 

/  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz , Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T . The displacement output signal from the

SPLV and the value of secondar y indue ed volta ge w ere r ecorded using a hig h resolution 

digital oscilloscope ( YOKOGAWADL716 - 16CH Digital Scope), which has plu g-in hi gh 

voltage isolation modules that displa y and sa ve data in 16 - bit resolution at 16 MS/ s 

(sampling rate) [3.7]. Algorithms embedded in “National Instrument Lab VIEW” and “Ansoft 

Simplorer Simulation Ce ntre 7.0” PC based supp ort software were used for data pro cessing 

and analysis.
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Each m easurement was carried out fi ve t imes and t hen t he avera ge pe ak-to-peak val ue of 

magnetostriction was obtained. Also, each set o f  measurements was taken at different times 

having the s ample u nclamped a nd re-clamped. The re peatability of pe ak-to-peak 

measurements of magnetostriction is shown in Appendix A.

3.4 Measurement results of the test sample

Table 3.2 shows the val ues of peak-to-peak m agnetostriction pp of the tes t sample under 

sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned ma varied in the range of 0.5 to 1.2 with 

different switching frequency / , ,  at /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.

Magnetisation
frequency

( / )

Modulation
index
(ma)

Switching 
frequency 
<fs) (kHz)

Peak-to-peak

magnetostriction

(CQpp

1.3 T 1.5 T
sine 50 Hz .. .. 0.21 0.45

PWM 50 Hz

03 0.75 0.36 0.64

0.8 0.75 0.32 0.61
0.8 2.75 0.27 0.56

1.0 0.75 0.29 0.58

12 0.75 0.26 0.55

PWM 100 Hz 0.8 130 0.61 0.88

Table 3.2 Peak-to-peak pp under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned ma with f s , at f  = 50  Hz and 100 Hz, 

B  . = 1.3 T and 1.5 T" peak

Fig. 3 -5 to 3-1 1 show thebutterfl y loops of magnetostriction of test sample under 

sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of ma varied in the ran ge of 0.5

to 1.2 with different / , ,  at /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T. Also, in each butterfly loop 

graph, 1000 data points were recorded.
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Fig. 3-5 Butterfly loops of magnetostriction X under sinusoidal 

voltage excitation, f  -  50 Hz, B peak = 1-3 T
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Fig. 3-7 Butterfly loops of magnetostriction X  under PWM voltage 

excitation, ma = 0.8, f  = 50 Hz, f s = 0.75 kHz, B peak = 1-3 T
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-1.0 1.0-1.5 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.5
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Fig. 3-6 Butterfly loops of magnetostriction X under PWM voltage 

excitation, m a = 0.5, f  = 50 Hz, f s = 0.75 kHz, B peak -  1-3 T
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Fig. 3-8 Butterfly loops of magnetostriction X under PWM voltage 

excitation, m  -  1.0, f  = 50 Hz, f  = 0.75 kHz, B  . = 1.3 Ta J Js peak
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Fig. 3-9 Butterfly loops of magnetostriction X under PWM voltage 

excitation, m  =1.2, f  =50 Hz, f  = 0.75 kHz, B  . = 1 J TQ J  J  s peak

0.30

x

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
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Fig. 3-10 Butterfly loops of magnetostriction X under PWM voltage 

excitation, m„ = 0.8, f  = 50 Hz, f  = 2.75 kHz, B = 1.3 Ta J  J s  peak
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Fig. 3-11 Butterfly loops of magnetostriction under PWM voltage excitation, m  = 0.8,

/  = 100 Hz, f s = 1.5 kHz, Bpeak = 1-3 T

The Total Harmonic Distortion ( TH D  [ % ]  ), which is defined by (3.3), of under sinusoidal

and PWM voltage excitation for a ssigned ma varied with different f s that were cal culated

using Fast Fouri er T ransform (FFT) anal ysis, perform ed wi th “Da y P ost P rocessor” i n t he 
“Ansoft Simplorer Simulation” environment, are shown in table 3.3.

T H D  [%]  =
VV2 + V3 + V4 + + V

— xlOO (3.3)

where Vj is the amplitude of the fundamental component; v2 , v3 ... vM are the amplitude of 

the harmonic component of order 2, 3 ... n, respectively.

Magnetisation
Frequency

( / )

Modulation
Index
(ma)

Switching 
frequency 
(fs) (kHz)

THD [%] of

1.3 T 1.5 T
sine 50 Hz _ .. 7.5 114

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 0.75 20.7 23.6

0.8 0.75 19.4 21.7
0.8 2.75 15.6 17.9
1.0 0.75 17.4 19.8

12 0.75 16.2 18.7

PWM 100 Hz 0.8 1.50 17.7 21.3

Table 3.3 Variation TH D  [%] of magnetostriction under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned m  varied with

f s  * B peak = 13  T *nd 1ST > / =  50 H2 ^  100 Hz

Figs. 3-12 to 3-31 show corresponding frequency spectra of applied flux density B(t) and , 

which were also obtained by using FFT.
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Fig. 3-12 Frequency sp ectrum of fl ux de nsity und er si nusoidal vo Itage Fig. 3-13 Frequency spectrum of magnetostriction under sinusoidal voltage 
excitation, /  = 50 Hz, B peak = 1*3 T excitation, /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 13 T
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excitation, f  =50 Hz, B peak = 1 5 T
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Fig. 3-15 Frequency spectrum o f magnetostriction under sinusoidal voltage 
excitation, f  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 15 T
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3-16 Frequency spectrum of nux density under PWM voltage excitation, Fig. 3.17 F requency spe ctrum o f m agnetostriction unde r  PW M vo Itage
= 50 Hz, ma =0.5, f s =0.75 kHz, B peak = 1 .3T  excitation, f  = 50 Hz, ma = 0 5 , f s =0.75 kHz, Bpeak = 1 5 T
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Fig. 3-18 F requency spe ctrum of 11 ux de nsity unde r  PW M v oltage 
excitation, f  = 50 Hz, m g = 0.5, f g = 0.75 kHz, Bpeak = 13 T
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Fig. 3-19 F requency spe ctrum of m agnetostriction unde r  PWM vo Itage 
excitation, /  =50 Hz, ma = 0.5, f g =0.75 kHz, =1.5T
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Fig. 3-20 F requency spe ctrum of fl ux de nsity unde r  PW M v oltage 
excitation, /  = 50 Hz, m a = 0.8, f g = 0.75 kHz, B peak = 13 T
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Fig. 3-21 F requency spe ctrum of m agnetostriction unde r  PWM vo Itage 
excitation, /  = 50 Hz, ma = 0.8, f g = 0.75 kHz, Bpeak = 13 T
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Fig. 3-22 F requency spe ctrum of 11 ux de nsity unde r  PW M v oltage Fig. 3-23 F requency spe ctrum of m agnetostriction unde r  PWM vo Itage 
excitation, /  = 50 Hz, ma = 0.8, f g = 0.75 kHz, B peak = 13 T excitation, /  = 50 Hz, ma = 0.8, f g = 0.75 kHz, B  peak = 13 T
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Fig. 3-24 F requency spe ctrum of II ux de nsity unde r  PW M v oltage Fig. 3-25 F requency spe ctrum of m agnetostriction unde r PWM vo Itage 
excitation, f  =50 Hz, ma =1.0, f s =0.75 kHz, B peak = 1 3 T  excitation, f  =50 Hz, ma =1.0, f s =0.75 kHz, Bpeak = 1-3 T
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Fig. 3-26 F requency spe ctrum of 11 ux de nsity unde r PW M v oltage Fig. 3-27 F requency spe ctrum of m agnetostriction unde r  PWM vo Itage
excitation, /  = 50 IIz, ma =1.0, f s =0.75 kHz, Bpeak = 1.5 T excitation, /  = 50 Hz, ma = 1.0, f s = 0.75 kHz, = 1.5 T
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Fig. 3-28 F requency spe ctrum of 11 ux de nsity unde r  PW M v oltage Fig. 3-29 F requency spe ctrum of m agnetostriction unde r  PWM vo Itage 
excitation, f  = 50 Hz, m a = 1.2, f g = 0.75 kHz, B peak = 13 T excitation, /  = 50 Hz, m a = 13, f s = 0.75 kHz, B peak = 13 T
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Fig. 3-30 F requency spe ctrum of 0 ux de nsity unde rP W  M v oltage Fig. 3-31 F requency spe ctrum of m agnetostriction unde r PWM vo itage
excitation, /  = 50 Hz, m a = 12, f s = 0.75 kHz, Bpmk = 1-5 T excitation, /  = 50 Hz, m a = 12, f s = 0.75 kHz, B peak = 1-5 T

Figs. 3-32 to 3-35 show frequen cy spectra of applied flux density B(t) and magnetostriction 

under PWM voltage excitation for assigned ma = 0.8 with f s = 2.75 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz, 

Bpeak = 1-3 T and 1.5 T. Also, figs. 3-36 to fi g. 3-39 show frequency spectra o f flux density 

and ma gnetostriction un der PW M vo Itage e xcitation for assigned ma = 0.8 with f s = 1.5 

kHz, at /  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.
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Fig. 3-32 F requency spe ctrum of fl ux de nsity unde r PW M v oltage Fig. 3-33 F requency spe ctrum of m agnetostriction unde r  PWM vo Itage 
excitation, /  = 50 Hz, ma = 0.8, = 2.75 kHz, Bpeak = 1-3 T excitation, /  = 50 Hz, ma = 0.8, f s = 2.75 kHz, f l = 13 T
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Fig. 3-34 F requency spe ctrum of II ux de nsity unde r  PW M v oltage 
excitation, /  =50 Hz, ma =0.8, f g =2.75 kHz, Bpeak = 1 3 T
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Fig. 3-36 F requency spe ctrum of fl ux de nsity unde r  PW M v oltage 
excitation, f  = 100 Hz, ma -  0.8, f s = 1.5 kHz, Bpeak = 1-3 T

Fig. 3-37 F requency spe ctrum of m agnetostriction unde r  PWM vo Itage 
excitation, /  = 100 Hz, m = 0.8, /  = 1.5 kHz, B , = 13 TJ  a J  s ’ "  peak
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Fig. 3-38 F requency spe ctrum of (1 ux de nsity unde r  PW M v oltage Fig. 3-39 F requency spe ctrum of m agnetostriction unde r PWM vo Itage 
excitation, /  = 100 Hz, ma = 0.8, f s = 1.5 kHz, B pmk = 13 T excitation, /  = 100 Hz, m a = 0.8, f s = 1.5 kHz, B pgak = 13 T
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3.5 Analysis and discussion

Table 3.2 shows that the values of peak-to-peak magnetostriction pp , under all PWM voltage

excitation, are greater than those under correspon ding sinusoidal voltage excitation, which is 

due to hig her h armonic contents of ma gnetostriction under PW M volt age ex citation than 

under co rresponding sinusoidal volta ge ex citation (table 3.3 ) b ecause of the distorted flux 

density under PWM voltage excitation containing more high-frequency harmonic components 

than that under corresponding sinusoidal voltage excitation, and also due to integer multiple 

of the switching frequency being close to the re sonant frequency of the test sample that a tiny 

amplitude value of flux density can cause high magnetostriction when resonance occurs (fig.

3-12 to fig .3-31 and ta ble 3.4). It was found that under the worst PWM voltage excitation 

( ma =0 .5  with f s = 0.75 kHz) at /  = 5 0  Hz ,theval u eso f were around 0.15 ju 

(71.4%) and 0.19 n  (42.2%) hig her than th at under cor responding sin usoidal voltag e 

excitation, at Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T, respectively.

It can be seen in fi gs. 3-5 to 3-10 that the hi ghest ripple of magnetostriction occurs at a low  

value of ma = 0.5 with a low value o f f s = 0.75 kHz, which was due to the higher harmonics 

in the flux density because of the low value of m odulation index ma (fig. 3-16, fig. 3-18 and 

table 3.4) that caused higher harmonic content in the magnetostriction (fig. 3-17, fig. 3-19 and 

table 3.3), where the ma gnetostriction is related t o the square of magnetic induction, and the 

components of mag netostriction harmonics ar e g  iven as the square of each ha rmonic 

component of magnetic induction, i.e. B2 [3.8].

Magnetisation
Frequency

( / )

Modulation
index
(ma)

Switching
frequency
(U) (kHz)

THD [%] of 

flux density

B(t)

1.3 T 15 T

sine 50 Hz „ 1.3 1.7

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 0.75 11.6 14.4

0.8 0.75 10.2 13.1

0.8 2.75 4.9 62

1.0 0.75 7.9 9 A

1.2 0.75 4.5 5.7

PWM 100 Hz 0.8 150 5.8 7.6

Table 3.4 Variation THD  [%] of flux density B (t)  under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned m a varied with f  , 

/  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, B peak = 1 J T a n d  1.5 T
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Fig. 3-12 to fig. 3-39 display the frequency spectra of the flux density and magnetostriction 

under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of ma varied with different

f s . From figs. 3-16 to 3-39, it is observed evidently that the higher frequency components of 

the magnetostriction were the same as those of flux density because the ripples in the flux 

density could not change the sign of the ac components of the magnetostriction. Also, it was 

known that grain-oriented 3% silicon electrical steel in the form of Epstein strips would 

resonate when it was magnetised at approximately 1.56 kHz corresponding to its natural 

frequency, which was around 3.12 kHz (2 x 1.56 kHz) (section 2.6).

It is known that the higher harmonic components of the PWM waveform are clustered around 

multiple integers of switching frequency f s (fig. 1-3). Therefore, it was shown in fig. 3-16,

fig. 3-18, fig. 3-20, fig. 3-22, fig. 3-24, fig. 3-26, fig. 3-28 and fig. 3-30 that at f s = 0.75 kHz,

the second cluster harmonics of flux density were at around 1.5 kHz, which was close to the 

resonant magnetising frequency at about 1.56 kHz. From fig. 3-36 and fig. 3-38, it was clearly 

observed that at f s = 1.5 kHz, the first cluster harmonics of flux density were close to the

magnetising frequency at resonance. Also, it was noticed in fig. 3-32 and fig. 3-34 that at f s

= 2.75 kHz, there were no harmonic components of flux density coinciding with the 

magnetising frequency at resonance.

From fig. 3-16 to fig. 3-31, it can be seen that at the first cluster harmonics of flux density and 

magnetostriction, which was around 0.75 kHz, the trend for the ratio of the amplitude of 

magnetostriction to that of flux density under PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of 

ma with f s = 0.75 kHz was similar. Nevertheless, it was also shown in fig. 3-16 to fig. 3-31

that the low amplitude of flux density at around 3 kHz could cause high amplitude of 

magnetostriction at around 3 kHz, which was close to resonance frequency 3.12 kHz; 

particularly at f s = 1.5 kHz ( /  = 100 Hz), where the second cluster harmonics of flux

density at around 3 kHz corresponding to magnetostriction at around 3 kHz, which was 

closely coincided with the resonance frequency that was shown in fig. 3-36 to fig. 3-39. 

Therefore, there would be a high ripple of magnetostriction if the switching frequency f s = 3

kHz, where the first harmonics cluster of the flux density occurs close to the resonance 

frequency.
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From figs. 3-16 to 3-31, it can be seen that the reduction of high frequency harmonic 

components and harmonic content of the flux density (table 3.4) was due to a high value of 

modulation index at ma = 1.2. However, even small amplitude of high frequency component

of flux density (fig. 3-28 and fig. 3-30) at around 3 kHz could cause an amount of 

magnetostriction at frequency closely coinciding with resonant frequency (fig. 3-29 and fig.

3-31). In this study, although the high frequency components of the flux density at around 3 

kHz were too small to detect because of a high value of ma -  1.2 (fig. 3-28 and fig. 3-30), in

reality, the applied voltage such as from the PWM inverter contains many high frequency 

components and some of these components grow at the resonance frequency of the specimen.

In table 3.2, it is noticed that the values of Xpp, at a low f s = 0.75 kHz, are greater than that

at a high f s = 2.75 kHz ( /  = 50 Hz, ma = 0.8), which was due to reduction of harmonic 

content (table 3.4) and amplitude reduction of harmonic components of flux density (fig. 3-20, 

fig. 3-22, fig. 3-32 and fig. 3-34) at a high f s = 2.75 kHz that caused the reduction of 

harmonic content (table 3.3) and amplitude reduction of harmonic components of 

magnetostriction (fig. 3-21, fig. 3-23, fig. 3-33 and fig. 3-35). Also, the low value of App

occurred at f s = 2.75 kHz since there was no high frequency components of flux density 

present at around the resonant frequency (fig. 3-32 and fig. 3-34). Therefore, the benefit 

performance of magnetostriction is at a high value of f s . However, the value of f s would 

have to avoid the resonance frequency of the specimen.

Also, it was observed in table 3.2 and table 3.3 that the values of App and THD [%] of 

magnetostriction at ma = 1.2 ( f s = 0.75 kHz) were almost the same as those at ma = 0.8 

( f s = 2.75 kHz), which was due to the unobservable high frequency magnetisations (fig. 3-28 

and fig. 3-30) at = 1.2 ( f s = 0.75 kHz) could cause an amount of magnetostrictive

vibrations at frequencies closely coincided with mechanical resonant modes of the test sample 

(fig. 3-29 and fig. 3-31), even though the harmonic contents and amplitude of harmonic 

components of flux density were lower than that at ma = 0.8 ( f s = 2.75 kHz). This was due

to at a high value of ma = 1.2 but with the f s = 0.75 kHz, which has high frequency 

component of flux density that was close to the resonant frequency of the specimen.
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According to equation (2.2), this magnetostriction induced mechanical resonance 

phenomenon would be similar in other materials if a natural frequency of the sample 

coincides with one of the magnetostrictive harmonics, since thickness, texture, grain size have 

no effect whereas density, length or modulus of elasticity variable with composition would 

have some influence. Although this experiment has been conducted on the single strips, 

similar effects would be expected in the transformer cores but with different resonant 

frequencies. High acoustic noise and vibration could be generated if the switching frequency 

f s of the PWM inverter coincided with a resonant frequency of the transformer core.
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Chapter 4 M easurement and A nalysis of Total Power L osses, L ocalised 

Flux Density and Estimation of Localised Losses in the Joints of a Model 

Three-phase Three -limb Lam inated Tr ansformer Core un der Sinu soidal 

and PWM Voltage Excitation

4.1 Introduction

In this c hapter, the mea surement re suits of tota 1 powe r losse s, loc alised flux de nsity in 

individual laminations at joint re gionsof a model three-ph ase t ransformer core under

sinusoidal and PWM vo ltage excitation for assig ned v alues of modulation index ma with

different switching frequency f s at no-load condition have been presented. The analysis of

specific tota 1 loss a nd its e ddy-current loss compone nt, loc alised flux de nsity with its 

harmonic components behaviour and localised loss has been carried out.

4.2 Experimental setup

The basic apparatus consisted of a model thre e-phase three-limb laminated transformer core 

with associ ated equipment used t o magnetise the core, measure the total power loss o f the 

core. Also, la minations c omplete with sing le-turn sear ch coi Is we re pi aced at appropriate 

positions within the core for localised flux density measurement.

4.2.1 Transformer core construction

The laminations of model transformer core specified in table 3.1, were assembled horizontally 

on a fl at “t ufnol” bas e, wher e i ts surf ace w as made smooth to pr event an y stress bein g 

induced into the core. It was held in posit ion by non-magnetic long plastic screws, which 

were fix ed on the “tufn ol” base and used to p rotect t he core 1 animations from an y si de 

movement together with three non-magnetic clamping bars, which were clamped to the same 

torsion with bolts and brass stress-distributing washers at each end (fig. 4-1). The primary and
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secondary windings we re all conn ected in delta -delta ( □-□) con figurations, which had 50 

turns of insulated coppe r wire e ach. The core 1 animations were w eighed using an “Av ery

Berkel HL 206-31” b alance and the co re mass, mcore was 96.1 ± 0.01 kg. The layout of

the core with dimensions is shown in fig. 4-2.

Clamping

Transformer
Core Down-lead of 

Search Coils

Flat Tufnol 
Base

Bolts and
Brass Washers

Long Plastic

Non-magnetic 
Bars

Secondary
indings (black)

Windings (red)

Fig. 4-1 Photograph of the model three-phase three-limb transformer core

600mm

f 110m in

Y n si:
llOinin^lOnun

135mmA-Phase =  C-PHase

i l l  Lim b
B-Phase

(Limb)Limb i -

r

Fig. 4-2 Layout of the model three-phase three-limb transformer core
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4.2.2 Total power loss measurement system

A photog raph of the m agnetising s ystem and associated total power losses measurement 

system using two-wattmeter method is shown in fig. 4-3.

Fig. 4-3 Photograph of the magnetising and associated measurement system

It is shown in fi g. 4-3 , a three -phase PW M inverter (T OSHIB A - Transistor Inverter 

TOSVERT VF-A3) [4.1] was connected to thre e separate v ariacs, which supplied the three 

primary windin gs of the transformer cor e under PW M voltag e ex citation for assig ned ma

with f s . The Output Volt age Reg ulation (OV %) is a n importa nt function in the PWM

inverter. This optiona 1 func tion ma intains the output voltag e o f the i nverter at a pres et 

absolute value. It could be set in the range of 40 % to 90 %, which corresponds approximately

to ma from 0.5 to 1.2 [4.1].

Under e ach m agnetising condition, a pre cision dig ital pow er an alyzer (NORMA D6000 

Wide-Band P ower An alyser S ystem) [ 4.2] i ndicated t wo i nduced secon dary vol tages, i .e., 

U AC and UBC to use in the two-wattmeter method, and a digital multi-meter (fig.4-3) [4.3]

was used to monitor the third induced secondary voltage UAB in order to ensure that the

Three Individual
Variacs

Digital
Multi-meter

Transformer 
Core

Tufnol
Base

Power Analyser

Three-phase 
PWM Inverter

Down-lead of 
Search Coils

Header
Connectors
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three induced secondary voltages were balanced. Balance was achieved by adjusting the three 

variacs to produce the desired peak flux density Bpeak in each limb with 120° out of phase in 

time.

The voltage ex{t) applied to the primar y windings and the induced volta ge e2(t) in the

secondary windings were recorded by a digital storage oscilloscope (YOKOGAWA DL716 - 

16CH Digital Scope) [3.6]. Then the saved data were fed into a personal computer for further 

processing by calculating and analysing using “Ansoft Simplorer Simulation Centre” software 

installed on the PC.

The instantaneous overall flux density B{t) in each limb of the core was calculated from the 

induced secondary voltage by (1.21). By using this magnetising system, each limb could be 

energised to a pe ak flux density Bpeak up to 1.5 T ± 0.015 T (becaus e of the output rang e 

limit of variac).

Also, the power analyser was us ed to measure the total power loss Ptotal (W) of the core as 

given by equation (1.35). The refore, the spe cific total power loss p er kilogram Pst (W /kg) 

could be obtained from the ratio of the measured Pt\otal (W) and the core mass mcore (kg) by:

p* = Ĵ 2L [W/kg] (4.1)
mcore

One important function of the “NORMA D6000” power analyser system is “transformer test”, 

which is de signed spe daily for te sting tra nsformers. It off ers an even hi gher m easuring 

accuracy at very low power factors. Accuracies of power measurements are better than 0.1% 

of power results for po wer f actors o f 0.1 to 1 and 0.4% fo r a pow er f actor of 0.01, which 

allows ex act anal ysis. Moreover, t he no-1 oad power 1 osses are cor rected aut omatically i n
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accordance with the for m factor. The sp ecification of components o f the whole s ystem is 

listed in table 4.1.

Instrument Make and Model Accuracy Specifications etc.

TOSIIIBA-TOSVERT 

Transistor Inverter

VFA3-4007PC 

(S/N: 92880027)

Permissible variations: (Voltage: ± 10%;

Frequency: ±5%)

Frequency accuracy: ± 0.5% against the 

maximum frequency

Source: 3PH—380 -  415 V — 

50/60 Hz 

Control method: Sinusoidal 

PWM control 

PWM carrier frequency 

switching: in the range 0.5 kHz 

to 3 kHz

Wide Band Power 

Analyzer System

Norma D6000 

(S/N: ND58172RR)

Voltage accuracy: ± ( 0.1% of value + 0.08 

% of range)

Frequency accuracy: ± 0.025% of value

-

Digital Multi-Meter
Keithley 2001 

(S/N: 0715176)

Accuracy: ± 0.015 % of Range (AC Volts) 

Resolution: 10 pV (RMS Range: 20 V) 

Resolution: 100 pV (RMS Range: 200 V

Input

1 MO ± 2 % with < 140 pF

Digital Oscilloscope

YKOGAWA DL716 

(Module 701857) 

(S/N: 12C702812)

Resolution: 16-bit A/D conversion 

Maximum sample rate: 16 MS/s

Input: 1 MO ± 1 % 

Maximum isolated input 

voltage: 850 V ( DC + AC peak)

Variac
V30 HM-G3

(S/N: BQ

Input: 415 V 

Output: 0 -  465 V
-

Table 4.1 Specification of measuring instrument [3.6] [4.1]-[[4.3]

4.2.3 Localised flux density measurement

4.2.3.1 Search coils construction

In ord er to me asure the loc alised flux de nsity within la minations of th e c ore, ana rray of 

search coils was wound on individual laminations at appropriate positions using the technique 

similar to that described in chapter 1.

Components of in-plane flux densities in the rolling and transverse directions at measurement 

points in the join ts of th e core wer e found b y measuring the induced voltages from 10 m m 

long single-turn orthogonal search coils thre aded through 0.25 mm diameter holes (fi g. 1-8 

(a)). Solderable enamelled copper wire of 0. 15 mm diameter was us ed since it had air eady
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been found thin enoug h for winding the sing le-turn search coils, without affecting the total 

power loss or flux distribution to any degree [1.41] [2.41]. Each pair of search coils leads was 

twisted tightly together to avoid any stray voltages. At each stage of search coils construction, 

a continuity test was carried out using a multi-meter to c heck for wire breakage or a short 

circuit between the lamination and the search coil.

Having determined the polarity of each search coil and m arked on the search coil leads, and 

then they were soldered to 24 pi n header connectors (fig. 4-3) and cov ered with epoxy resin. 

The reason for using header connectors was to link the induced volta ge signals from search 

coils to the a mplifier circuit, whic h w as built to a mplify indu ced vo ltage sig nals using 

precision “OPAMPS” and resistors. The positions of orthogonal search coils in the joints of 

the core are shown in fig. 4-4.
600

200

'■*- -j- Point 2
(Yoke) _] (Yoke)

90

110
135

A-Phase
(L im b )

( ’-Phase
(L im b )

B-Phase
(L im b )

Fig. 4-4 Positions of orthogonal search coils within the laminations of the transformer core

Also, normal flux densit ies at measurement point s within individual laminations of the core 

were m easured b y m eans of si milar arra y of pr e-shaped, 10 mm square, sing le-tum search 

coils, and the two e nds were twisted tightly together to avoid picking up any stray voltages 

(fig. 1-8 (b) ). These se arch coi Is were st uck o n top of the individual laminations, using 

insulated va rnish. Ha ving de termined the pol arity of e ach se arch coil a nd m arked on t he 

search coil leads, and then the twisted leads were taken out in groups and soldered to 12 or 24
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pin header connecto rs covered w ith epox y resin after continuit y testing. Fig. 4-5 shows the 

positions of normal search coils.

Adhesive tape, 0.1 mm t hick, was placed between the search coil leads and the edge of the 

laminations being used for localised flux density investigation in order to avoid an y damage 

of the enamelled wire insulation.

4.2.3.2 Measurement process

Fig. 4-6 shows a schema tic block diagram of the localised flux density measurement system, 

the reference signal was the B-Phase secondary induced voltage of the core.

2D 3D

13D

(Yoke) 12D 14D 0 2 2  (Yoke)

9 0  101 jj21 0 2 3  2 <

I D

A-Phase
(L im b )

19 □  
B-Phase 
(L im b )

30 □  
C-Phase 
(L im b )

Fig. 4-5 Positions of search coils for measuring components of normal flux densities on the laminations of the core

^ “”7 Tinnsfoiiner

Secondaiy 
(Reference Signal)

Variacs
Oscilloscope

Core

LAMINATION
Staith

Coil
Seal cli Coil 

Signal

Fig. 4-6 Diagram of measuring system for the localised flux density
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When the core was energised, the maximum amplitude of induced voltage in search coil was 

less than 1 mV. Therefore, the induced voltage signals from search coils were connected to an 

amplifier c ircuit b y mea ns of twiste d se arch c oils le ads be fore be ing se nt to a dig ital 

oscilloscope. The open-loop amplifier circuit which was used for this purpose is shown in fig.

4-7.

+ 15 V
r- -

~ ~ w
AD708 Oscilloscopejy*vs

T]OUTPUTB
TJ-ihb

T|+inb
Search coil ( 

signal i i Amplification 
: stage
,-4--------------------------

Gain = 1000

-15 V

AD708

Gain =3000

Fig. 4-7 Connection diagram of amplifier circuit

The amplifier circuit (A D708) could provide t ypical 10 V/ DV open-loop gain and also could 

amplify very small signals with an accuracy better than 0.1% at voltage levels equivalent to 

the core flux densities without sacr ificing overail s ystem perform ance [4.4]. The amplifier 

circuit used in this inve stigation had gains of 1 000 for amplifying indu ced volta ges from 

orthogonal search coils, and 3000 for amplifying induced voltages from normal search coils.

Then, the instantaneous induced voltag es ero(t), etr (t) an d e^it) from search coils in  

rolling, tra nsverse a nd norma 1 dire ction, re spectively (s ection 1.3.5), a nd the B -Phase 

secondary indue ed voltage e2 (t) with respect to the refe rence voltage waveform we re
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recorded using a di gital storage oscilloscope (YOKOGAWA DL716 -1 6CH Digital Scope). 

After this process, the saved data were fed into a personal computer for further processing by 

calculating and anal ysing usi ng “Anso ft S implorer Simulation Centre” and “Mat Lab 7.0” 

software installed on the PC.

After that, the instantaneous components of local ised flux density flowing through the search 

coils in the rolling ( Bro (/)), transverse ( Btr (t)) and norm al ( B ^ (t)) directions could be

obtained by using equations (1.45), (1 .46) and (1.47) respectivel y, where Aro = 10 m m x

0.27 mm = 2.7 x 10 6 m2, Atr = 10 mm x 0.27 mm = 2.7 x 10 6 m2 and =10 mm x 

10 mm = 1.0 x 10"4 m2 .

Throughout the experiment, the model transf ormer core was ex cited under sinusoidal and 

PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of ma in the range of 0.5 to 1.2, at /  = 50 Hz

and 100 Hz, and Bpeak up to 1.5 T. Nevertheless, at /  = 100 Hz, measurement results at 

Bpeak = 1-5 T were onl y performed for ma = 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2, because v ery high values of 

form factor Kf  at low values of modulation index caused high magnetising voltages, which 

led to the protec tion c ircuits in the PWM i nverter oper ating so that no rmal function w as 

impeded. Also, no measurement at /  = 100 Hz under sinusoidal voltage ex citation taken

because the m agnetising voltage outranged the maximal li mitation of t he power am plifier, 

although 100 Hz three-phase sinusoidal voltage waveform could be p rovided by waveform 

generator. For the assi gned values of ma and /  under PW M voltage excitation, th e

switching frequency f s was varied in the range of 1 kHz to 3 kHz.

The m odel t ransformer core w as ca refully ass embled and di smantled t wice. The ov erlap 

length was set accurately by measuring the distance to ± 0.01 cm with a vernier gau ge, and a 

minimum air gap at T-joints and comer joints of the core (less than 0.1 mm) was obtained. At 

each condition, the me asurement w as taken three times unde r e ach voltag e ex citation
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condition. The repeatability of specific total power loss measurements was better than± 1%, 

the repeatability of peak resultant in-plane flux density at measurement points was better than 

± 2.0%, a nd the repeatability of p eak normal flux density at limbs a nd yokes, T-joints a nd 

comers regions was better than ± 6.0%, which are shown in Appendix B.

During the experimental process, the va riac had a filtering effect on th e voltage waveform 

produced by the PWM inverter. It was believed that at low modulation indices, the narrowest 

pulses in the e xcitation were supp ressed, whi ch led to a reduction of rms and rectified 

mean values o f  the voltage. Therefore, a higher amount of energy was required to magnetise 

the core and even hi gher power losses were expected at low ma , due to this shortcoming of 

the set-up.

4.3 Measurement results of the core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation

4.3.1 Specific total power losses

Fig. 4-8 shows the mean Pst (W/kg) values of the core under sinusoidal an d PWM voltage

excitation for assi gned v alues of ma with f s = 3 kH z, at /  = 50 Hz . Fig. 4 -9 and fig .

4-10 show the mean Pst (W/kg) values of th e co re unde r PW M voltage ex citation for

assigned values of ma with f s = 3 kHz, at /  = 100  Hz.

Pst ( W /k g )

^  0.6

■  Bpeak = 1.1 T
■  Bpcak = 1.3 T
1=1 B peak = 1.5 T

tww
OV °/« OV % OV % OV °/o o v  % o v  %
[40 »/«] [50 %] [60 %1 [70 % I [80 '»/«] [90 "/»] S,m?

0.5 0.6 0 .7  0 .8  1.0 1.2
Fig. 4-8 Mean P  values of the core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0 .5-1 .2  with =3 kHz, f  -  

50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.1 T, 13 T and 1.5 T
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Fig. 4-9 Mean Pst values of the core under PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0 .6 -1 .2  with f s = 3  kHz, f  =100 Hz, 

= 1.1 T and 13 T
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Fig. 4-10 Mean Pst values of the core under PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.8,1.0 and 1.2 with f s = 3 kHz, f  =

Bpmk= 1ST
100 Hz,
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Fig. 4-11 to f i g. 4-13 sh ow the mean Pst (W/kg) values under PW M voltage excitation for 

assigned ma with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 k Hz, at /  = 50 H z, Bpeak = 1.1 T, 1.3 T 

and 1.5 T.

1.2
Pst (W /k g)

f s = 1 k H z  U f % =  2 kH z U \fs = 3 kH z

0.8

0.6

0.0
OV % [40 °/o] OV °/« [50 %] O V  % [60 %] OV °/o [70 % ]  

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
M odulation Index m „

Fig. 4-11 Mean values of the core under PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.5 - 0.8 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz,

f  = so«2, B„ , - U T

Ps, (W /kg)

—̂   , ^   ,    ,    1
OV % [40 %] OV %  [50 w/o] OV %  [60 %] O V °/« [70 %] 

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
M odulation Index m a

Fig. 4-12 Mean values of the core under PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0 .5 -0 .8  with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz,
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Fig. 4-13 Mean P  values of the core under PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.5 - 0.8 with f  varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, 

f  = 50 Hz, B peak -  1*5 T

Fig. 4-14 shows the me an Pst (W/kg) v alues unde r PW M voltag e ex citation for assi gned 

ma with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 100 Hz, B peak = 1.3 T. Fig. 4-15 shows 

the mean Pst (W/kg) values for ma =0.8 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 

100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.1 T, 1.3 T and 1.5 T.

Pst (W /kg)
4.5 

4.0 

1 35 
±  3.0 8
Z  2.5 Ho 2.0
e  1 . 5  

1.0 

0.5 

0.0

Fig. 4-14 Mean values of the core under PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 with f s varied from 1 kHz 

to 3 kHz, /  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 13T
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0.5 
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Fig. 4-15 Mean values of the core under PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.8 with f s varied from 1 kHz to  3 kHz, 

/  = 100 Hz, B peak = 1.1 T, L3T and 15 T

4.3.2 Results of the in-plane flux density at investigated points in the joints

Table 4.2 and table 4.3 displa y peak valu es of re sultant in-plane flux density and THD [%] 

of components in rolling (Bro) and transve rse (Btr) direction at four investigated points (fig. 

4-4) in the joints under sinusoidal and PW M voltage ex citation for assigned values of ma

with f s varied in the range of 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 5 0  Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T 

and 1.5 T.

Pst (W /k g )
mfs= 1 kHz

■ 7 ,-2  kHz 

□ fs = 3 kHz

1.1 T 1.3 T 1.5 T
Peak Flux D ensity  Bpeak (T)
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/
ma

[O V % ]

f .

[kHz]

Peak resultant flux density [T] and THD [%] of flux density in 

rolling (B„) and transverse (11 a) direction

Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4

m Bro Btr m Bro B* m B„ B* m B„ Btr

sine 50 Hz - - 1.59 13.0% 8.8% 1.65 18.1% 21.7% 1.61 10.2% 19.2% 1.63 5.2% 20.6%

PWM 

50 Hz

03 

[40 %]

1 1.66 19.1% 36.5% 1.75 25.9% 373% 1.69 16.5% 36.2% 1.72 11.4% 363%

2 1.65 17.8% 333% 1.73 243% 36.0% 1.68 16.0% 35.1% 1.71 103% 34.5%

3 1.65 16.7% 32.6% 1.72 23.2% 34.2% 1.67 15.7% 33.7% 1.70 103% 333%

0.8 

[70 %]

1 1.63 15.9% 26.5% 1.70 213% 30.7% 1.65 14.5% 28.9% 1.68 8.9% 30.7%

2 1.62 15.6% 25.9% 1.69 21.0% 30.2% 1.65 14.1% 28.2% 1.68 8.6% 30.2%

3 1.62 15.1% 25.2% 1.69 20.6% 29.7% 1.64 13.8% 27.7% 1.67 8.2% 29.5%

1 2  

[90 %]
3 1.61 14.5% 24..6% 1.67 193% 28.9% 1.63 133% 26.8% 1.65 7.8% 28.2%

PWM 

100 Hz

0.8 

[70 % ]

1 1.64 16.3% 30.6% 1.72 22.7% 32.8% 1.66 153% 32.5% 1.69 9.9% 32.1%

2 1.63 16.0% 29.2% 1.71 22.1% 31.8% 1.66 15.0% 31.7% 1.69 9.6% 31.7%

3 1.63 15.8% 273% 1.70 21.6% 313% 1.65 14.8% 30.8% 1.68 9.2% 31.1%

Table 4.2 Peak resultant flux density and variation THD [%] °f components a t measurement points under sinusoidal and PWM 

voltage excitation for assigned values of ma wi th / ,  > at /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1 5 T

ma 

[OV %]
/ .

[kHz]

Peak resultant flux density [T] and THD [%] of flux density in 

rolling (Bro) and transverse (B,,) direction

Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4

m Bro B(r m Bro Btr m Bro B* [T] Bro B,r

PWM 

100 Hz

0.7

[60%]

1 135 16.0% 253% 133 20.9% 27.7% 139 13.2% 25.6% 1.51 7.2% 273%

2 135 153% 25.1% 132 20.6% 27.1% 138 12.7% 25.1% 1.51 6.9% 26.7%

3 134 15.2% 24.8% 132 20.1% 26.6% 138 123% 24.7% 1.50 6.6% 26.1%

0.8 

[70 %]

1 134 15.7% 25.2% 1.51 20.7% 273% 137 12.9% 253% 139 7.0% 27.0%

2 133 153% 24.5% 1.50 20.2% 26.8% 137 12.5% 24.5% 138 6.7% 263%

3 133 14.9% 23.9% 139 19.7% 25.9% 136 12.1% 23.9% 1.48 63% 25.8%

1 2  

[90 %]
3 132 143% 22.7% 138 19.2% 24.5% 135 11.7% 22.7% 137 6.1% 24.7%

Table 43  Pe ak r  esultant fl ux de nsity and va riation THD [%] of c omponents at m easuremenl p oints u nder PWM v oltage 

excitation for assigned values of ma wi th f g , at f  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1*3 T
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The in-plane flux density is presented in vector form, which is drawn from the intersection of 

the orthogonal search coils, where the magnitude of the vector represents the magnitude of the 

flux density and its direction indicates the direction of the flow of flux at the selected instant 

of t ime. Ther efore, t he instantaneous vect ors of harmonic compon ents and total resultant 

in-plane flux densit y du ring one complete ma gnetising c ycle at investig ated points under 

sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation could be obtained by using “MatLab 7.0” software.

Fig. 4-16 to fi g. 4-21 and fig. 4-22 to fig . 4-26 show the correspondin g vectors of harmonic 

components and total r esultant in -plane flux densit y at point 3 (fi g. 4-4) in the T-joints 

relative to the flux in t he B -Phase limb being z ero, under sinusoidal and PW M voltag e

excitation for assi gned values of ma with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kH z, at /  = 50 Hz 

and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.

In the following figures, Brofund, Br03, Bros, Br07, BrG9 and Bro represent fundamental, 3rd, 5th, 

7th, 9 th harmonic components of flux density and component of resultan t flux density in the 

rolling direction, respectively, and Btrfund, B ^, Btrs, Btr7, Btr9 and fi* represent fundamental, 

3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th harmonic components of flux density and component of resultant flux density 

in the transverse direction, respectively. Moreover, number 1 in each graph represents vector 

of flux density at t = 0, and also the vector of flux density rotates in the direction of the 

arrows.
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Fi g. 4-16 Magnitude and di rection of flux density at point 3 in the T-joints of the core relati w to the flux in the B-Fhase limb being zero, un der 
sinusoidal voltage excitation, f  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1-5 T. (a) Fundamental component of the flux; (b) 3rd harmonic component of tie flux; (c) 5th

harmonic c omponent of the flux; (d) 7 “'harmonic component o f the fl ux; (e ) 9 th harmonic component o fth e flu x ;(f)  Total resultant flux 
magnitude in time
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Fig. 4-17 Ma^iitude and direction of flux density at point 3 in the T-joints of the core relati w to the flux in the B-Hiase limb being zero, under 
PWMvoltage excitation, ma = OS, -  1 kHz, f  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1-5 T. (a) Fundamental component o f  th e  flux; (b )3  rdhannonic

component of the flux; (c) S^harmonic component o f the flux ;(d) 7 th harmonic component o f the flux; (e) 9 th harmonic componentof the flux; 
(f) Total resultant fluxmagnitude in time
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Fig. 4-18 Magnitude and direction of flux density a t point3 in the T-joints of the core relative to the flux in the B-Phase limb being zero, under 
PWMvo Itage excitation, ma = 0.5, fs = 2 kHz, f  = 50 IIz, B peak = 1.5T . (a) Fundamental component of the flux; (b) 3rdharmonic

component of the flux; (c) 5 th harmonic component of the flux; (d)?"1 harmonicc omponent o fthe  flux; (e) 9th harmonic component of the flux; 
(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time
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Fig. 4-19 Magnitude and direction of flux density at point 3 in the T- joints of the core relative to the flux in the B-Phase limb being zero, under 
PWMvo Itage excitation, rtla = 05 , f s =3 kHz, f  = 50 Hz, B peak -  1.5 T . (a) Fundamental component of the flux; (b) 3rdharmonic

component of the flux; (c) S^harmonic componentofthe flux; (d )7111 harmonicc omponent ofthe flux; (e) 9Ul harmonic component of the flux; 
(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time
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Hg, 4-20 Magnitude and direction of flux density a t point 3 in the T-joints of the core relati ve to the flux in the B-Phase limb being zero, under 
PWMvo itage exdtation, ma = 0.8, f s = 3 kHz, /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak — 1.5T . (a) Fundamental component of the flux; (b) 3rdharmonic

component of the flux; (c) S^harmonic component ofthe flux; (djV^hannonicc omponent ofthe  flux; (e) 9th harmonic component of the flux; 
(f) Total resultant fluxmagnitude in time
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Hg. 4-21 Magnitude and direction of flux density at point 3 in the T-joints of the core relative to the flux in the B-Fhase limb being zero, under 
PWMvo Itage exdtation, ma = 12, f  = 5 0  H z, ^  =3 kHz, B peak -  1 3 T . (a) Fundamental c omponent of theflux; (b)3 "* hannonic

component of the flux; (c) 5th harmonic componentofthe flux; (d) 7th harmonic c omponent of th e flux;(e) P"1 harmonic component of the flux; 
(f) Total resultant fluxmagnitude in time
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Fig. 4-22 Magnitude and direction of flux density at point3 in the T-joints of the core relatire to the flux in the B-Hiase limb beingzero, under 
PWMvo Itage excitation, ma -  0.7, f g = 1 kHz, f  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1 3  T. (a) Fundamental component of the  flux; (b) 3rd harmonic

component of the flux; (c) 5* harmonic componentofthe flux;(d) 7d’ harmonic c omponent of th e flux; (e) O*1 harmonic componentof the flux; 
(f) Total resultant fluxmagnitude in time
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Fig. 4-23 Magnitude and direction of flux density a t point 3 in the T-joints of the core relatire to the flux in the B-Fhase limb being zero, under 
PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.7, f s = 2 kHz, f  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 13  X (a) Fundamental component o f the flux; (b) 3 rd harmonic

component of the flux; (c) 5* harmonic component ofthe flux ;(d) 7 th harmonic c omponent ofthe flux;(e) 9Ul harmonic componentof the flux; 
(f) Total resultant fluxmagnitude in time
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Fig, 4-24 Magnitude and direction of flux density a t point 3 in theT-joints of the corerelati\e to the flux in the B-Fhase limb being zero, under 
PWM voltage excitation, ma -  0.7, f g = 3 kHz, f  -  100 Hz, B peak = 1-3 T. (a) Hindainental component o f the flux; (b) 3 rd ha rmonic

component of the flux; (c) 5th harmonic component ofthe flux; (d)7 "’harmonic component o f the flux; (e) 9 th harmonic componentof the flux; 
(f) Total resultant luxmagnitude it  time
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Fig, 4-25 Magnitude and direction of flux density at point 3 in the T-joints of the core relative to the flux in the B-Fhase limb beingzero, under 
PWM v oltage excitation, ma = 0.8, f g = 3 kHz, f  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1 3  T. ( a ) Fundamental component of the flux; (b) 3rd harmonic

component of the flux; (c) S^hamtonic componentof the flux; (d) 7u>haimonicc omponent ofthe flux; (e) 9th harmonic componentof the flux; 
(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time
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Fig. 4-26 Magnitude and (firection of flux density at point 3 in theT-joints <4 the core relative to the flux in the B-Hiase limb being zero, under 
PWM v oltage excitation, ma -  12, f s = 3 kHz, f  -  100 Hz, B peak = 1 3  T. ( a ) Fundamental ctanponent of the flux; (b) 3rd harmonic

componentof the flux; (c) S^harmonic componentof the flux; (d) 7th hannonic component ofthe flux;(e) 9th harmonic componentof the flux; 
(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time

Also, fig. 4-27 to fig. 4-32 and fig. 4-33 to fig. 4-37 show the corresponding vectors at point 4 

in the corner joints relative to the flux in the B-Phase limb being zero, under sinusoidal and 

PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of ma with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at 

/  =50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.
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Fig. 4-27 Magnitude and direction of flux denaty at point 4 in the comer joints ofthe  core relative to the flux in the B-Hiase limb being zero, 
under sinusoidal voltage excitation, f  = 50 Hz, B peak = 1.5T. (a) Fundamental c omponentof the flux; (b)3 "* liannoniccomponent ofthe flux;

(c) 5 th harmonic component ofthe flux;(d) 7Ul harmonic component of the flux; (e) 9 th harmonic component of the flux; (f) Total resultant flux 
magnitude in time
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Fig. 4-28 Magnitude and direction of flux density at point 4 in  the comer joints of the core relative to the flux in the B-Fhase limb being zero, 
under PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0  -5, f s =1 k H z , /  = 50 H z, B  peak = 1 -5 T. (a ) Fundamental component ofthe flux; (b) 3 rd harmonic

component of the flux; (c) 5 th harmonic componentof the flux ;(d) 7 th harmonic componentof theflux; (e) 9 "'harmonic component of the flux; 
(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time
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Fig. 4-29 Magnitude aiiddirection offl ux density atpoint4 in the comer joints o f the core relative to the  flux in the B-Fhase limb being zero, 
under PWM voltage excitation, m a =® 5 , f s =2 kite, f  = 50 Hz, B peak = 1 -5 T. (a) Fundamental component ofthe flux; (b) 3 rd harmonic

component of the flux; (c) 5th harmonic component ofthe flux; (d) 7 “‘harmonic componentof the flux; (e)9th harmonic componentof theflux; 
(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time
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Fig. 4-30 Magnitude and direction offl ux density atpoin t4  in the com er joints o f the core relative to the flux in th e B-Fhase limb being zero, 
mi der PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0  -5, f s = 3kH z, f  = 50 Hz, B peak = 1 S  T . (a) Fundamental component oftiieflux;(b) 3 rd harmonit

component ofthe flux; (c) 5th harmonic component ofthe flux; (d) 7 “‘harmonic componentof theflux; (e) 9 thh a mnMiic component o f theflux; 
(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time
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Fig. 4-31 Magnitude and direction of flux density at point4 in the corner joints o fthe  core relative to the flux in the B-Phase limb being zero, 
under PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.8, = 3 kHz, /  = 5 0 Hz, Bpeak = 1 -5 T. (a) Fundamental component of the flux; (b) 3rd harmonic

component of the flux; (c) 5th harmonic component of the flux; (d) 7th harmonic component of die flux; (e) 9"' harmonic component of the flux: 
(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time
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Fig. 4-32 Magnitude and direction of flux density at point4 in the corner joints o fthe  core relative to the flux in the B-Phase limb being zero 
under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 12, f s= 3 kHz, f  = 50 Hz, B peak = 1.5 T . (a) Fundamental component of the flux; (b) 3rd harmonh

componentof the flux; (c) 5th harmonic component of the flux; (d) 7*h harmonic component of the flux; (e) 9th harmonic component ofthe flux 
(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time________________________________________________________________________________
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Fig. 4-33 Magnitude and direction of flux density a t point 4 in the corner joints o fthe  core relative to  the flux in the B-Phase limb being zero, 
under PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.7, f s = 1 kHz, /  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T. (a) Fundamental component of Ihe flux; (b) 3rd harmonk

component of the flux; (c) 5d‘ harmonic component of the flux; (d) 7th harmonic component of (he flux; (e) 9* harmonic component of the flux; 
(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time
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Fig. 4-34 Magnitude and direction of flux density at point4 in the corner joints o fthe  core relative to the flux in the B-Phase limb being zero, 
under PWM voltage excitation, ma = °-7* f t ■ 2 kHz, f  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1*3 T. (a) Fundamental component of the flux; (b) 3rd ha rmonk

component of the flux; (c) 5* harmonic component of the flux; (d) 7*h harmonic component of the flux; (e) 9th harmonic component of the flux: 
(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time
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Fig. 4-35 Magnitude and direction of flux density at point 4 in the corner joints of the core relative to  the flux in the B-Phase limb being zero, 
under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.7, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 100 Hz, Bpmk = 1.3 T. (a) Fundamental component of the flux; (b) 3rd harmonit

component of the flux; (c) 5* harmonic component of the flux; (d) harmonic component of the flux; (e) 9th harmonic component of the flux; 
(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time
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Fig. 4-36 Magnitude and direction of flux density a t point 4 in the corner joints of the core relative to the flux in the B-Phase limb being zero, 
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(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time
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Fig. 4-37 Magnitude and direction of flux density at point 4 in the corner joints of the core relative to the flux in the B-Phase limb being zero, 
under PWM voltage excitation, m a = 12, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 100 Hz, B peak = 1-3 T. (a) Fundamental component of the flux; (b) 3rd harmonic

component of the flux; (c) 5th harmonic component of the flux; (d) 7 th harmonic component of the flux; (e) 9th harmonic component of the flux: 
(f) Total resultant flux magnitude in time

4.3.3 Measurement results of localised normal flux density

Fig. 4-38 to fig. 4-43 and fig. 4-44 to fig. 4-48 show the average peak values of normal flux 

density Bz (mT) at measure ment points on the lami nations of the core unde r sinusoidal and 

PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of ma with f s varied in the rang e of 1 kHz 

to 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.
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Fig. 4-38 Average peak normal flux density B (mT) at measurement points on the laminations of the core under sinusoidal voltage 

excitation, f  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1*5 T
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Fig. 4-39 Average peak normal flux density Bz (mT) at measurement points on the laminations of the core under PWM voltage 

excitation, ma = 0.5, f s = 1 kHz, f  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.5 T
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Fig. 4-40 Average peak normal flux density Bz (mT) at measurement points on the laminations of the core under PWM voltage 

excitation, ma = 0.5, f s =2  kHz, /  =50 Hz, B peak = 1.5 T
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Fig. 4-41 Average peak normal flux density B  (mT) at measurement points on the laminations of the core .under PWM voltage 

excitation, ma = 0.5, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 50 Hz, B peak = 1-5 T
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Fig. 4-42 Average peak normal flux density Bz (mT) at measurement points on the laminations of the core under PWM voltage 

excitation, ma = 0.8, f s = 3 kHz, f  =50 Hz, Bpmk = 1-5 T
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Fig. 4-43 Average peak normal flux density Bz (mT) at measurement points on the laminations of the core under PWM voltage 

excitation, ma = 1.2, f s =3 kHz, f  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1-5 T
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Fig. 4-44 Average peak normal flux density B  (mT) at measurement points on the laminations of the core under PWM voltage 
excitation, ma = 0.7, f s = 1 kHz, /  =100 Hz, fi = 1.3 T
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Fig. 4-45 Average peak normal flux density B (mT) at measurement points on the laminations of the core under PWM voltage 

excitation, ma = 0.7, f s =2 kHz, f  =100 Hz, Bpeak -  1-3 T
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Fig. 4-46 Average peak normal flux density Bz (mT) at measurement points on the laminations of the core under PWM voltage 

excitation, ma = 0.7, f s =3 kHz, f  =100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T
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Fig. 4-47 Average peak normal flux density Bz (mT) at measurement points on the laminations of the core under PWM voltage 

excitation, ma = 0.8, f s = 3 kHz, /  =100 Hz, = 13 T
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Fig. 4-48 P eak n ormal flux d enslty Bz (mT) at m easurement p oints on t he laminations o f t he core u nder PWM v oltage 

excitation, ma = 1-2, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T
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A
Fig. 4-38 to f ig . 4-48 sh ow the mean peak values distribution of normal flux density Bz at 

measurement points on the laminations of the core (fi g. 4-5) und er sinusoidal and PW M 

voltage excitation. Therefore, the mean peak values of normal flux density at different regions 

of the c ore, i .e ., limbs and yokes, T-joints a nd corner joints, c ould b e infe rred, whic h are 

shown in table 4.4.

Magnetisation Modulation Switching Limb, Yoke T-joints Corners

frequency index frequency Bz [mT] B, [mT] Bz [mT]

1/1 ma[OV %] Lf,][kHz] 1.3 T 1.5 T 1.3 T 1.5 T 1.3 T 1.5 T

sine 50 Hz - - -- 1.0 -- 3.6 - 7.1

1 . - 1.8 -- 52 - 9.4

0.5 [40 %] 2 -- 1.6 -- 4.9 - 9.1

3 -- 1.6 -- 4.7 - 8.8

PWM 50 Hz 1 -- 1.4 -- 4 2 - 8.2

0.8 [70 %\ 2 -- 1.3 - 4 2 - 8.0

3 - 1.3 - 4.1 - 7.9

12  [90 %] 3 -- 12 - 3.9 - 7.7

1 1.0 - 3.4 - 7.0 -

0.7 [60 %] 2 0.9 - 3.3 - 6.9 -

3 0.9 - 3.1 - 6.7 -

PWM 100 Hz 1 0.9 1.5 3.1 4.4 6.7 8.4

0.8 [70 %] 2 0.8 1.5 3.0 4.3 6.6 8.3

3 0.8 1.4 3.0 4.3 6.6 8.3

12  [90 %] 3 0.7 -- 2.8 - 6.4 --

Table 4.4 Mean peak normal flux density at different regions of the core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned 

values of m a w ith f g varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  =50 Hz and 100 Hz, B peak = 1-3 T and 15 T
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4.4 Analysis and discussion 

4.4.1 Influence of m odulation in dex and s witching f requency on specific total p ower 

losses and its eddy-current losses component of the core

The THD \%] of primar y volta ge el (t) and the form factor K f  of secondary induced 

voltages e2 (f) ,  cal culated aft er FFT an alysis, are sh own i n t able 4.5 and t able 4.6 for 

assigned values of ma in the range of 0.5 to 1.2 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz , at 

/  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak =1 .3T .

Magnetisation Modulation Switching frequency

frequency index [/j][kH z]

[ / I ma [OV %] 1 2 3 —

sine 50 Hz — 2.4

0.5 [40 %] 117 112 109 —

0.7 [60 %] 90.1 86.7 83.5 —

PWM 50 Hz 0.8 [70 %] 71.8 67.1 62.5 —

1.0 [80 %] — — 55.4 —

12  [90 %] — — 49.1 —

0.6 [50 %] 121 117 U4 —

0.7 [60 %] 95.9 92.1 88.6 —

PWM 100 Hz 0.8 [70 %] 76.4 75.3 74.0 —

1.0 [80 %] — — 63.1 —

12  [90 %] — — 54.3 -

Table4.5 THD\%] of e x (t) under sinusoidal and P WM voltage excitation, ma = 0 .5 -1 .2  with f g varied from 1 k Hz to 3 

kHz, at /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, = 1.3 T
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Magnetisation

frequency

[ / I

Modulation 

index 

ma [OV %]

Form factor K f

f s = 1 kHz f s  ~ 2 kHz / ,  = 3kHz -

sine 50 Hz - - - - 1.15

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 [40 %] 1.57 1.42 1.41

0.7 [60 %] 1.38 1.34 138

0.8 [70 %] 1.28 138 134

1.0 [80 %] - - 131

1.2 [90 %] - - 1.19

PWM 100 Hz

0.6 [50 %] 1.45 1.45 1.40

0.7 [60 %J 1.38 1.38 1.35

0.8 [70 %] 1.35 1.35 1.30

1.0 [80 %] » -- 136

1.2 [90 %) - - 1.22

Table 4.6 K f  of e 2(t)  under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 -1.2 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at 

/  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, B peak = 13  T

From fi g. 4-8 t o fi g. 4-10, t he hi ghest sped fic t otal 1 osses of t he core o ccurs at t he 1 owest 

values of ma = 0.5 and 0.6 ( f s =3 kHz) as /  was set to 50 Hz and 100 Hz respectively, 

and i t was not iced t hat t he speci fic t otal 1 osses wer e d ecreased wi th t he i ncrease of 

modulation index ma. It was observed that at ma = 0.5 and 0.6, the losses were around 0.35

W/kg (36.0%) and 0.98 W/kg (34.3%) respectively, greater than thos e at ma = 1.2 as /

was set to 50 Hz and 100 Hz, at Bpeak = 1.3 T. This was caused by higher harmonic contents

in the voltage waveforms produced by the PWM inverter at the lower values of ma (table 

4.5), which resulted in the higher form factors of the secondary induced voltages (table 4.6).

It is shown in fig. 4-11 to fig. 4-14 that the highest specific total losses were seen to be at the 

lowest values of ma = 0.5 and 0.6 and at the lowest value of switching frequency f s = 1
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kHz as /  was set to 50 Hz and 100 Hz respectively. Also, from fig. 4-11 to fig. 4-15, it was 

noticed t hat an i ncrease i n t he swi tching fre quency f s led, under all PW M voltag e 

excitation, to a reduction in specific total losses. It was observed that, at ma = 0.5 and 0.8 

( /  =50 Hz), the reduction of specific total losses were around 0.17 W/kg (11.4%) and 0.03 

W/kg (3.1%) respectively, with an increase in f s from 1 kHz to 3 kHz , at Bpeak = 1.3 T, 

and also the reduction of lo sses were a round 0.23 W /kg (11.1%) and 0.05 W /kg (3.4%) 

respectively, at Bpeak =1.5 T. Moreover, at ma =0.6 and 0.8, the reduction of specific 

total losses were aroun d 0.37 W /kg (8.8%) an d 0.08 W /kg (2.3%) re spectively, with an 

increase in f s from 1 kHz to 3 kHz as /  was set t o 100 Hz , at Bpeak = 1.3 T. Also, at

ma = 0.8, the reduction of loss was around 0.10 W/kg (2.2%) with an increase in / ,  from 1 

kHz to 3 kHz, at Bpeak = 1.5 T. This was caused by higher harmonic contents in the primary

voltage w aveforms produced b y the PW M inverter at lower v alue of f s (table 4.5), which 

resulted in hig her form f actors of the s econdary induced volta ges (table 4.6). The ben eficial 

effect observed was enhanced at low value of ma an d at /  = 50 Hz. It can be seen in table

4.6 that at /  = 50 Hz, the values of Kf  were decreased around 10.2% and 3.1% at ma =

0.5 and 0.8 r espectively, when f s was increased from 1 kHz to 3 kHz . Whereas, at /  =

100 Hz, the values of Kf were d ecreased around 3.4% and 3.7% at ma = 0.6 and 0.8

respectively, when f s was increased from 1 kHz to 3 kHz.

It is known that the iron loss increases in the case of PWM supply is mainl y attributed to the 

eddy-current component loss increment inside the iron core [4.5]. Also, Under PWM voltage 

excitation, there are many high-frequency harmonic flux density components; each harmonic 

component will contribute to the total edd y-current component loss. In transformer core with

laminations of thickness d [m], resistivity [dm] and density m [kg/m3], the eddy-current
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component loss Pe (W/kg) i s g iven b y (4.2), so the edd y-current 1 oss of each harm onic 

component can be calculated.

Analysis of the flux density B(t) in the core unde r sinusoidal and PW M voltage excitation 

using FFT, performed with “Day Post Processo r” in “ Ansoft Simplorer Simulation Centre” 

environment, was c arried out to obtai n the harmonic components of a mplitude Bn and

frequency f n , whic h we re use d to c alculate the e ddy-current loss b y equation (4.2). 

Therefore, the eddy-current loss is mainly related to the amplitude ofthe fundamental and the 

amplitude of the harmonics at the switching frequency f s (fi g. 1-3).

Fig. 4-49 and fig. 4-50 show the specific total losses and its edd y-current components under

sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of ma with f s , at /  =50 Hz 

and 100 Hz, Bpeak =1.3T.

[4.6] (4.2)

1.6
Power Loss (W /kg)

0.4

0.8

0.0

1.2

O V  °/o O V  °/« O V  °/«
[40 %] [60 °/«] [70 %]

0.5 0.7 0.8
sine

Fig. 4-49 Spedflc t otal losses ( a) and i ts eddy-current c omponent 1 osses (b) unde r s inusoidal a nd P WM vo Itage 
excitation, ma = 0.5, 0.7 and 0.8 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  =50 Hz, B peak = 13  T
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Power Loss (W /kg)
.(a)

■  =  1 k H z
□  / ;  =  2  k H z
□  A  =  3  k H z

OV °/o [50 %] OV °/o [60 °/o] OV °/o [70 %] 
0.6 0.7 0.8

M odulation Index vn.Cl

Fig. 4-50 Speciflc total losses (a) and its eddy-current component losses (b) under PWM voltage excitation, 
m a = 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  =100 Hz, B  peak = 1.3 T

It was expected in fig. 4-49 and fig. 4-50 t hat the specific total losses and its eddy-current 

component losses were reduced when the v alue of ma and f s were increased, which was

due to higher harmonic contents in the flux density waveforms at low values of ma and f s 

that was caus ed by higher form factors of the se condary induced voltages (table 4.6); also, 

since the PW M harmonics appea r as sideb ands of the switchin g fr equency f s and their

multiples (fig . 1-3), inc reasing the f s shifts t he harm onics even f ar away f rom t he

fundamental so that smoothes out flux s teps ( dB/dt), re suiting in re duced edd y-current

component loss because Pe [^\\dB/dt\2 dt [1.11] [1.30].

In addition, acco rding to (1.42), i twasobt ainedthatat f s = 1 kHz , the values of 

8m were approximately 3.0 and 1.9 at ma = 0.5 and 0.8, respectively; also, at f s

= 3 kHz, the values were around 2.7 and 1.8 at ma = 0.5 and 0.8, respectively. Therefore, it 

was noticed that at /  =50 Hz, the values of gM (ma,mf ) were decreased around 10.0%
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and 5.3% at ma = 0.5 and 0.8, respectively, when f s was increased from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, 

resulting in reduced eddy-current component loss.

Table 4.7 shows the red uction of the edd y-current losses Pe, at /  =50 Hz and 100 Hz, 

under PW M voltag e ex citation for assig ned valu es of ma with an i ncrease i n f s from 1 

kHz to 3 kHz, at Bpeak = 1.3 T.

Magnetisation

frequency

[ / ]

Modulation 

index 

ma [OV %]

Reduction [%]

PWM 50 Hz
0.5 [40 %] 40.8

0.8 [70 %] 20.8

PWM 100 Hz
0.6 [50 %] 9.4

0.8 [70 %] 9.7

Table 4.7 Reduction of P  under PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of m a with an increase in from 1 kHz to 3 

kHz, at f  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, B =13T7 J  peak

It w as observed in table 4.7 that, at /  = 50 Hz , the edd y-current 1 osses were affected b y

variations in the f s , espe daily at 1 ow val ue of ma = 0.5. Howev er, at /  = 100 Hz ,

although hi gher v alue of f s proved bene ficial, thei r eff ect on edd y-current losses was not 

apparent.

Table 4.8 shows the v ariation of sped fic tota 1 losses Pst (W/kg) and i ts edd y-current 

component losses Pe (W/kg) under sinusoidal an d PW M voltage ex citation for assi gned 

values of ma with f s varied in the r ange o f 1 kHz to 3 kHz , at /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz,
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Magnetisation

frequency

[ / ]

Modulation 

index 

ma [OV %]

Specific total losses and its 

eddy-current component losses (W/kg)

/ , =  1kHz / ,= 2 k H z f s = 3 kHz --

P« Pe P . Pe Pm Pe Pm Pe

sine 50 Hz — 1.27 0.35

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 [40 %] 2.07 1.14 1.96 0.87 1.84 0.64 — —

0.7 [60 %] 1.64 0.79 1.58 0.64 1.54 0.60 — —

0.8 [70 %] 1.47 0.62 1.44 0.51 1.42 0.49 — —

PWM 100 Hz 0.8 [70 %] 4.50 2.15 4.48 2.06 4.40 1.92 -- —

Table 4.8 Results of P sf and Pg under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of m a wi th f  varied 

from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, B  = 1.5 TJ peak

It can be seen in table 4.8 that, at /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.5 T, the reduction of eddy-current

losses was highest at ma = 0.5, which was around 0.5 W/kg (43.9%), and was lowest at ma

= 0.8, which was around 0.13 W/kg (21.0%), when switching frequency f s was increased

from 1 kHz to 3 kHz. At /  = 100 Hz, the reduction of eddy-current losses was around 0.23

W/kg (10.7%) at ma = 0.8 with a n inc rease in f s from 1 k Hz to 3 kHz . These results 

confirmed the validity of the analysis carried out for 1.3 T (table 4.7).

When the peak core flux density was set to 1.5 T, the increase in specific total loss Pst under 

PWM voltage excitation compared to sinusoidal voltage excitation was defined by the ratio 

/[% ]

/[% ] =  Pp™  -̂ >sin -̂ x  100 (4.3)
■^sin e

where losses under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation are P^e and PPWM , respectively. 

Fig. 4-51 shows the variation of I  [%] under PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of 

ma with / , ,  at /  =50 Hz, Bpeak = 1 .5T .
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/ [ ° / o ] ■ m a =  0 .5
□ n t a =  0 .7
□ n t a =  0 .8

1 kHz 2  k H z 3 k H z
Switching Frequency f s

Fig. 4-51 Variation of I [%] under PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.5, 0.7 and 0.8 with f  varied from 1 kHz 

to 3 kHz,at /  = 50Hz, B peak =13T

It can be seen in fig. 4-51 that the ratio I  [%] was the highest (63.0%) at th e lowest value of 

ma = 0.5 and at the low est f s = 1 kHz; and was the lowest (11.8%) at the highest value of

ma = 0.8 and at the hig hest f s = 3 k Hz. These results enhanc ed the b enefit on the

performance o fth e transformer core under PWM vol tage ex citation at a high val ue of f s ,

especially at a low value of ma.

The results anal ysed in this section was found to be in ag reement with the previous research 

work [ 1.12] that the m odulation index ma played a n importa nt role in th e spe cific tota 1

losses and its eddy-current component losses. However, at a high value o f  ma, there was a 

small de crease in the s pecific tota 1 losse s a nd its e ddy-current c omponent losse s with a n 

increase in f s , but the decrease was not significant.

4.4.2 Localised rotational flux density and estimate rotational power losses

It can be clearly seen in fig. 4-16 to fig. 4-37 that the variation of the localised flux density in 

the corner and T-joints is complex under si nusoidal and PWM voltage excitation. Graph (f) in
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each fi gure shows the resulting flux densit y over one ma gnetising cycle at the points 

considered. Also, in the graphs from (a)-(e) of each figure (fig. 4-16 to fig. 4-37), it c an be 

seen that the ma gnitude harmonics components of flux density in tr ansverse direction was

reduced unde r PW M voltage ex citation at a hi gh ma with a hi gh / ,  , which w as due to a

low harmonic contents of flux density component in the transverse direction with an increase

in ma and f s (table 4.2 and table 4.3).

By taking the mean value of the major and minor axes flux ellipses (fig. 4-16 to fig. 4-37) of 

the fundamental component, the localised loss due to this flux density can be obtained. If the 

loss is assumed to be a pproximately proportion al to the square both o f  flux densi ty and 

frequency, then the other harmonic components of loss (3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th), which was due to 

harmonic components of flux densit y actin g individually, can b e inferred f  rom the 

fundamental component figure.

Table 4.9 and table 4.10 display the mean flux density o f harmonics at point 1 in the c orner 

joints under sinusoidal and PW M vo ltage excitation for assig ned valu es of ma with f  s

ranging from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.

Magnetisation

frequency

1/1

Modulation 

index 

ma[OV %\

Switching

frequency

[/J[kHz]

Resultant

(mean)

m

1-

(mean)

[T]

3rd

(mean)

[T]

5th

(mean)

m

7th

(mean)

[T]

9th

(mean)

[T]

sine 50 Hz — — 0.99 0.93 0.10 0.03 0.01 0.02

1 1.15 1.07 0.18 0.11 0.03 0.04

0.5 [40 %] 2 1.13 1.05 0.17 0.10 0.03 0.04

3 1.12 1.03 0.16 0.10 0.03 0.04

PWM 50 Hz 1 1.07 0.98 0.14 0.08 0.02 0.03

0.8 [70 %] 2 1.06 0.97 0.14 0.08 0.02 0.03

3 1.06 0.97 0.13 0.07 0.02 0.03

12  [90 %] 3 1.04 0.96 0.13 0.07 0.02 0.03

Table 4.9 Mean flux density of harmonics at point 1 under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of m a wi th 

f  varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  =50 Hz, B  = 15 TJ  s 9 J  9 ** peak
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Magnetisation

frequency

1/1

Modulation 

index 

ma [OV %]

Switching

frequency

[/Jtk llz]

Resultant

(mean)

m

1-

(mean)

[T]

3rd

(mean)

[T]

5th

(mean)

[T]

7th

(mean)

[T]

9'“

(mean)

[T]

1 0.91 0.87 0.12 0.07 0.02 0.02

0.7 [60 %] 2 0.91 0.87 0.12 0.07 0.01 0.02

3 0.90 0.85 0.11 0.06 0.01 0.02

PWM 100 Hz 1 0.90 0.86 0.12 0.06 0.02 0.02

0.8 [70 %] 2 0.90 0.85 0.11 0.06 0.01 0.02

3 0.89 0.84 0.11 0.05 0.01 0.01

1.2 [90 %] 3 0.87 0.83 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.01

Table 4.10Mean flux density of harmonics atpoint 1 underPWM voltage excitation for assigned values of m a with f  s varied 

from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  = 1(M) Hz, g  = 1.3T

Fig. 4-52 to fig. 4-57 show the approximate mean loss of harmonics due to mean flux density 

of harmonic components (table 4.9 and tabl e 4.10) actin g individually at point 1 under

sinusoidal and PW M voltage excitation for assigned ma with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 

kHz, at /  =50 Hz and 100 Hz, B peak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.

[W/kg]
m f s =  1 kHz
■ f s =  2 kHz 
□ f s =  3 kHz

y u  ^ yin

Harmonic Components
Sum

[W/kg]
f s =  1 kHz 
f s =  2 kHz 

□ /s= 3k H z

3,u 5m 7m 9m Sum 
H arm onic Com ponents

Fig. 4- 52 Es Li male h armonics of rotational I oss at p oint 1 u nder PWM Fig. 4- 53 Es lima to h armonics of rotational I oss at p oint 1 u nder PWM 
voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 with f s , f  =50 Hz, B peak = 1-5 T voltage excitation, ma = 0.8 with f s , f  =50 Hz, B peai = 1.5 T
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C/5
1/5o
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e
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o

04
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s
C/5

u

[W /kg]

■ ma = 0.5 ■ ma = 0.8

□ m(l = 1.2 Dsine

9 th Sum

H arm onic C om ponents

C/5
C/5
o

J

c
_©
ct4->
o

04
3ce
£
'S5
w

[W/kg]
■ /s=  1 kHz
■ A = 2  kHz 
□  /s = 3  kHz

Fig. 4-54 Estimate harmonics of rotational loss at point 1 under sinusoidal 
and P WM voltage excitation for assigned ma , / 5 =3 kHz, f  = 50 Hz

B  t = liTu  peak

H arm onic Com ponents

Fig. 4-55 Estimate harmonics of rotational loss a t point 1 under PWM 
voltage excitation, m =0.7 with f  , f  =100 Hz, R = 1.3T

a J  s J  7 peak

G/5
©

-J
"eec
_©

+*o
04
<u—

E
C/5

u

[W/kg]
■ /s=  1 kHz
■ f s =  2 kHz 
□ /s=  3 kHz

j»i 31 u 5U1 7 9
Harm onic Com ponents

Sum

Fig. 4-56 E stimate harmonics of rotational loss at point 1 under PWM

 ̂peak

[W /kg]
m a  =  0.7  
"*,1 = 0.8 

H "*,/= 1.2

i ** 3 ,u  5 m 7m 9**1 Sum
H arm onics Com ponents

voltage excitation, ma =0.8 with f s , f  = 100 Hz, B peak = 1.3 T excitation for assigned m a , fs = 3kHz, f  =100Hz, B  , = 13 T
Fig. 4-57 Estimate harmonics of rotational loss at point 1 under PWM voltage

peak

Fig. 4-58 to fig . 4-63 sh ow the approx imate mean loss of harmonic com ponents at point 2 

under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned ma with f s varied from 1 kHz

to 3 kHz, at /  =50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.
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£ 0o
d o

o  0

i ® 
‘t 0

|W /kg|
U fs=  1 kHz 
M fs=  2 kHz 
U f s -  3 kHz

3«m 5m 7 n. 9 1

Harm onic Com ponents

o  
—1

c#o
’"£3
o

QC
<u
es
E

w

[W/kg]
■  A =  1 kHz
■  / s  = 2 kHz 
□  /s =  3 kHz

Is* 3 «u gm ^in 9m Sum 
H arm onic Com ponents

Fig. 4-58 Estimate harmonics of rotational loss at point 2 under PWM Fig. 4-59 Estimate harmonics of rotational loss at point 2 under PWM
voltage excitation, m a = 0.5 with f s , f  =50Hz, B mk =1-5 T voltage excitation, m =0.8 with f  , f  =50 Hz, B  = 1.5Ta J  s  J  peak

g 0.25 o

[W/kg]
U m a = 0.5 ■  m a = 0.8

H m a = 1.2 □  sine73 0.20

~  0.15

CC 0.10

o.oo
3 *u ^tn <7111 9 I

H arm onic Com ponents

Fig. 4-60 Estimate harmonics of rotational loss at point 2 under sinusoida 
and PWM voltage excitation for assigned ma > f s ~^ kHz> /  = 50 Hz

5  = 15 T
peak

[W /kg]
U f s - 1  kHz 
■  A =  2 kHz 
□  A = 3  kHz

S 0.7 
d 0.6
cs
§ 0 .5
* 0.4

d  0.3
~  0.2 cc
.1 0.1■4/5
w  ° 'C” f t  3rd 5th 7th 9th Sum  

H arm onic Com ponents

Fig. 4-61 Estimate harmonics of rotational loss at point 2 under PWM 
voltage excitation, m  =0.7 with f  , f  = 100 Hz, j3 , = 13 Ta J  s ’ J  ’ peak

[W/kg]
fs=  1 kHz 
fs=  2 kHz

□  A = 3  kHz

3.u  5tn ? in 9r

H arm onic C om ponents

£  0.20 C3
.1 0.10 
2  0 .0 0

[W /kg]
K 0.70 m a = 0.7 

m a = 0.8 
□ ma -  1.2d  0.60

5 0.50

£  0.30

3«u 7 9l
H arm onic Com ponents

Fig.4-62 Estimate harmonics ofrotational loss a t point 2 underPWM Fig. 4-63 Estimate harmonics of rotational loss at point 2 under PWM voltage
voltage excitation, rna = ®-8 with f g, f  = 100 Hz, B peak = 1*3 T excitation for assigned m a , f s = 3 kHz, /  = 100 Hz, B peak = L3 T
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Fig. 4-64 to fig . 4-69 sh ow the approx imate mean loss of harmonic com ponents at point 3 

under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned ma with f s varied from 1 kHz

to 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.

[W/kg]
f s — 1 kHz 
fs=  2 kHz

y u  g m  y in  (jin

Harmonic Components
Sum

Fig. 4-64 Estimate harmonics of rotational loss at point 3 under PWM 
voltage excitation, ma =0.5 with f f  =5 0Hz. B k = 1.5T

[W/kg]
f s  — 1 kHz 

■  /s= 2 k H z  
O Js=  3 kHz

Harmonic Components
Fig. 4-65 Estimate harmonics of rotational loss a t point 3 under PWM 
voltage excitation, ma =0.8 with f s , f  =50Hz, B peak = 1.5T

o
-J
"53ao• *m
m

s .
<u
OS
S
t-rt

W

[W/kg]
0.5 m m a = 0.8

U m a = 1.2 □  sine

-jru yin

Harmonic Components
Sum

[W/kg]
I fs=  1 kHz 
lA = 2  kHz 

□  f s = 3 kHz

3,u  5m 7in 9m Sum 
H arm onic Com ponents

Fig. 4-66 E stimate harmonics of rotational loss atpoint3 under sinusoidal Fig. 4-67 Estimate harmonics ofrotational loss at point 3 underPWM 
and PWM voltage excitation for assigned ma, f s =3 kHz, f  = 50 Hz. voltage excitation, ma = 0.7 with f s , f  = 100 Hz, B mk = 13 T

B , = 1.5T
peak
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[W/kgl
m fs=  1 kHz

fs=  2 kHz

^ui yin Sum
Harmonic Components

[W/kg]
ma = 0.7
m a  =  0.8

jru  yin ^in Sum
Harmonic Components

Fig. 4-68 Estimate harmonics of rotational loss at point 3 under P WM Fig. 4-69 Estimate harmonics of rotational loss at point 3 under PWM voltage
voltage excitation, m a = 0.8 with f s , f  = 100 Hz, B  peak = 1-3 T excitation for assigned m a , f s = 3kHz, f  = 100 IIz, B  , = 1.3 T

Fig. 4-70 to fig . 4-75 sh ow the approx imate mean loss of harmonic com ponents at point 4 

under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned ma with f s varied from 1 kHz

to 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.

[W/kg]
fs=  1 kHz 
fs=  2 kHz 

□  /y =  3 kHz

[W/kg]

jiu yin <̂tn Sum
Harmonic Components

Js=  1 kHz 
fs=  2 kHz

3IU 5in 7in 9in Sum 
Harmonic Components

Fig. 4- 70 Es timate h armonics of rotational I oss at p oint 4 u nder PWM Fig. 4- 71 Es timate h armonics of rotational I oss at p oint 4 u nder PWM 
voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 with f s , f  =50 Hz, B peak = 1.5 T voltage excitation, m a =0.8 with f s , f  =50 Hz, B peak = 1.5 T
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C/3
C/3o 
—1
"Ec
08■*->o

PC
£
S
tn
w

[W/kg]
■  m a = 0.5 ■  m a = 0.8 
O m a=  1.2 □  sine

la* 3,u 5m 7 9l 
Harmonic Components

Sum

Fig. 4-72 Estimate harmonics of r otational loss at point 4 under sinusoidal 
and PWM voltage excitation for assigned ma , f s = $  kHz, f  = 50 Hz,

B  , = 1.5 T^  peak

<*3C/3o 0.45
J 0.40
B 0.35

_©0.30
CS 0.25
o

PC 0.20
<u0.15
cs
B 0 .1 0

0.05n
U 0 .0 0 -

[W/kg]
J fs=  1 kHz

*t r̂d -th yth (jth Sum 
Harmonic Components

Fig. 4 -73 E stimatc ha rmonics of rotational I oss at poi nt 4 unde r PWM 
voltage excitation, ma = 0.7 with f g, f  =100Hz, B peak= 1.3 T

[W/kg]
fs=  1 kHz 
fs=  2 kHz 

C\fs=  3 kHz

r  5"' 7in 9 
Harmonic Components

Fig. 4- 74 Es timate h armonics of rotational 1 oss at p oint 4 u nder PWM 
voltage excitation, m a = 0.8, j g = 3 kHz, f  =100 Hz, B peak =1.3T

C/3
C/3© 0.40

-J 0.35
"5c 0.30
mO 0.25

o 0.20
0* 0.15
CS 0.10
£ 0.05
u o .oo -

[W/kg]
■  m a = 0.7
■ m« = 0.8 
U m a=  1.2

l*1 3,u 5**1 7̂ * 9**1 Sum
Harmonic Components

Fig. 4 -75 E stimatc ha rmonics of rotational 1 oss at poi nt 4 unde r PWM 
voltage excitation for assigned m a , f s = 3 kHz, f  =100 Hz, B peak = 

1.3 T

It was observed that the mean fundamental and third harmonics rotational losses contributed 

to the most of estimate localised rotational loss under sinusoidal voltage excitation (fig. 4-54, 

fig. 4-60, fig. 4-66 and fig. 4-72), which was primarily caused by a rotating fundamental and 

third harmonic flux (table 4.9). Nevertheless, under PWM voltage excitation, it wa s noticed
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that the mean losses of the higher harmonics, i.e., the seventh and ninth harmonics, were also 

present in the joints of the core, but these were smaller compared with the first, third and fifth 

harmonics (fig. 4-52 to fig. 4-54, fig. 4-58 to fi g. 4-60, fig. 4-64 to fig. 4-66 and fig. 4-70 to 

fig. 4-72).

Table 4.11 and table 4.12 show the estimate to tal losses of these four investigated points 

under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of ma with f s varied in

the range of 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.

Magnetisation

frequency

[/]

Modulation 

index 

m«[OV %]

Switching 

frequency 

[ft ][kHz]

Specific 

total loss 

[W/kg]

Average 

estimated loss 

[W/kg]

sine SO Hz — — 1.27 0.117

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 [40 %]

1 2.07 0.187

2 1.96 0.173

3 1.84 0.167

0.8 [70 %]

1 1.47 0.147

2 1.44 0.143

3 1.42 0.139

1.2 [90 %] 3 135 0.135

PWM 100 Hz 0.8 [70 %]

1 4.50 0.625

2 4.48 0.605

3 4.40 0.591

Table 4.11 Average loss at in vestigated points under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned ma with f  varied 

from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, B „ = 15T
J  peak
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Magnetisation

frequency

[ /]

Modulation 

index 

ma[OV %]

Switching

frequency

[/.[[kHz]

Specific 

total loss 

[W/kg]

Average 

estimated loss 

[W/kg]

1 3.74 0.462

0.7 [60 %] 2 3.70 0.444

3 3.54 0.418

PWM 100 Hz 1 3.42 0.437

0.8 [70 %] 2 3.39 0.412

3 334 0.399

1.2 [90 %] 3 2.85 0.379

Table 4.12 Average loss at investigated points under PWM voltage excitation for assigned m  wi th f  varied from 1 kHz to 3

kHz, at /  = 100 Hz, B ptak =1-3T

Table 4.11 and table 4.12 show that the estimate rotational losses in the joints of the core was 

around 9%-10% of the s pecific total losses under sinusoidal and PW M voltage excitation, at 

/  = 50 Hz , and was arou nd 12%-13% under PWM voltag e excitation, at /  = 100 Hz ,

which was found that the amount of rotational los ses occurring in the joints of the core was a 

small proportion of the total core loss.

Table 4.11 shows that at a low value of ma = 0.5 ( f s = 3  kHz) the estimated rotational loss 

was around 0.03 W/kg (23.7%) higher than that at a high value of ma = 1 .2  ( f s = 3  kHz), 

at Bpeak = 1.5 T, which was due to higher harmonic contents in flux density of components 

in rolling and transverse direction at a low ma = 0.5 (table 4.2). W hilst, at /  = 100 Hz, 

Bpeak = 1-3 T, t he aver age 1 oss at a 1 ow ma = 0.7 ( f s = 3 kHz ) was around 0.0 4 W /kg 

(10.3%) greater t han t hat at a hi gh ma = 1.2 ( f s = 3  kHz ) (table 4.12). These results 

enhanced the benefit on the performance of the transformer core at a high value of ma.

Also, it was observed in table 4.11 and table 4.12 that an increase in switching frequency f s 

led, under all P WM voltage excitation, to a re duction of rotational loss in the core. At /  =
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50 Hz and Bpeak = 1.5 T, the reduction of rotational loss at ma = 0.5 was around 0.02 W/kg 

(10.7%) with a n increase in f s from 1 kHz to 3 kHz , which was due to higher harmonic 

contents in flux density of components in rolling and tr ansverse direction at a low f s -  1 

kHz (table 4.2), and the reduction of loss at ma = 0.8 was a round 0.01 W /kg (5.4%) with 

f s increasing from 1 kHz to 3 kHz.

At /  = 100 Hz and Bpeak = 1.3 T, the redu ction of rotational loss was around 0.04 W/kg

(9.5%) and 0.04 W /kg (8.7%) at ma = 0.7 and 0.8 respectivel y, when f s was increased 

from 1 kHz to 3 kHz (table 4.12), and also, the reduction of loss was around 0.03 W/kg (5.4%) 

at ma = 0.8 with f s increasing from 1 kHz to 3 kHz (table 4.11), at Bpeak = 1.5 T, which 

was confirmed that the validity of the analysis carried out for 1.3 T.

These results analysed above enhanced the benefit on the performance of the transformer core 

under PW M voltage ex citation at a hig h value of f s , especi ally at a 1 ow val ue of ma.

However, at a hi gh v alue of ma, the r esults show ed that switc hing frequency had a little 

effects on the rotational loss.

In this section, the me an flux density of harmonics at investigated points in the joints of the 

core h as been analysed, and al so the estimate mean 1 oss of harm onics has been p resented,

which could h elp give a better understanding o f  the influence of modulation index ma and 

switching frequency f s .

4.4.3 Planar eddy-current losses of the core

Fig. 4-38 to fi g. 4-48 show the mean peak val ues of normal flux density Bz at different 

measurement points (fig. 4-5), and table 4.4 presents mean values of peak normal flux density
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at the limbs and yokes, T-joints and comers regions of the core under sinusoidal and PWM 

voltage excitation. It is shown in table 4.4 that at /  = 5 0  H z, Bpeak = 1 .5T , the mean

peak normal flux density at limbs and yokes of the core w as around 1.0 mT under sinusoidal 

voltage ex citation and i t rose to around 1. 8 m T under the wo rst distorted PW M voltage

excitation, at ma = 0.5 and / ,  = 1 kHz ; and also, the highest me an pe ak normal flu x

density at T-joints and comer regions was around 5.2 mT and 9.4 mT, respectively. Moreover, 

the highest values o f mean peak normal flux density at limbs and yokes, T-joints and comers 

were around 1.0 mT, 3.4 mT and 7.0 mT, respectively, when the core was subjected to PWM 

voltage excitation at ma = 0.7, / ,  = 1 kHz as /  was set to 100 Hz, at Bpeak = 1.3 T.

Theoretically, no rmal fl ux component z yields re suiting planar e ddy-current loss Ppe 

(W/kg), which is proved to be approx imately proportional to z [4.7]. Ac cording to 

equation (1.8), it could be inferred that P  is approximately proportional to B \ .

It is known that single strips of grain-oriented, 3%  silicon electrical steel indicated that planar 

eddy-current loss would be around 0.04 W /kg at 10 mT (50 Hz ) \4.8\. Also, when

magnetisation frequ ency was at /  = 100  Hz, the planar edd y-current loss assumed to be

approximately proportio nal to th e squar e of bot h peak norm al flux densit y and frequency, 

which could be inferred from the 50 Hz condition. Therefore, the pi anar eddy-current loss o f  

the core can be inferred under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation.

Table 4.13 and tabl e 4.14 show the v ariation o f the speci fic total loss Pst (W/kg), the pi anar 

eddy-current loss Ppe (W/kg) at different regions and the estimate total planar eddy-current 

loss of the core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation.
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Magnetisation

frequency

[/I

Modulation 

index 

m.[OV %]

Switching

frequency

[/,][kHz]

Total

Pst

Limb, Yoke

Ppe

T-Joints

Ppe

Corners

Ppe

Total

Ppe

sine 50Hz - - 1.27 0.004 0.014 0.028 0.046

PWM 50Hz

0.5 [40 %]

1 2.07 0.007 0.021 0.038 0.066

2 1.96 0.006 0.020 0.036 0.062

3 1.84 0.006 0.019 0.035 0.060

0.8 [70 %]

1 1.47 0.006 0.017 0.033 0.056

2 1.44 0.005 0.017 0.032 0.054

3 1.42 0.005 0.016 0.032 0.053

12  [90%] 3 1.35 0.005 0.016 0.031 0.052

Table 4.13 Variation of and P^  at different sections of the core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned 

values of m with f  varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  =50 Hz, B . = 1-5 Ta J  s  J  peak

Magnetisation

frequency

1/1

Modulation 

index 

ma [OV %]

Switching 

frequency 

[f ,]  [kHz]

Total

Pst

Limb, Yoke

Ppe

T-joints

Ppe

Corners

Ppe

Total

Ppe

PWM 100 Hz

0.7 [60 %]

1 3.74 0.016 0.054 0.112 0.182

2 3.70 0.014 0.053 0.110 0.177

3 3.54 0.014 0.050 0.107 0.171

0.8 [70 %]

1 3.42 0.014 0.050 0.107 0.171

2 3.39 0.013 0.048 0.106 0.167

3 3.34 0.013 0.048 0.106 0.167

12  [90%] 3 2.85 0.011 0.045 0.102 0.158

Table 4.14 V ariation of P  and P  at different sections of the core under PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of mst pe a

with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 13 T

Table 4.15 shows the variation of th e Pst (W/kg), Ppe (W /kg)atdif ferent regions and 

estimate total Ppe (W/kg) o f  the cor e under PW M voltage excitation for as signed v alue of 

ma = 0.8 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.5 T.
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Magnetisation

frequency

[ /]

Modulation 

index 

ma [OV %]

Switching 

frequency 

[/»1 [kHz]

Total

Pst

Limb, Yoke

Ppe

T-Jolnts

Ppe

Corners

Ppe

Total

Ppe

PWM lOOIIz 0.8 [70 %]

1 4.50 0.024 0.070 0.134 0.228

2 4.48 0.024 0.069 0.133 0.226

3 4.40 0.003 0.069 0.133 0.224

Table 4.15 Variation of and Ppg at d ifferent s cctions of the core under PWM voltage excitation for ma = 0.8 with f s 

varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.5 T

It was shown in table 4. 13 that under sinusoidal voltage excitation, the planar eddy-current 

loss Ppe in the limbs and yokes was around 0.004 W/kg, and w as around 0.014 W/kg and

0.028 W/kg in the T-joints and comers, respectively, which was found to be approximately in 

agreement with the previous research, where the planar eddy-current losses were around 0.01 

W/kg in the joints and 0.001 W/kg in the limbs and yokes [4.9]. Also, it was observed that, at 

Bpeak = 1.5 T, at a low ma = 0.5 ( f s = 3  kHz), the total estimate planar eddy-current loss

was around 0.01 W /kg (15.4%) higher than that at a high of ma = 1.2 ( f s = 3  kHz) (table

4.13), which was due to a higher normal flux density at a low ma = 0.5 (table 4.4). Whilst, at 

/  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T, the planar eddy-current loss at a low ma = 0.7 ( f s = 3  kHz)

was around 0.01 W/kg (8.2%) greater than that at a high ma = 1.2 ( f s = 3  kHz) (table

4.14).

It was found in table 4.13 to table 4.15 that, an increase in switching frequency f s led, under 

all PWM voltage excitation, to a reduction of planar eddy-current loss Ppe. It was observed 

in table 4.13 that, at /  = 50 Hz and Bpeak = 1.5 T, the redu ction of plan ar eddy-current 

loss at ma = 0.5 was around 0.01 W/kg (9.1%) with an increase in f s from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, 

which was due to a higher normal flux density at a low f s = 1 kHz (table 4.4), and also, the
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loss reduction at ma = 0.8 was around only 0.003 W/kg (5.4%) with f s increasing from 1 

kHz to 3 kHz.

From table 4.14 i t can be seen t hat at /  = 100 H z, Bpeak = 1.3 T, the reductio n of planar 

eddy-current loss was around 0.01 W/kg (6.0%) and 0.004 W/kg (2.3%) at ma -  0.7 and 0.8 

respectively, when f s was increased from 1 kHz to 3 kH z; and also, at B peak = 1.5 T, the

reduction of loss w as around 0.004 W /kg (1.8%) at ma = 0.8 with f s incre asing from 1

kHz to 3 kHz (table 4.15), which was confirmed that the validity of the analysis carried out 

for 1.3 T.

From table 4.13 to table 4.14, it could be inferred that, at /  = 50 Hz and Bpeak = 1.5 T, 

Ppe of the cor e accounted for around 3.2 % - 3.8 % under sinusoidal and PW M voltage 

excitation for assi gned ma with f s varied in the r ange o f  1 kHz to 3 kHz . Also, at /  = 

100 Hz and Bpeak = 1.3 T, Ppe of the core accounted for around 4.8% - 5.5% un der PWM 

voltage excitation for assigned ma with varied f s .

These results confirmed that the pi anar eddy-current 1 oss of t he core was reduced at a hi gh 

value of f s , especially at a low value o f ma. Nevertheless, at a high value of ma, the results 

showed that the switching frequency had little effects on the planar eddy-current loss.
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Chapter 5 Measurement and Analysis of Acoustic Noise and Vibration 

of the Model Core under Sinusoidal and PWM Voltage Excitation

5.1 Experimental setup

The basi c m easurement apparat us consi sted of a m odel t hree-phase t ransformer core, 

which was already introduced in chapter 4 (fig. 4-1), and associated system for measuring 

acoustic noise and core surface vibration, which would be introduced later. The positions 

at which acoustic noise and vibration of the core were measured are shown in fig. 5-1.

11 Omin1 Oiihllt

W in d in gs

Point 3

Fig. 5-1 Layout of the core showing measurement points; arrows indicate the measurement direction of vertical and horizontal 

vibration

Where the position of point 1 was located in th e middle of the limb; the positions of point 

2 and poi nt 3 were 1 ocated at comer re gions of t he core at same di stance from poi nt 1; 

point 4 was loc ated on the side of the core and point 5 was loc ated at the ce ntre o f  the 

middle limb.

5.2 Measurement procedure

It is shown in fig. 5-2 that the A-weighted sound pressure level ( SPL) was recorded using 

a “Briiel & Kjaer” type 4955 microphone, which has optimised frequency response in the 

range o f  5 Hz up to 20 kHz [5.7]. It was fixed 0.5 m vertical above the measurement
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points 1, 2 and 3 in turn. The corresponding vertical vibration of the core surface at each 

point was measured using a sin gle-point laser vibrometer (SP LV) [ 2.34]. W hen the 

microphone w as fix ed 0 .5 m directl y v ertical above the core c entre, i. e., point 5, the 

corresponding horizontal displacement measurement was taken on the side of the core at 

point 4. The resultant a coustic noise of the core was present ed as a m ean value of t he 

noise obtained from these four points under each test condition.

The sound pressure level sig nal from the microphone, passing throu gh a conditioning 

amplifier (BrUel & Kjaer 2692C NEXUS Conditioning Amplifier) (fig. 5-2) [5.2], which

the uncertaint y of this s ound pressure level measurement system u(dBA) is ± 0.2 dBA

when 20 p Pa is at reference condition [5.7], and the vibration output sig nal from SPLV 

were recorded by a digital storage oscilloscope (YOKOGAWA DL716 - 16CH) (fig. 5-2)

[3.6]. After this process, the saved dat a we re f  ed into a P C for fiirthe r processin g b y 

calculating and analysing using algorithms embedded in “National Instrument LabVIEW” 

and “Ansoft Simplorer Simulation Centre” PC based support software.

In order to measu re the acoustic noise and vibration produced only by the transformer 

core, it was necessary to eliminate the ambient noise, such as that generated by the variacs, 

which coul d i nterfere w ith t he m easurement res ults. Hence, t he cor e, 1 aser he ad and 

microphone wer e locate d in the anechoic cham ber (fi g. 5-3), which wa s mentioned in 

chapter 4, while the other associated equipment were placed outside the chamber (fig. 5- 

4).

O scilloscope

 Ac onstic nlly DmnpingMaterial

Vibi ntion Dainpiiiis
P ac lc lm gCore

Fig. 5-2 Schematic of vibration and acoustic noise measurement setup
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Microphone

Transformer
core

Yariacs

Fig. 5-3 Photograph of transformer core, laser head and microphone located in anechoic chamber

Three-phase 
P\M \I inverter

Fig. 5-4 Photograph of magnetising system and other associated equipment located outside the anechoic chamber

Acoustically 
damping material

Laser head

Conditioning
Amplifier Laser Doppler

Vibronieter
Controller

The transformer core was assembled and dismantled twice. Each measurement was taken 

three times at each m easuring point under each volta ge ex citation condition. The 

repeatability of the mean values of sound pressure level was better than ±1% and the core 

vibration results were repeatable to ± 3%, which is shown in Appendix C.

5.3 Measurement results of acoustic noise and vibration of the core

5.3.1 Acoustic noise and corresponding peak-to-peak vertical vibration at point 1

Fig. 5-5 shows the van ation of both the ac oustic noise and correspondin g peak-to-peak 

vertical displacement at point 1 (fi g. 5-1) under sinusoidal and PWM voltage ex citation 

for ma varied in the range of 0.5 to 1.2 with f s = 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T,
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and the THD[%] of vertical displacement at point 1 is shown in table 5.1.

49

47 -

M 45
a 43 oz
.tt 4173
g 39 
<

37 -

3.2 

- 3.0

2.8 

2.6 

2.4

2.2 

2.0
PL

s
D isp la c e m e n tV c o u s t ic  noise

ON' % ON' % ON’ % ON' %
[40 %] [50 %1 [60 %]170 %] _____________________________

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.2 sl"us°ld"' » «<2l!°!!)
M odulation Index m„ [OY %]

Fig. 5-5 A coustic n oise and co rresponding pea k-to-peak ve rtical dis placement a t poi nt 1 unde r s inusoidal a nd PWM vo Itage

excitation, m a — 0.5 -1.2, f  =50 Hz, f s =3 kHz, Bpeak = 13 T

Magnetisation 
frequency [ /]

Modulation index
m a rov %1 THD[%\

sine 50 Hz — 14.6

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 140 %1 32.1

0.6 [50 %1 30.2

0.7 [60 %1 29.0

0.8 [70 %1 27.8

1.0 [80 %\ 26.5

1.2 [90 %1 253

Table 5.1 Variation THD[%] of vertical displacement at point 1 under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.5 -1.2, 

/  = 50Hz, f t =3 kHz, Bpeak =13T

It was known that the emitted sound pressure (noise) can be described as (5.1) [1.44]

p  =  Flr c f y l d S e (5.1)

where F- is the irradiation factor that can be assumed to be constant of the core; r  is the
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density of the propagation medium (air); c is the corresponding sound velocity; v„ is the 

value of t he surfa ce vel ocity and t he co re surf ace el ements rep resented b y dSc [1.44].

Also, the velocity is defi ned by (5.2). Therefore, the noise responds to the change of the 

displacement.

d  _  d isp lacem en t 

t  e la p sed  _ tim e
(5.2)

Fig. 5-6 and fi g. 5-7 show the acoustic noise of the core above point 1 under sinusoidal 

and PWM voltage excitation for ma = 0.5 and 0.6 with f s varied in the range of 1 kHz to

3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T, respectively.

60.0

50.0

40.0

30.0

20.0 

10.0 —  

0.0

Noise Level 
SPLUB.W

■  I

■ PWM50Hz0.5
■  PWM 50Hz 0.6 
□  sine 50Hz

Switching
frequency

/,
1 kHz 2 kHz 3 kHz

60.0

50.0 —

40.0

30.0

20.0 

10.0 

0.0

Noise Level 
SPL\dBA\

I PWM 50Hz 0.5
■ PWM 50Hz 0.6 
□  sine 50Hz

i

Switching
frequency

U
sine 1 kHz 2 kHz 3 kHz sine

Fig. 5-6 Acoustic noise above point 1 under sinusoidal and PWM voltage Fig. 5-7 Acoustic noise above point 1 under sinusoidal and PWM voltage

excitation, ma -  0.5 and 0.6 with f g, at f  =50 Hz, B , = 13T excitation, ma = 0.5 and 0.6 with f s , at f  =50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.5 T

Fig. 5-8 to fig. 5-11 show plots of vertical displacement with flux density, and table 5.2 

displays the variation THD[%\ of vertical displacement at point 1 under sinusoida 1 and

PWM voltage excitation for ma = 0.5 with f s varied in the ran ge o f 1 kHz to 3 kHz , at

/  =50 Hz, Bpeak= 1.5 T.
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Flux Density (T eda)

Fig. 5 -8 Vertical 

excitation

d isplacement a t po int 1 und er s inusoidal vol tage .. , . . . . , .
Fig. 5- 9 Vertical d isplacement at p oint 1 u nder PW M v oltage

excitation, m a = 0.5, f s =1  kHz

0

p
a

5
5O
-3

-165

F h ix D e is fy  (Tesla)

Fig. 5- 10 

excitation,

c

o-

-0 5 O

Q -1 59

Vertical d isplacement at p oint 1 u nder P WM v oltage

rna =0.5, f s =2 kHz

Flux Density (Tesla)

Fig. 5-11 V ertical d isplacement at p oint 1 u nder PWM v oltage 

excitation, m  = 0.5, f  = 3 kHz

Magnetisation
frequency

1/1

Modulation 
index 

m„ fOV %1

Switching 
frequency 
1: HUM .

THD[%]

sine 50 Hz — 23.4

PWM 50 Hz 05 [40 %]
1 42.3
2 39.4
3 36.5

Table 5.2 Variation THD[%] of vertical displacement at point 1 under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for m a = 05 

with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  =50 Hz, B peak = 1*5 T

Fig. 5-12 shows the aco ustic noise, and tabl e 5.3 gives the corr esponding peak-to-peak 

vertical displacement and the variation THD[%] of displacement at point 1 under PWM
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voltage excitation for a ssigned values of ma with f s = 3 kHz , at /  = 100 Hz , Bpeak = 

1.3 T.

5 3 .0

5 2 .0

5 1 .0

5 0 .0

4 9 .0

4 8 .0

Fig. 5-12 Acoustic noise at point 1 under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.7 - 12, f  = 100 Hz, f s = 3 kHz, Bpeak = 1.3 T

Magnetisation 
frequency [ /]

Modulation index 
ma fOV %1

Displacement 
(micro meter) THD[%]

PWM 100 Hz

0.7 160 %1 4 A 40.2

0.8 [70 %1 4 2 36.4

1.0 [80 %1 4.0 34.2

12  r90 %] 3.9 33.3

Table 5.3 Pe ak-to-peak v ertical d isplacement an d v ariation THD[%] of di splacement a t po int 1 unde r PW M vo Itage 

excitation, ma -  0.7 - 1.2, f  = 100 Hz, f g = 3 kHz, Bpeak = 1-3 T

5.3.2 Acoustic noise and c orresponding pe ak-to-peak vertical vi bration at poi nt 2 

and point 3

Table 5.4 shows the a coustic noise, and tabl e 5.5 gives the corresponding peak-to-peak 

vertical displacement and the variation THD [%] of displacement at point 2 and point 3,

under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of ma with f s = 3 kHz,

at /  =50 Hz, Bpeak= 1.3 T.

N oise L evel 
S P L  I dBA 1

[60 %]
OV °/o o v  %
[70 °/«] [80 °/«]

0.8 1.0 
M o d u la tio n  in d ex  m a [OV %]

O V  %  
[90 % ]

1.2
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Magnetisation 
frequency [ / ]

Modulation index 
ma [OV %]

Acoustic noise SPL \dBA \
Point 2 Point 3

sine 50 Hz — 36.8 37.0

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 [40% 1 49.9 50.0

0.6 [50% 1 48.6 49.0

0.7 [60% 1 47.5 47.8

0.8 [70% 1 46.8 46.3

1.0 [80% 1 45.5 45.9

1.2 [90% 1 45.0 45.2

Table 54 Acoustic noise at point 2 and point 3 under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 -1.2, f  = 50 Hz, f s = 

3 kHz, B . = 1.3 T’ " peak

Magnetisation 
frequency [ /]

Modulation index 
ma [OV %]

Point 2 Point 3

Displacement 
(micro meter)

THD [%]
Displacement 
(micro meter)

THD [%]

sine 50 Hz — 2.0 19.4 2.0 20.1

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 [40 %1 32 36.8 3.3 37.4

0.6 [50 %1 3.0 34.6 3.1 35.5

0.7 [60 %1 2.9 33.5 2.9 34.1

0.8 [70 %1 2.8 32.4 2.7 32.9

1.0 [80 %1 2.7 30.6 2.6 31.3

1.2 [90 %1 2.5 28.1 2.4 28.9

Table 5.5 Peak-to-peak vertical displacement and variation THD[%] of displacement at point 2 and point 3 under sinusoidal 

and PWM voltage excitation, m = 0.5 -1.2, f  =50 Hz, f  =3 kHz, B = 1.3 Ta J  J  s peak

Fig. 5-13 to fig. 5-18 show plots of vertical displacement with flux density, and fig. 5-19 

to fig . 5-24 sho w the h armonic components of vertical displac ement at point 2, which

were obtained by FFT, under PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of ma with f s 

= 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T.
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Fig. 5-15 Vertical displacement at p oint 2 u nder PWM voltage excitation, 5. 16 Vertical displacement at point 2 u nder PWM voltage excitation,
m a =0-7’ / ,  = 3 kIIz’ /  = 50IIz’ Bpeak = 13T  m a =0.8, f s = 3 kHz, /  = 50Hz, B mk = 1.3T

1.24v
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17 Vertical displacement at p oint 2 u nder PWM voltage excitation, Fig. 5-18 Vertical displacement at p oint 2 u nder PWM voltage excitation, 
= 1.0, f s = 3 kHz, /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak =1.3T ma = 12, f s = 3 kHz, /  = 50 IIz, Bpeak= 1.3T
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Fig. 5-19 Harmonic components of vertical displacement at point 2 under Fig. 5-20 Harmonic components of vertical displacement at point 2 under 

PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.5, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.6, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 50 Hz, B peak = 1.3 T
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Fig. 5-21 Harmonic components of vertical displacement at point 2 under Fig. 5-22 Harmonic components of vertical displacement at point 2 under 

PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.7, f s = 3 kHz, /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.8, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 50 Hz, Bpeak - 1.3 T
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Fig. 5-23 Harmonic components of vertical displacement at point 2 under Fig. 5-24 Harmonic components of vertical displacement at point 2 under 

PWM voltage excitation, m a = 1.0, f s = 3 kHz, f  =50  Hz, Bpeak = 1*3 T PWM voltage excitation, m a = 12, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T
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Table 5.6 shows the acoustic noise, table 5.7 and table 5.8 present the corresponding peak- 

to-peak vertical displacement and the va riation THD[%\ of displacement at point 2 and

point 3, under sinu soidal and P WM vo ltage ex citation for ma = 0.5 and 0. 6 with f s

varied in the range of 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.

Magnetisation
frequency

1/1

Modulation 
index 

ma [OV %]

Switching 
frequency 

[fs  1 [kHz]

Acoustic noise SPL [ dBA |

13 T 1.5 T

P o in t 2 P o in t 3 P o in t 2 P o in t 3

sine 50 Hz — — 36.8 37.0 39.6 39.7

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 [40 %]
1 51.9 51.9 54.0 53.6

2 50.7 50.8 52.5 52.4

3 49.9 50.0 51.7 51.5

0.6 [50 %]
1 50.7 50.8 53.0 52.8

2 49.3 49.9 51.8 51.7

3 48.6 49.0 50.7 50.6

Table 5.6 Acoustic noise at point 2 and point 3 under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 and 0.6 with f s varied 

from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  =50 Hz, B peak = 13 T and 15  T

Magnetisation
frequency

1/1

Modulation 
index 

ma [OV %]

Switching 
frequency 

L/*l [kHz]

Displacement (micro meter)

13 T 1.5 T

Point 2 Point 3 Point 2 Point 3

sine 50 Hz . . . . 2.0 2.0 2.7 2.6

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 [40 %]

1 3.6 3.8 4.1 42
2 3 A 3.6 3.8 3.9

3 32 3.3 3.6 3.6

0.6 [50 %]
1 3 A 3.6 3.8 3.9

2 32 3.3 35 3.6

3 3.0 3.1 3 A 3.4

Table 5.7 Peak-to-peak vertical displacement at point 2 an d point 3 u nder sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0J  

and 0.6 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  =50 Hz, Bptak = 13 T and 1.5 T
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Magnetisation Modulation Switching THD [%1
frequency index frequency Point 2 Point 3

1/1 ma [OV %] [ / ,]  [kHz] 1.3 T 13 T 13 T 13 T

sine 50 Hz — — 19.4 27.5 20.1 28.3

1 40.7 45.2 41.3 45.7
03 [40 %] 2 38.6 42.8 39.2 43.2

3 36.8 40.3 37.4 40.8
PWM 50 Hz

1 38.1 42.4 38.5 43.1
0.6 [50 %] 2 36.2 39.7 36.9 40.3

3 34.6 38.4 35.5 38.9

Table 5.8 THD [%] °f vertical displacement at point 2 and point 3 under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 

and 0.6 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  =50 Hz, Bpeak = 13 T and 1.5 T

Fig. 5-25 to fig. 5-32 show plots of vertical displacement with flux density, and fig. 5-33 

to fig. 5-40 sho w harmonic components o f  displacement at point 2 under sinusoidal and 

PWM voltage excitation for ma =0.6  with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz,

Bpeak = 1-3 T and 1.5 T.

1.15
1.02

0.5

-0.5 0.5

-0 .96

Flux Density (Tesla)

1.51.-13 1.45

•1.5 \ -1.0 -0.5aj -2 .0 1.0 2.0

/  - 1.0 
-1 .26

-1.5 J
Flux Density (Tesla)

- 1.21

Fig. 5-25 V ertical di s placement at po int 2 under s inusoidal vo Itage Fig. 5-26 V ertical di splacement at po int 2 under s inusoidal vo Itage 

excitation, /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 13 T excitation, f  =50 Hz, Bpeak = 13 T
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Fig. 5-27 Vertical displacement at point 2 under PWM voltage excitation, Fig. 5-28 Vertical displacement at point 2 under PWM voltage excitation,

m a =0.6, /  = 1 kHz, /  =50Hz, fl = 13T m a = 0.6, f s = 1 kHz, /  = 50Hz, Bpeak = IS T

5.0
Z 1.91
g  1763 2 0  
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Fig. 5-29 Vertical displacement at point 2 under PWM voltage excitation,

rna = 0 .6 , f s = 2 kHz, /  =50Hz, Bpeak = 13T
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Fig. 5-30 Vertical displacement at point 2 under PWM voltage excitation, 

m a =0.6, f s = 2 kHz, /  = 50Hz, Bpeak = 1.5T
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Fig. 5-31 Vertical displacement under at point 2 PWM voltage excitation, Fig. 5-32 Vertical displacement at point 2 under PWM voltage excitation,

rna = 0 .6 , f s = 3 kHz, /  = 50Hz, fl =1.3T m a =0.6, / ,  = 3 kHz, /  = 50Hz, fl = 1.5T
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Fig. 5-33 Harmonic components of vertical displacement a t point 2 under

sinusoidal voltage excitation, f  =50 Hz, B peak = 1.3 T
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Fig. 5-34 Harmonic components of vertical displacement at point 2 under

sinusoidal voltage excitation, f  = 50 Hz, B peak = 1.5 T
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Fig. 5-35 Harmonic components of vertical displacement a t  point 2 under Fig. 5-36 Harmonic components of vertical displacement a t point 2 under
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Fig. 5-37 Harmonic components of vertical displacement a t  point 2 under

PWM voltage excitation, m a -  0.6, f s = 2  kHz, f  = 50 Hz, Bpgak = 1.3 T
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Fig. 5-38 Harmonic components of vertical displacement a t point 2 under 

PWM voltage excitation, m = 0.6, /’ = 2 kHz, f  =50 Hz, B , = 1.5 Ta j  s  7 j  7 peak
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Fig. 5-39 Harmonic components of vertical displacement a t  point 2 under 

PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.6, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 50 Hz, B pgak = 1.3 T
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Fig. 5-40 Harmonic components of vertical displacement a t  point 2 under 

PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.6, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 50 Hz, Bpeai = 1.5 T
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Table 5.9 shows the acoustic noise, table 5. 10 indicates the corresponding peak-to-peak 

vertical displacement and the variation THD[%] of displacement at point 2 and point 3

under PWM voltage excitation for ma varied in the range of 0.7 to 1.2 with f s = 3 kHz,

at /  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1 .3  T.

Magnetisation
frequency

I / I

Modulation
index

m a ro v  %1

Acoustic noise SPL \dBA \

Point 2 Point 3

0.7 [60 %1 53.3 53.0

DWVf inn U-y 0.8 [70 %] 52.5 52.1j* W1V1 XUU ilZ
1.0 [80 %1 51.7 51.4
12  [90 %] 50.2 50.8

Table 5.9 Acoustic noise at point 2 and point 3 under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.7 -1.2, f  = 100 Hz, f g = 3 kHz, Br k 

= 1 3 1

Magnetisation
Frequency

[ / ]

Modulation 
index 

m a [OV %]

Point 2 Point 3
Displacement 
(micro meter)

THD [%]
Displacement 
(micro meter)

THD [%]

PWM 100 Hz

0.7 [60 %1 4.6 47.1 4.8 47.8

0.8 [70 %1 4.4 43.6 4.6 44.2

1.0 [80 %1 4.2 41.4 4.3 41.7

1.2 [90 %1 4.0 40.9 4.1 40.3

Table 5.10 P eak-to-peak v crtical d isplacement an d THD[%] °f d isplacement a t  p oint 2 and p oint 3 und er P WM vol tage 

excitation, ma = 0.7 -1.2, /  = 100 Hz, /  = 3  kHz, Bpeak = 1 3  T

Fig. 5-41 to fig. 5-44 show plots of vertical displacement with flux density, and fig. 5-45 

to fig. 5-48 show harmo nic components of displacement at point 2 under PW M voltage 

excitation for ma varied in the range of 0.7 to 1.2 with / ,  = 3 kHz, at /  = 100 Hz, Bpeak 

= 1.3 T.
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5.3.3 Acoustic noise at point 5 and corresponding peak-to-peak horizontal vibration 

at point 4

Table 5.11 sho ws the acoustic noise above point 5, table 5.12 gives the corresponding 

peak-to-peak horizontal displacement and the variation THD [%] of displacement on the 

side of the core at point 4 (fig .5 -1 ) under sinusoidal and PW M voltage ex citation for 

assigned values of ma with f s = 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T.

Magnetisation
frequency

1/1

Modulation 
index 

m a rOV %]

Acoustic noise 
SPL [dBA]

sine 50 Hz .. 37.7

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 |40 %1 50.8

0.6 [50 %1 49.6
0.7 [60 %1 48.3

0.8 170 %1 47.4
1.0 |80 %1 46.6

1.2 f90 %] 45.5

Table 5.11 Acoustic noise above point 5 under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 -1.2, f  =50 Hz, f s = 3 kHz, 

B = 13 Tpeak

Magnetisation 
frequency [ / 1

Modulation index 
m„ TOV %1

Displacement 
(micro meter)

THD[%]

sine 50 Hz - 0.21 12.2

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 140 %\ 0.33 38.2

0.6 [50 %1 031 34.9

0.7 [60 %\ 0.29 31.8

0.8 T70 %l 0.28 28.7

1.0 [80 %1 0.26 26.5

\ 2  [90 %1 0.24 25.2

Table 5.12 P eak-to-peak h orizontal d isplacement an d v ariation THD [%] of d isplacement at p oint 4 u nder s inusoidal an d 

PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 -1.2, f  =50 Hz, f s = 3 kHz, Bpeak = 13 T
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Fig. 5-49 to fig. 5-54 show plots of horizontal displacement with flux density, and fig. 5- 

55 to fig . 5-60 displa y harmonic component s of displacement at point 4 under PW M

voltage excitation for m a o f  0.5 to 1.2 with f s = 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T.
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Fig. 5-49 Horizontal di splacement a t p oint 4 unde r PW M vol tage Fig. 5-50 H orizontal di splacement a tpoi nt 4 under P WM vol tage

excitation, m a = 0.5, f g = 3 kHz, f  = SO Hz, B k = 1JT excitation, m = 0 .6 , f  = 3 kHz, f  = 50Hz, B  , = 1JTa *f s '  *f * peak
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Fig. 5-51 Horizontal di splacement a t p oint 4 unde r PWM vol tage Fig. 5-52 Horizontal di splacement a t p oint 4 under P WM vol tage 

excitation, m a =0.7, f s -  3 kHz, f  -  50 Hz, Bpeak = 13 T excitation, m a =0.8, /^ = 3 kHz, f  =50 Hz, Bpgak = 13T
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Fig. 5-53 Horizontal di splacement a t p oint 4 under P WM vol tage 

excitation, m a =1.0, / ,  = 3 kHz, f  =50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T
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Fig. 5-54 H orizontal di splacement a t p oint 4 under P WM vol tage 

excitation, m a = 12, f s = 3 kHz, /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T
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Fig. 5-55 Harmonic components of horizontal displacement at point 4 under Fig. 5-56 Harmonic components of horizontal displacement at point 4 under
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PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.5, f s = 3 kHz, f  -  50 Hz, Bpmk = 1.3 T PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.6, f s = 3 kHz, /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak -  1.3 T
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Fig. 5-59 Harmonic components of horizontal displacement at point 4 under Fig. 5-60 Harmonic components of horizontal displacement at point 4 under 

PWM voltage excitation, m a = 1.0, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T PWM voltage excitation, m a = 12, f s = 3 kHz, f  =50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T

Table 5.13 shows the acoustic noise above point 5 under sinusoidal and PWM voltage 

excitation for ma = 0.5 and 0.6 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 k Hz, at /  = 50 H z,

Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T . Table 5.14 shows th e corresponding peak-to-peakhorizontal

displacement and the variation THD [%] of displacement at point 4 under sinusoidal and

PWM voltage excitation for ma = 0 .6  with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz , at /  = 5 0

Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.

Magnetisation
frequency

[ / I

Modulation 
index 

ma [OV %]

Switching 
frequency 

[ / , ]  [kHz]

Acoustic noise 
SPL [ dBA  ]

1.3 T 15 T

sine 50 Hz — — 37.7 40.6

PWM 50 Hz

05 [40 %]
1 52.2 54.3

2 51.4 53.1

3 50.8 52.5

0.6 [50 %]
1 51.6 53.3

2 50.1 52.2
3 49.6 51.8

Table 5.13 Acoustic noise at point 5 under s inusoidal and P WM volta ge excitation for assigned ma =0.5 and 0.6 with f s 

varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 13 T and 1.5 T
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C hap ter 5  Measurement and Analysis of Acoustic Noise and Vibration of the Model Core under Sinusoidal and PWM Voltage Excitation

Magnetisation
frequency

1/1

Modulation 
index 

m a [OV %]

Switching
frequency
r / i r k H z i

1.3 T 15 T
Displacement 
(micro meter)

THD[%]
Displacement 
(micro meter)

THD[%]

sine 50Hz -- — 0.21 12.2 048 19.1

PWM 50Hz 0.6 [50 %]
1 036 40.5 059 43.2
2 033 37.7 056 40.4
3 031 34.9 054 37.2

Table 5.14 P eak-to-pcak ho rizontal di splacement a t poi nt 4 and var iation THD [%] of d isplacement unde r  s inusoidal a nd 

PWM voltage excitation for m  = 0.6 with f  varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  =50 Hz, R = 1J  T and Ta •> s J  peak

Fig. 5-61 to fig. 5-68 show plots o f horizontal displacement with flux density, and fig. 5- 

69 to fig. 5-76 display harmonic components of horizontal displacement at point 4 under

sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for ma = 0.6 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, 

at /  = 5 0  Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.
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Fig. 5- 61 Horizontal d isplacement at p oint 4 u nder s inusoidal v oltage 

excitation, f  =50 Hz, Bpeak = 13 T excitation, f  =50 Hz, Bpeak = 15 T

Flux Density (Tesla)

Fig. 5- 62 II orizontal d isplacement at p oint 4 u nder s inusoidal v oltage
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Fig. 5-69 Harmonic components of horizontal displacement at point 4 under Fig. 5-70 Harmonic components of horizontal displacement at point 4 under 

sinusoidal voltage excitation, f  = 50 Hz, Bpmk = 13  T sinusoidal voltage excitation, f  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.5 T
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Fig. 5-71 Harmonic components of horizontal displacement a t point 4 under Fig. 5-72 Harmonic components of horizontal displacement at point 4 under 

PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.6, f s = l  kHz, /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.6, f g = 1 kHz, /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.5 T
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Fig. 5-73 Harmonic components of horizontal displacement at point 4 under Fig. 5-74 Harmonic components of horizontal displacement at point 4 under 
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of horizontal displacement at point 4 under Fig. 5-76 Harmonic components of horizontal displacement at point 4 under
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Fig. 5-75 Harmonic components    , ___

PWM voltage excitation, m  a = 0.6, f s = 3 kHz, /  = 50 Hz, B peak = 1.3 T PWM voltage excitation, m  a = 0.6, f s = 3 kHz, /  = 50 Hz, B peak = 1.5 T

Table 5.15 shows the acoustic noise at point 5, table 5.16 gives the corresponding peak-to- 

peak horizontal displacement and the variation THD\%\ of displacement at point 4 under

PWM voltage ex citation for assigned values of ma with f s = 3 kHz , at /  = 100 H z ,

Bptak = 1 -3 T.

Magnetisation 
frequency [ / ]

Modulation index 
m a [OV %]

Acoustic noise 
SPL [dBA]

PWM 100 Hz

0.7 160 %] 54.3

0.8 f70 %1 53.1

1.0 180 %1 52.2
1.2 190 %\ 51.2

Table 5.15 Acoustic noise at point 5 under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.7 -1.2, f g = 3 kHz, /  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T

Magnetisation 
frequency [ f  1

Modulation index 
m„ |OV %1

Displacement 
(micro meter)

THD\%]

PWM 100 Hz

0.7 [60 %1 0.59 81.8

0.8 [70 %1 0.57 76.6

1.0 [80 %1 0 J5 68.7

1.2 190 %1 0^2 62.5

Table 5.16 P eak-to-peak h orizontal d isplacement an d v ariation THD [%] of d isplacement at p oint 4 u nder PW M v oltage 

excitation, ma = 0.7 -1.2, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1-3 T
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Fig. 5-77 to fig. 5-80 show plots o f horizontal displacement with flux density, and fig. 5- 

81 to fig. 5-84 show harmonic components o f displacement at point 4 under PWM voltage 

excitation for assigned values o f ma with f s = 3 kHz, at /  = 100 Hz, B peak = 1.3 T.
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excitation, m a = 1-2, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 100Hz, Bpeak =1.3T
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Fig. 5-81 Harmonic components of horizontal displacement at point 4 under

PWM voltage excitation, m a =0.7, f s = 3  kHz, f  =100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3T
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Fig. 5-82 Harmonic components of horizontal displacement at point 4 under 

PWM voltage excitation, m a = 0.8, f s = 3 kHz, f  = 100 Hz, Bpeak -  1.3T
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5.3.4 Resultant acoustic noise of the core

Table 5.17 shows the resultant acoustic noise of the transformer core under sinusoidal and 

PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of ma with f s = 3 kH z, at /  = 50 Hz and

100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T. Table 5.18 shows the resultant acoustic noise under sinusoidal and

PWM voltage excitation for assig ned ma = 0.5 and 0.6 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3

kHz, at /  = 5 0  Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T.

Magnetisation
frequency

1/1

Modulation
index

m a r o v  %1
Average acoustic noise 

SPL [dBA]

sine 50 Hz — 36.7

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 [40 %1 49.8
0.6 [50 %1 48.6
0.7 160 %1 47.4
0.8 [70 %] 46.6

1.0 [80 %] 45.8
1.2 [90 %\ 45.0

PWM 100 Hz
0.7 [60 %1 53.2
0.8 [70 %] 52.4

1.0 T80 %1 51.3
1.2 [90 %1 50.5

Table 5.17 Impact of modulation index ma on acoustic noise of the core under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 - 12, f s =3 

kHz, /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1-3 T

Magnetisation
frequency

1/1

Modulation 
index 

m a [OV %]

Switching 
frequency 
[fs 1 [kHz]

Average acoustic noise 
S P L \d B A ]

13  T 1.5 T

sine 50 Hz - - 36.7 39.5

PWM 50 11/

0.5 [40 %]
1 51.7 53.6

2 50.6 52.3

3 49.8 51.5I i T i f l  l i t

0.6 [50 %]

1 50.7 52.8

2 49.4 51.6

3 48.6 50.8

Table 5.18 Impact of switching frequency f s on acoustic noise of the core under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 and 0.6 

with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  =50 Hz, Bptak = 1-3 T and l i T
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5.4 Analysis and discussion

5.4.1 Acoustic noise and vibr ation o f  the core under sinusoidal and PWM vol tage 

excitation for assigned ma

Fig. 5 -5 shows that the acoustic noise and correspondin g pe ak-to-peak ve rtical

displacement at point 1 on the core sur face under PWM voltage excitation were reduced

with increasing value of ma at f s = 3 kHz, which was due to the lower harmonic content

of the core flux density at the higher value of ma (table 5.19) that caused a reduction of 

harmonic content in the displacement (table 5.1). It was also found that the acoustic noise 

and correspondin g pe ak-to-peak ve rtical displace ment, at a low ma = 0.5, were around

4.0 dBA (10.0%) and 0.7 jUm (28.3%) respectively greater than that at a hi gh ma = 1.2

(fig. 5-5), because over-modulation index reduces harmonic distortion in core flux density 

(table 5.19).

Fig. 5-12 and table 5.3 display the acoustic noise and corresponding peak-to-peak vertical 

displacement fall with inc reasing ma when the ma gnetisation ffequenc y w as set to 10 0 

Hz for the same reason (table 5.19). At 100 Hz, it was found that the acoustic noise and 

corresponding displacement, at ma = 0.7 ( f s = 3 kHz), were around 3.0 dBA (5.9%) and

0.5 (tin (12.8%) respectively larger than that at ma = 1.2 (/_, =3  kHz).

Similar trends to fig . 5-5 and fig . 5-12 of acou stic noise were found above the other 

measurement points (table 5.4, table 5.9, table 5.11 and table 5.15), and similar trends to 

fig. 5-5 and table 5.3 o f displacement were also found at the oth er measurement points 

(table 5.5, table 5.10, table 5.12 and table 5.16) for the same reason (table 5.19).
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Magnetisation
frequency

[ / ]

Modulation 
index 

m a [OV %1

TIID[%] of core flux 
density B(t)

sine 50 Hz — 1.12

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 [40 %\ 8.62
0.6 [50 %1 7.83
0.7 [60 6.57
0.8 [70 %1 5.54
1.0 [80 %1 436
1.2 [90 %1 3.78

PWM 100 Hz
0.7 [60 %1 746
0.8 [70 %1 6.38
1.0 [80 %] 5.15
1.2 [90 %1 4.42

Table 5.19 Variation THD[%] of core flux density B(t)  under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0 .5 -1 .2 , f g -  

3 kHz, /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bptak = 1 3  T

Points 2 and 3 were the same distance from point 1. The beha vior o f  acoustic noise and 

corresponding vertical displacement at point 2 and point 3 were similar (table 5.4 to table 

5.10) and therefore data measured from point 2 was used for analysing.

Fig. 5-13 to fig . 5-18 sh ow plots o f vertical displacement against flux density at point 2 

under PWM voltage excitation for assig ned ma with f s = 3 kHz , at /  = 50 Hz. It can

be seen that the displacement decreases with increasing ma , and also it can be observed in 

fig. 5-19 to fig . 5-24 th at at a low ma = 0.5 ( f s = 3  kHz ), the amplitude of harmonic 

components and the harmonic contents of the displacement were higher than that at a high 

value of ma = 1.2 ( f s = 3 k Hz), which was du e to the higher amplitude of harmonic

components and the higher harmonic contents in the core flux density waveform at ma = 

0.5 (table 5.19 and fi g. 5-85 to fig . 5-90). Fig. 5-85 to fig . 5-90 displa y the frequency 

domain of the core flux density B ( t ) under PWM voltage excitation for assigned values

of ma with f s = 3 kHz, at /  = 5 0  Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T.
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Fig. 5-86 Harmonic components of the core flux density under PWM voltage 

excitation, /  = 50 Hz, m a = 0.6, f g = 3 kHz, = 13 T
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Chapter 5 Measurement and Analysis o f Acoustic Noise and Vibration of the Model Core under Sinusoidal and PWM Voltage Excitation

It can be observed in fig.5-85 to fig. 5-90 that the amplitude of harmonic components and 

harmonic contents o f the core flux density were reduced with increasing ma . Also, fig. 5- 

41 to f ig . 5-44 show plo ts o f vertical displa cement against flux density at point 2 under 

PWM voltage excitation for assi gned values o f  ma with f s = 3 kH z, at /  = 100 H z,

Bpeak = 1.3 T, which can be seen that the displacement decreases with increasing ma . It 

can be clearly found in f  ig 5-45 to fi g. 5-48 that at ma = 0.7, the amplitude of harmonic 

components and the harmonic contents of the displacement were higher than that at ma = 

1.2, which w as also d ue to hi gher ampl itude of ha rmonic compone nts and hig her 

harmonic contents in the core flux density waveform at ma = 0.7 (table 5.19 and fig. 5-91 

to fig. 5-94). Fig. 5-91 to  fig. 5-94 sho w the frequency domain o f  the core flux density 

under PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of ma with f s = 3 kH z, at /  = 1 0 0

Hz, Bpeak =1.3T .
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0.800
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e
*5 0.400
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a  0
e .  i 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0

Frequency components [ kHz ]

Fig. 5-91 Harmonic components of the core flux density under PWM voltage Fig. 5-92 Harmonic components of the core flux density under PWM voltage 

excitation, /  = 100 Hz, ma = 0.7, f s = 3 kHz, B peak = 1-3 T excitation, /  = 100 Hz, m a = 0.8, f g = 3 kHz, B peak = 1.3 T
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Fig. 5-93 Harmonic components of the core flux density under PWM voltage Fig. 5-94 Harmonic components of the core flux density under PWM voltage 

excitation, /  = 100 Hz, m a = 1.0, f g = 3 kHz, B peak = 1.3 T excitation, /  = 100 Hz, m a = 1.2, f s = 3 kHz, B peak = 1.3 T

It was also observed in fig. 5-91 to fig. 5-94 that, the similar trend of th e amplitude of 

harmonic components and harmonic contents of the core flux density were decreased with 

increasing ma at /  = 100 Hz . The horiz ontal displacement on the side of the core at 

point 4 (fi g. 5-1 ) was also measur ed and frequency spe ctrum of displacement w as 

analysed under PWM voltage excitation for assigned values of ma at 50 Hz and 100 H z, 

respectively. It was found in table 5.12 and table 5.16 that the horizontal displacement, at 

ma = 0.5 ( /  = 50 Hz) and ma = 0.7 ( /  = 100 Hz), was around 0.09 jUm (37.5%) and

0.07 ftm (13.5%) r espectively, greater than that at ma = 1.2, which was du e to the 

amplitude reduction of harmonic components a nd reduction of harmoni c content of the 

displacement with increasing ma (fig. 5-55 to fig. 5-60 and fig. 5-81 to fig. 5-84). These

results present the benefit on the performance of the transformer core at high value of ma .
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5.4.2 Acoustic noise and vibr ation o f  the core unde r sinuso idal and PWM voltage 

excitation with f s

Fig. 5-6 and fig. 5-7 show that the a coustic noise level above point 1 o f the cor e under 

PWM voltage excitation was around 1 1 -  15 dBA larger than that under corr esponding 

sinusoidal voltage ex citation, at /  = 50 H z. It was al so noticeable that an increase i n

switching frequency f s led, under all these PWM voltage excitation, to a reduction in the 

acoustic noise.

It was demonstrated in f ig. 5-8 to fi g. 5-11 that t he corresponding peak-to-peak vertical 

displacement at point 1 under PW M voltag e excitation were hig her t han that under 

corresponding sinusoida 1 condition and also the displacement was reduc ed with

increasing f s from 1 kHz to 3 kHz. This w as due to the higher harmonic contents of the

core flux density under PWM voltage excitation than that under corresponding sinusoidal

condition, and the lower harmonic content of the core flux density with an increase in f s

(table 5.20), which caused a harmonic content reduction of the displacement (table 5.2).

At ma = 0.5, Bpeak = 1.5 T , it was found that the acoustic noise and the corresponding

peak-to-peak vertical displacement, at a low f s -  1 kHz, were around 2.0 dBA (3.8%)

and 0.6 jJm (18.2%) respectively, greater than that at a hig h f s = 3  kHz (fig. 5-7 and fig . 

5-8 to fig. 5-11).
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Magnetisation
frequency

1/1

Modulation 
index 

m a [OV %]

Switching 
frequency 
[fs 1 [kHz]

THD[%] of core flux density B(t)

13 T 1.5 T
sine 50 Hz — .. 1.12 1.68

PWM 50 Hz

0.5 [40 %]
1 10.45 11.74

2 9.53 10.58

3 8.62 9.49

0.6 [50 %]

1 9.79 10.72

2 8.71 9.64

3 7.83 8.56

Table 5.20 Variation THD[%] of core flux density B (t)  under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 and 0.6 with 

f t  varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  =50 Hz, B peak = 1.3 T and 1.5T

Fig. 5-25 to fig . 5-32 sh ow plots o f vertical displacement against flux density at point 2 

under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned ma = 0 .6  with f s varied in the

range of 1 kHz to 3 kH z, at /  = 5 0  Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T. It can be seen that the

displacement r esults ob tained under PW M vol tage ex citation we re 1 arger than that 

corresponding measurement results made unde r sinusoidal condition; and also under al 1 

these PWM voltage excitation, the displacement results were decreased with an increasing

in f s -

It can be obse rved in fig 5-33 to fig . 5-40 that under PW M voltag e ex citation, the 

amplitude of harmonic c omponents and the ha rmonic contents of th e displacement we re 

higher than that unde r corresponding sinusoidal conditions. It was also n oticed that at a

low f s = 1 kHz, the amplitude of harmonic components and the harmonic contents of the 

displacement w ere hi gher than that at a hi gh f s = 3 kHz . This was due t o the hi gher

amplitude of h armonic components and the hi gher h armonic contents i n the core flux 

density w aveform under PW M voltag e excitation than that under correspondin g 

sinusoidal conditions, a nd was also due to the reduction of amplitude of harmonic 

components and reducti on of harm onic contents in the core flux density waveform with

an increase in f s (table 5.20 and fig. 5-95 to fig. 5-102).
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Fig. 5-101 Harmonic components of the core flux density under PWM voltage Fig. 5-102 Harmonic components of the core flux density under PWM voltage

excitation, f  = 50 Hz, m a -  0.6, f s = 3 kHz, B pgak = 1-3 T excitation, f  =50 Hz, m  =0.6, f  =3 kHz, B  , =1.5TJ  a J  s  7 peak

It was noticed in fi g.5-95 to fig .5 -102 th at the amplitude of harmonic components and 

harmonic contents of the core flux densit y und er PW M vo ltage ex citation were hi gher 

than that under corresp onding sinusoidal cond itions, also it was decreased with an

increase in f s .

Also, the horiz ontal dis placement at point 4 wa s measured and f  requency sp ectrum of 

displacement was analysed under sinusoidal and PW M voltag e ex citation for assi gned 

value of ma = 0.6 with f s varied in the ran ge o f  1 kH z to 3 kHz , at /  = 50 H z. It is

shown in table 5.14, at Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T , th at the horiz ontal displac ement is

reduced around 0.05 jum (13.9%) and 0.05 jum (8.5%) when f s was incre ased ffom  1 

kHz to 3 kHz respectivel y, which is due to harmonic content reduction of displacement 

with an increase in f s (fig. 5-69 to fig. 5-76). These results confirmed the validity of the 

analysis carried out at other measurement points. It was found the resultant acoustic noise 

of the core was decreased by around 2.0 dBA (4.0%) at tna = 0.6 with an increase in f s 

from 1 kHz to 3 kHz (table 5.18). These results present the benefit on the performance of 

the transformer core at a high f s .
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5.4.3 Magneto-mechanical resonance of the core

It was known that the resonant magnetising frequencies are dependent on the length of the 

laminations the core is assembled with, wh ere the smaHer the tr ansformer core is, th e 

higher the resonant frequency will be, and also it was m aintained that in the case of t he 

cores having mitred ov erlap joints, the limbs an d yokes were vibrated separately [1.48]. 

Therefore, m agneto-mechanical reson ance can occur i n t ransformer co re i f  a nat ural 

frequency coin cides with one o f the vibration harmonics, and t his wi 111 ead to  i ncrease 

transformer noise.

The dimensions o f limb and yoke laminations assembled the transformer core are shown

in fig. 5-1. Thereafter, the resonant frequency f n in the limb and yoke laminations of the

core could be in ferred b y  equation (2.2), where the assumed modulus of elasticit y E  = 

110 GPa (table 2.2) and the calculated results are shown in table 5.21.

Lamination
Length 

inner /  outer
/ (m)

Calculated 
inner /  outer

fn rkHzl

Yoke 038/0.6 2.5/1.6

Limb 0.33/035 2.9/1.7

Table 5.21 Calculated resonance frequencies f n in the limb and yoke laminations of the core

It is noticed in table 5.2 1 that the calculated resonant frequency /„  at inner part of limb 

lamination, which was about 2. 9 kH z, was sim ilar to the measured val ue, which wa s 

around 3 kH z. This was due to the switchin g frequency at / ,  = 3 kH z, where its hig her 

harmonics in the core flux density occurred close to the resulting limb resonant frequency.

Comparing t he fr equency spectra of t he core fl ux densit y with displacement, it was 

clearly obs erved in fi g. 5-19 to fi g. 5-24 and fig. 5 -55 to fi g. 5-60 that the ff equency
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spectra of the displac ement at measuremen t p oints under PW M vo ltage excitation for 

assigned v alues of ma with f s = 3 kHz, the harmonic components at around 3 kHz had

high amplitude of vibrat ion that was due to low values of cor e flux density at a round 3 

kHz, which are displa yed in fig . 5-85 to fig. 5-90, could cause high displacement 

indicating magneto-mechanical resonance.

The similar resonant phenomena were also found of the core subjected to identical PWM 

voltage excitation for a ssigned valu es of ma with f s = 3 kHz when m agnetisation

frequency /  was set to 100 Hz. It was also noticed in fig. 5-45 to fig. 5-48 and fig. 5-81

to fig . 5-84 that the hi gh f  requency co mponents cluster at around 3 k Hz had hig her 

amplitude of displacement, which was also due to the low values of cor e flux densit y 

cluster at around 3 kHz and that w as clearly shown in fi g. 5-91 to fi g. 5 -94, also could 

cause high vibration because of resonance. Moreover, in the frequency spectra figures of 

vibration, it was observed that the ampli tude of higher frequency components, which was 

clustered around multiple integers of f n (2.2) at approximate 6 kHz, was increased. This

was due to even smaller values in core flux density cluster at around 6 k Hz, which were 

displayed in fig. 5-91 to fig . 5-94, also could cause high vibration due to 2nd harmonic of 

resonance.

It w as mentioned in section 5.4.2 that the reduction of the acoustic noise and

corresponding vibration with an increase in f s from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, was due to reduction

of amplitude of harmonic components and reduction of harmonic contents in the core flux

density with increasing f s (table 5.20 and fig. 5-97 to fig. 5-102). Nevertheless, at f s = 3

kHz, it was clearly noticed in fig. 5-39, fig. 5-40, fig. 5-75 and fig. 5-76 that the amplitude

of high frequency component at around 3 kHz was greater than that at f s — 1 kHz and 2

kHz, which was shown in fig . 5-35 to fi g. 5-38 and fig . 5 -71 to fig . 5-74, indicating 

magneto-mechanical resonance. This was due to the low values o f  flux density presented
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at around 3 kHz (fi g. 5 -101 and fig. 5-102) when f s =3  kHz and could cause high 

vibration because o f  resonance. However, at / ,  = 1 kHz and 2 kHz, there was no hi gh

frequency components of core flux density presented at the resonant frequency (fig. 5-97 

to fig. 5-100).

The measurement results represent the benefit on the performance of the core under PWM 

voltage excitation for a ssigned values of ma with a high f s. Nevertheless, the resultant 

acoustic noise of th e core under PW M voltage excitation was reduced around 2.0 dBA 

with an increase in f s from 1 kHz to 3 kHz because of magneto-mechanical resonance at

f s = 3 kHz, which in core laminations was a possible cause of incr eased vibration and 

acoustic noise.

By equation (2.2), the r esonant phenom enon w ould be similar in other elect rical ste el 

laminations, which were used to assemble the transformer core, since thi ckness, texture, 

grain size have no e ffect whereas density, modulus of e lasticity and laminations length 

variable with composition would have some influence. Although this vibration experiment 

was conducted on a model three- phase thre e-limb transforme r co re ( fig. 5-1), similar 

effects would b e expected in othe r trans former co res but with dif ferent r esonant 

frequencies. Large a coustic noise and vibrat ion could be gener ated if the switc hing

frequency f s of the PWM inverter coincides with a resonant frequency of the transformer 

core.

Also, ex trapolation of the results to othe r la rger co res suggest that the resonant 

phenomenon could possibl y occur in cores with di fferent length of lamin ations (fig. 2-7) 

leading to v ariability o f  acoustic noise output a nd vibration according to how c lose the 

magnetising fr equency or predominant ha rmonic com ponents ar e t o t he resonant 

frequency.
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5.4.4 Out-of-plane forces of the core

It is known that a global attractive interlaminar force Pz , which is due to the g lobal

normal flux component Bz of induction that somewhat higher values arise locally at joint

regions of th e co re, is g iven b y equation (5.3), which yields additional sourc es o f 

vibration that propagate to the entire core [1.44] [2.44].

p  _  0 . 5 l £

Mo
[Pa]

where //0 is permeability of free space (4 x 10'7 H/m).

[2.44] (5.3)

Pz yields a 100 Hz ( /  =50  Hz) oscillation of the interlaminar gap length g z in the joint 

region (fig. 5-103), where g z (5.4) can be estimated by means of the effective elasticity 

modulus Ez [1.44][2.44].

8 Z ~ —  [fim/m] [2.44] (5.4)

Fig. 5-103 Normal flux distribution in the overlap regions [2.44]

then, the normal vibration z could be estimated by equation (5.5), which would increase 

linearly with increasing a stack of lamination number k [1.44] [2.44].
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z = k  g z[fjm] (5.5)

therefore, by equations (5.4) and (5.5), the value of normal vibration z is proportional to 

the attractive interlaminar force Pz .

A.

Also, the correspondin g peak attractive interlaminar force Pz at different regions of the 

core und er sinusoidal a nd PW M voltag e excitation for a ssigned va lues of ma with f s 

varied in the range of 1 kHz to 3 kHz can be obtained by (5.3), where the peak values of
A

normal flux density Bz at different regions of the core are shown in table 4.4.

Table 5.22 shows the corresponding peak force Pz and the variation average THD [%] 

of force at different regions of the core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for 

assigned ma = 0.5 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.5 T.

Magnetisation
frequency

If 1

Modulation 
index 

ma [OV %]

Switching 
frequency 
{fs ] [kHz]

Limbs and Yokes T-joints Corners

Pz [Pa] THD [%] Pz [Pa] THD [%] Pz [Pa] THD [%]

sine 50 Hz „ _ 0.4 10.2 52 17.3 20.1 21.9

1 1.3 15.4 10.8 27.8 35.2 35.2

PWM 50 Hz 0.5 [40 %] 2 1.0 14.8 9.6 25.2 33.0 31.6

3 1.0 13.9 8.8 22.8 30.8 29.5

Table 5.22 V ariation of Pz and THD [%] of force a t  d ifferent r  egions of t  he core u nder s inusoidal and PWM vo Itage 

excitation, ma = 0.5 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at f  =50 Hz, B peak = 1-5 T

Table 5.22 shows that a t limb and yoke r egions, even unde r the most distorted PW M
/v

voltage excitation ( ma = 0 .5 , f s = 1 kHz), the value o f  force Pz is only around 1.3 Pa, 

which was small and can be neglected. The values of vertical vibration at points 2 and 3
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(table 5.5, table 5.7 and table 5.10) are greater than that at point 1 (fig. 5-5, fig. 5-8 to fig.

5-11 and table 5.3), whi ch was due to the norma 1 component Bz arising to considerably

higher local flux values in joint re gions (table 4.4) that could g enerate higher attractive

interlaminar fore e Pz (table 5.22). This could be assu med t o ex plain t hat the acoust ic

noise above point 2 and point 3 (table 5.4, table 5.6 and table 5.9) was around 1 - 2  dBA 

larger than that above point 1 (fig. 5-5 to fig. 5-7 and fig. 5-12).

In table 5.22, it is shown that at joint corner regions, the attractive peak force Pz and the 

corresponding average THD [%] of force are reduced with an increase in f s . Therefore,

we could assume th at it c ould to be linked with amplit ude reduction o f fundamental 

harmonic compon ent an d less distortion of vi bration at point 2 and po int 3 with an

increase in f s (table 5.7, table 5.8 and fi g. 5-33 to fig. 5-40), which could b e a possible

reason that th e acoustic noise was reduced around 2.0 dBA with increasing f s from 1

kHz to 3 kHz. Although, the magneto-mechanical resonance occurred at / ,  = 3 kHz, due 

to the resulting inner part of limb resonance, the trend of acoustic noise w as reduced with 

an increase in f s .
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

Results showed that the peak-to-peak magnetostriction of grain-oriented, 3% silicon electrical 

steel sample in the form of Epstein strips cutting along rolling direction, under PWM voltage 

excitation were greater than that under corresponding sinusoidal voltage excitation, which 

was due to an integer multiple of the switching frequency f s being close to the mechanical

resonant frequency of the sample. Even a small value of flux density could cause a high 

magnetostriction if resonance occurred. Although the experiment was conducted on a single 

strip, similar effects would be expected in the transformer cores but with different resonant 

frequencies. High acoustic noise and vibration could be generated if the f s of the PWM 

inverter coincides with a resonant frequency of the transformer core.

Results showed that core loss subjected to PWM voltage excitation decreased with increasing 

modulation index ma as found previously. However, at a given modulation index ma , the

loss dropped with an increasing in switching frequency f s . This improvement was due to the

significant reduction in eddy-current component losses. The benefit at high ma with high f s

impacted on loss was not apparent, which was due to improved harmonic spectra in flux 

density waveforms. Also, in high power applications consisting of current-source inverters, 

high switching frequencies were not applicable to thyristors, the primary choice when dealing 

with high voltages and currents. An increase in PWM switching frequency in the low range 

led to a substantial improvement of the performance of steel in transformer cores, owing to a 

significant reduction of the eddy-current component loss.

Results from the acoustic noise output of transformer core operating under PWM voltage 

excitation were around 8-15 dBA greater than that under corresponding sinusoidal voltage 

excitation due to higher results of core vibration under PWM voltage excitation. Also, the 

results represented the benefit on the noise performance of the core under PWM voltage 

excitation for assigned values of ma with a high value of f s , where the reduction of acoustic

noise was around 2 dBA with an increase in f s from 1 kHz to 3 kHz. Nevertheless, the

magneto-mechanical resonance phenomenon at f s = 3 kHz was observed, which was close to
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the resonance frequency in core laminations that was a possible cause of deterioration of a 

transformer core performance by increasing vibration and acoustic noise.

Extrapolation of the results inferred that resonance phenomenon could possibly occur in large 

cores, with different length laminations leading to variability of acoustic noise output 

according to how close the magnetising frequency or predominant harmonics were to the 

resonant frequency. Also, the results implied that the resonant phenomenon was indeed the 

cause of excessive noise and vibration found in transformer cores operating under distorted 

PWM voltage excitation. The high vibration and acoustic noise in the resonant state could 

lead to possible core failure. Therefore, more care should be taken in such case to control or 

avoid the resonant phenomenon.

6.2 Suggestion for future work

The present investigation has given rise to a number of specific experimental areas worthy of 

further investigations. The measurement of magnetostriction in the form of Epstein strips 

under PWM voltage excitation with stress will be carried out. After analysing measurement 

results, then it could to investigate the PWM parameters, i.e. modulation index ma and

switching frequency f s affect the magnetostriction under stress condition.

The present acoustic noise and vibration investigation could give rise to extend approximately 

approach in predicting magneto-mechanical resonance for large cores made from materials 

used in this investigation. The single-point laser Doppler vibrometer has an advantage in ease 

using to measure vibration, but laser vibrometer could only measure vibration on core surface. 

Therefore, it will be valuable to use strain sensors to measure the in-plane displacement 

within the laminations and normal displacement between the laminations of the core under 

PWM voltage excitation. Displacement measured from strain sensors will eliminate most of 

the external vibrations that a laser vibrometer would measure in addition to displacement.

In present investigation, the results showed the beneficial impact on the loss performance of 

the transformer core under PWM voltage excitation at a high value of f s . However, in the 

future, the impact of higher switching frequencies on power semiconductor losses of PWM 

inverter must also be studied thoroughly, due to their effect on the overall efficiency.
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Due to the limitation of the laboratories, the total power losses of the core were measured 

under PWM voltage excitation at no-load condition. It is also important to study the total 

power loss of transformer core operating under PWM voltage excitation at loaded condition, 

which will be the future work.

So far, the performance of acoustic noise and vibration has been investigated on a bare model 

transformer core operating under PWM voltage excitation. Therefore, if practically possible, 

future research will be continued to determine the influence of windings, oil and tanks etc.
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Appendix A: Repeatability of the magnetostriction of the sample in the form of 

Epstein strips using single-point laser Doppler vibrometer under sinusoidal and PWM 

voltage excitation

The peak-to-peak magnetostriction of grain-oriented, 0.27 mm thickness, 3% silicon electrical 

steel sample in the form of Epstein strips, annealed after cutting along rolling direction, has 

been measured using single-point laser Doppler vibrometer. For the test sample, it was 

magnetised in a single sheet tester under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation for assigned 

modulation index ma with different switching frequency f s , at /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz,

Bpeak = 1.3 T and 1.5 T. The measurements have been repeated five times at each voltage

excitation condition. All the magnetostriction have been measured and then averaged over all 

five measurements.

Appropriated graphs are shown in the following figures. Colourful lines represent the peak-to- 

peak magnetostriction characteristics averaged from five measurements under each voltage 

excitation condition. Black vertical lines represent the error bars at each measured point.
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Appendix B: Repeatability of the specific total losses and localised flux density of the 

core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation

The total power losses of the transformer core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation 

had been measured using two-wattmeter method, and also the localised in-plane and normal 

flux density within the laminations of the core had been measured using single-turn search 

coils, which had been placed at appropriate position of the core.

Throughout the investigation, the core had been magnetised under sinusoidal and PWM 

voltage excitation for assigned modulation index ma varied in the range of 0.5 to 1.2 with

switching frequency f s ranging from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz. The core

was assembled and dismantled twice. At each condition, the measurement was taken three 

times under each voltage excitation condition.

Appropriated graphs are shown in the following figures. The black vertical lines in the graphs 

represent the error bars at each measurement condition.
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1). Repeatability of the total power losses of the core
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Fig. B-l Specific total power losses of the core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 -1.2 with f s = 3 kHz, at 

/  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.1 T, 13 T and 1.5 T
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Fig. B-2 Specific total power losses of the core under PW M voltage excitation, ma = 0.6 -1.2 with f s = 3  kHz, a t  f  =100 Hz, 

Bpeak =1.1 T, 1.3 T and 1.5 T
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Fig. B-3 Specific total power losses of the core under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0 J  - 0.8 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, 
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Fig. B-4 Specific total power losses of the core under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 - 0.8 with f $ varied from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, 
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Fig. B-6 Specific total power losses of the core under PW M  voltage excitation, m a = 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 
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Fig. B-8 Resultant peak in-plane flux density at investigated points under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 with f s varied from 
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Fig. B-13 Resultant peak in-plane flux density at investigated points under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.7, 0.8 and 1.2 

with f s = 3 kHz, at /  =100 Hz, Bpeak = 1 3  T

3). Repeatability of the mean peak normal flux density at different regions of the core 
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Fig. B-17 Mean peak normal flux density at different regions of the core under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.7 with f s varied 

from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 100 Hz, B peak = 13  T
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Fig. B-18 Mean peak normal flux density at different regions of the core under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.8 with f s varied 

from 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1 3  T
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Appendix B : Repeatability of the  specific total losses and localised flux density of the core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage
excitation ____________________________________________________________
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Fig. B-19 Mean peak normal flux density at different regions of the core under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.7, 0.8 and 12 with 

f s = 3 kHz, a t /  = 100Hz, Bpeak = 1 J T
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Appendix C: Repeatability of the resultant acoustic noise and corresponding peak-to-peak vibration at investigated points of the
core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation

Appendix C: Repeatability of the resultant acoustic noise and corresponding peak-to- 

peak vibration at investigated points of the core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage 

excitation

The positions at which A-weighted acoustic noise and corresponding peak-to-peak vibration 

of the core have been measured are shown in fig. 5-1. The sound pressure level signal has 

been recorded using a condensed microphone above the investigated points 1, 2, 3 and 5 in 

turn, the corresponding vertical vibration on the core surface at points 1, 2, 3 and the 

corresponding horizontal displacement on the side of the core at point 4 have been measured 

using single-point laser Doppler vibrometer.

Throughout the investigation, the core has been magnetised under sinusoidal and PWM 

voltage excitation for assigned values of modulation index ma varied in the range of 0.5 to

1.2 with f s varied in the range of 1 kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz and 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T

and 1.5 T. The core was assembled and dismantled twice. Each measurement was taken three 

times at each investigated point under each voltage excitation condition. Resultant acoustic 

noise of the core was presented as a mean value of the noise obtained opposite points 1, 2, 3 

and 5.

Appropriated graphs are shown in the following figures. The black vertical lines in the graphs 

represent the error bars at each measurement condition.
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Appendix C : Repeatability of the resultant acoustic noise and corresponding peak-to-peak vibration at investigated points of the
core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation

1). Repeatability of the resultant acoustic noise of the core
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Fig. C-l Resultant acoustic noise of the c ore unde r  PW M vo Itage e xcitation, ma = 0.5 -1.2 with f  =3  kHz, at f  =50 Hz, 
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Fig. C-2 Re sultant acoustic n oise of the core under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0 .7 -1 .2  with f s =3  kH z, at f  = 100 Hz,
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A ppendix C : Repeatability of the resultant acoustic noise and corresponding peak-to-peak vibration at investigated points of the
core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation
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Fig. C-3 Resultant acoustic noise of the core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, m  = 0.5 and 0.6 with f  varied from 1
d J g

kHz to 3 kHz, at /  = 50 Hz, & = 13  T
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Fig. C-4 Resultant acoustic noise of the core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 and 0.6 with f s varied from 1 

kHz to 3 kHz, at /  =50 Hz, Bpeak = 1 .5T
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A ppendix C : Repeatability of the resultant acoustic noise and corresponding peak-to-peak vibration at investigated points of the
core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation

2). Repeatability of corresp onding peak-to-peak displacement at in vestigated points of 
the core
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Fig. C-5 Peak-to-peak vertical displacement a t point 2 under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 - 1.2 with 
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Fig. C-6 Peak-to-peak vertical displacement at point 2 under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.7 - 1.2 with f s =3 kHz, at 

/  = 100 Hz, Bpeak = 1.3 T
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A ppendix C : Repeatability of the resultant acoustic noise and corresponding peak-to-peak vibration at investigated points of the
core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation
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Fig. C-7 Peak-to-peak vertical displacement a t  point 2 under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 and 0.6 with f s varied from 1 

kHz to 3 kHz, at /  =50 Hz, Bpmk = 1 3  T
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Fig. C-8 Peak-to-peak vertical displacement a t point 2 under PW M  voltage excitation, m a = 0.5 and 0.6 with f s varied from 1 

kHz to 3 kHz, at f  = 50 Hz, Bpeak = 1.5 T
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Appendix C : Repeatability of the resultant acoustic noise and corresponding peak-to-peak vibration at investigated points of the
core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation
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Fig. C-9 Peak-to-peak horizontal displacement at point 4 under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.5 -1.2 with f s =3 
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Fig. C-10 Peak-to-peak horizontal displacement at point 4 under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.7 - 12 with f s = 3 kHz, a t /  = 
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A ppendix C : Repeatability of the resultant acoustic noise and corresponding peak-to-peak vibration at investigated points of the
core under sinusoidal and PWM voltage excitation
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Fig. C -ll Peak-to-peak horizontal displacement a t point 4 under PWM voltage excitation, ma = 0.6 with f s varied from 1 kHz to 

3 kHz, at /  =50 Hz, Bpeak = 13  T and 1.5 T
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